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ENGLISH SUMMARY 
The public awareness of climate change and fossil fuel depletion promotes the 
deployment of renewable energy sources. Multi-energy system provides an 
opportunity to improve the economic and environmental performance of energy use. 
Recently, the interdependency between the natural gas system, electric power 
system, and district heating system is enhanced by the use of gas-fired power 
generators, heat pumps, combined heat and power units, and power-to-gas units. 
Thus, the integration of multi-energy system is currently receiving increasing 
attention.   
This Ph.D. project aims at promoting the coordination of various energy resources to 
accommodate the fluctuated renewables and to shape an efficient and low-cost 
energy system. We study the integration of multi-energy system in terms of three 
aspects: energy flow model, network expansion planning, and operation strategy. 
Thus, the contributions of this project include three parts:  
 Energy flow model of multi-energy systems. A steady-state flow model is 
developed to describe the electricity, natural gas, and district heating systems. 
Then a unified energy flow solution is proposed to analyze the energy 
distribution in the integrated energy system. The per-unit system is proposed to 
improve the computational efficiency.  
 Optimal joint operation of multi-energy systems. A coordinated optimization 
model is developed to jointly operate the integrated energy systems with the 
aims of maximizing efficiency and minimizing cost. Since weather-dependent 
renewable sources are considered, the model is improved as a two-stage 
stochastic programming problem. It allows the optimal scheduling of reserves to 
facilitate real-time adjustment decisions, which results in minimum cost while 
integrating the highest level of renewable energy.  
 Co-expansion planning of multi-energy systems. A bi-level programming 
structure is developed to optimize the investment and operation cost of the 
integrated energy systems. The upper level aims at minimizing the expansion 
plan and determining the network topology. The lower level is formulated as an 
optimal economic dispatch under the operational constraints given by the upper-
level decision. A hybrid algorithm is presented to solve this bi-level 
programming. 
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DANSK RESUME 
Den offentlige bevidsthed om klimaændringer, udslip af fossile brændstoffer og 
bæredygtig energipolitik fremmer udbredelsen af vedvarende energikilder. 
Integrationen af multi-energisystemer giver mulighed for at forbedre den 
økonomiske og miljømæssige udnyttelse af energiforbruget på grund af optimal 
koordinering mellem forskellige energisystemer som el, gas, varme, køling, 
transport og så videre. For nylig er indbyrdes afhængighed mellem elsystemet, 
naturgasystemet og fjernvarmesystemet forbedret ved udbredt anvendelse af 
gasfibreffektgeneratorer, varmepumper, kombinerede varme- og kraftaggregater og 
kraft-til-gas-enheder. Integrationen af gas, fjernvarme og elektriske systemer får 
således øget opmærksomhed. 
Dette ph.d.-projekt sigter mod at fremme koordineringen af forskellige 
energiressourcer for at imødekomme de svingede vedvarende energikilder og forme 
et effektivt og lavpris energisystem. Vi studerer integrationen af gas, fjernvarme og 
elektriske systemer med hensyn til fire aspekter: energimængde model, 
netværksudvidelsesplanlægning, driftsstrategi, energimarked. Projektets bidrag 
omfatter således fire dele: 
• Energi flow model af multi-energisystemer. For det første er der udviklet en 
ensartet model til at beskrive den konstante strøm af de integrerede gas-, fjernvarme- 
og elforsyningssystemer.   
• Fælles drift af multi-energisystemerne. En koordineret optimeringsmodel er 
udviklet til i fællesskab at drive de integrerede energisystemer med det formål at 
maksimere effektiviteten og minimere omkostningerne. Da vejrafhængige 
vedvarende kilder overvejes (fx vindkraft), forbedres modellen som et to-trins 
stokastisk programmeringsproblem. Det første trin repræsenterer 
planlægningsbeslutninger forud for realtidsoperation til forskellige 
vindkraftscenarier, mens anden fase repræsenterer driftstimer i realtid.   
• Samudvidelsesplanlægning af multi-energisystemerne.En programmeringsstruktur 
på to niveauer er udviklet for at minimere både investerings- og 
driftsomkostningerne for de integrerede energisystemer. Det øverste niveau 
optimerer ekspansionsplanen og bestemmer netværkstopologien samt 
genereringskapaciteten, mens lavere niveau formuleres som en optimal økonomisk 
forsendelse under de operationelle begrænsninger, der er givet af beslutningen på 
øverste niveau.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  
Electric power system (EPS), natural gas system (NGS), district heating system 
(DHS) are essential infrastructures that supply electricity, gas, and heating to the 
modern society. The system planning and operation strategy plays a critical role in 
the security and economy of the future energy distribution systems with multiple 
energy carriers. Energy load flow studies are fundamental for the study of planning 
and operation of multi-energy systems (MES). This chapter provides a brief 
introduction to the basic framework as well as the studied contents concerned in the 
whole thesis.       
Firstly, the background of this Ph.D. project is presented to introduce the 
motivations of this study. Secondly, the research problems are formulated according 
to the project objectives. Then, the state-of-the-art of the research problems is 
investigated. The contributions are concluded afterward. Finally, the thesis outline 
and the list of publications related to this thesis are presented.   
1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS 
Nowadays, district heating, renewable, and natural gas supply are increasingly 
important in the global goal of greenhouse gas emission reduction [1], [2]. 
Meanwhile, with the development and application of gas-fired power generation 
(GPG) [3], power to gas (P2G) technology [4], heat pump (HP) [5] and combined 
heat and power (CHP) units [6], The interdependence and coupling are increasingly 
enhanced between the EPS, DHS,  and NGS, which is explained in detail as follows.     
Firstly, the rapid growth of intermittent renewables requires a backup capacity to 
provide the peaking shaving for a power system [7]. Due to the strong ability of 
peak regulation, GPG plays a critical role in the growing share of intermittent 
renewable [2]. In recent years, renewable energy is developed rapidly, as the public 
pay more attention to the global warming and fossil fuel depletion. Taking the 
development of Danish wind power, for example, the wind power in Danish 
electricity supply has maintained a sustained, rapid upward trend, as shown in 
Figure 1-1. By the end of 2017, the capacity of Danish wind power has been up to 
5300MW [8]. The wind power supplied 43.6% of electricity consumption of 
Denmark in 2017 [8]. Furthermore, a political agreement has been put forward that 
there should be a 100% renewable energy world at Denmark in 2050 [9], which has 
been further detailed in [10]-[12]. Also, the technical routine on developing the 
distributed renewable sources has been investigated in [13]. However, the 
unpredictable nature of the renewable source increases the difficulty in balancing 
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energy supply and consumption [14]. Thus, the flexibility is needed to accommodate 
the increasing share of renewables in the power generation. It is considered that 
GPG has strong ability of peak regulation which can respond quickly to fluctuations. 
So GPGs play a vital role in providing backup to the rapid development of 
renewable sources [2].     
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Figure 1-1 Wind power’s share of electricity supply in Denmark.  
Secondly, P2G technology displays the potential for converting excess electrical 
power to gas [15]. Nowadays, there is still lack of utility-scale electrical energy 
storage technology with good techno-economic feasibilities [16]–[18]. For instance, 
the super-capacitor energy storage (SCES), battery energy storage (BES) [19] and 
the flywheel energy storage (FES) [20] have been piloted, but most have been built 
in distribution networks for peak load shaving; the superconducting magnetic energy 
storage (SMES) is featured with its fast response [17], but with huge investment on 
the cryogenic systems and superconducting coils; the pumped-storage 
hydroelectricity (PSH) [22] and compressed air energy storage (CAES) [21] have 
large-scale energy capacities, but both of them have critical requirements to the 
geographical locations. Under this circumstance, encouragingly, P2G provides an 
opportunity to store surplus renewables in the NGS with a large scale and long 
duration way[23].         
Thirdly, DHS can play the role as a manageable load [24]. Such integration of gas, 
heating, and electricity presents the good potential to deal with renewable power 
fluctuation, to maximize the utilization of renewable energy, to supply electric, 
heating and gas load reliably. The analysis on the North European Power System 
showed that the there are various benefits from the integration of heat and wind, 
including the reduction of wind power curtailment, regulation of power price, and a 
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decrease of fuel oil consumption [25]. Also, by the coordination of large-scale wind 
power and the heat pumps in New York State, the utilization of wind-generated 
electricity was significantly increased [26]. Hence, the techniques of combining 
electrical and heat systems have a big potential to play the role as a manageable 
load.  
In summary, NGS plays a vital role in providing flexibility to the EPS to 
accommodate the rapid development of renewable resources. P2G technology 
displays the potential for converting excess electrical power to gas. DHS can play 
the role as a manageable load. Thus, the DHS, EPS, and NGS are becoming 
increasingly interconnected and interdependent [27]. The integration of multi-energy 
systems (MES) shows a better technical, economic and environmental performance 
than the traditional independent energy systems at both the operational and the 
planning level [28]. Meanwhile, the extensive development of CHP, GPG, HP and 
P2G can also enhance the synergies of the multiple energy carriers, as shown in 
Figure 1-2. Finally, energy systems integration, a renovation of existing energy 
systems to ensure the optimal interoperability among electricity, natural gas, 
heating, transportation, etc., has drawn broad interests.    
 
Figure 1-2 The schematic of research objects for the multiple energy systems. 
1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES   
The core objective of this thesis is to provide comprehensive solutions to the system 
planning and operation strategy of the future energy distribution systems with 
multiple energy carriers. The research objective will be completed by achieving the 
following four particular research targets:  
 To develop a general mathematical model of MES in a unified formulation.     
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 To assess the interaction among gas, heating and electric systems considering 
wind fluctuation in the electric power system.  
 To explore an optimization model to jointly operate MES considering the 
impact of wind power uncertainty.   
 To help the planner with decision support on expansion planning of the future 
MESs.    
These research targets help to address the following questions: How to analyze the 
energy flow distribution of MES? How to operate these energy conversion facilities? 
When and how much energy should be transferred from one energy carrier to 
another? How to optimally site and size the facilities, such as Gas-fired Power 
Generation (GPG) and P2G station in the integrated energy system? How to develop 
advanced optimization techniques, especially considering the interactive nonlinear 
constraints? Therefore, to address the system design and operation strategy problems 
of the integrated energy systems, this project focused on the further development of 
problem formulations and mathematical methodologies for the harmonized 
integration of MES.    
1.3. STATE OF THE ART 
Traditionally, energy carriers such as EPS, DHS and NGS were mostly operated 
independently [27]. The modeling and optimization have been widely studied for 
individual energy carrier (Natural gas network [28]–[30], district heating network 
[31], [32], electricity network [33]–[35]). However, the individual analysis has been 
incompatible with the ongoing reconstruction of the energy systems, like the DHS, 
EPS, NGS are becoming increasingly interdependent [36]. In the past decade, the 
combined modeling and optimization of multiple energy carriers have been carried 
out from the following aspects [37]–[40]: the efficiency of different systems, the 
correct sizing, the operation cost and the availability of different energy networks, 
etc.   
Recently, the research in the integrated analysis of MES has been developed in 
terms of technological and economic aspects [41]. The optimization models are 
developed for the combined electricity-gas systems to analyze the coupled network 
behavior [42]. Additionally, [43] proposes market models for analyzing the 
phenomenon that a single entity would play as a gas buyer and an electricity 
producer. [44] proposes a security model to analyze the interdependencies between 
EPS and NGS. It shows that the integrated model is user-friendly and quite effective 
in analyzing the interactions between EPS and NGS.    
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For these reasons, numerous efforts have been centered on the joint operation of the 
MES [45]. In these researchers, [46]–[49] studies the impact of NGS on the security 
and economic dispatch of EPS：[46] shows that the NGS has a definite impact on the 
electricity price. [47] demonstrates that the gas allocation affects the security of the 
EPS. In [46], [47],  the security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) model is 
developed by incorporating gas fuel allocation. However, the network constraints of 
NGS are ignored. Further, the coordinated operation of multiple carriers considering 
detailed network constraints has also been presented, e.g., in [50]–[52]. However, 
these researchers do not take into account the increasing deployment of renewable 
sources, especially in power systems, which introduces significant uncertainties. 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a novel decision model for the joint operation of 
power, gas, and district heating systems under the uncertainties.  
In addition to the joint operation, some research efforts have been devoted to the 
expansion planning of the MES. In [53], a detailed gas flow model is combined with 
the power flow model for investigating the expansion planning of the integrated gas-
power network. [54] proposes a mixed-integer linear optimization problem for the 
long-term multi-stage expansion planning of the combined EPS and NGS. Further, a 
holistic approach is proposed to investigate the effect of high penetration of GPGs on 
the multi-energy networks [55]. [56] carries out expansion planning on integrated 
energy systems by considering the energy reliability and CO2 emission reduction. 
However, there are few works considering the long-term planning of P2G and GPG 
in the integrated MES [45].   
1.4. CONTRIBUTIONS 
The harmonized integration of GNS, DHS, and EPS is comprehensively studied in 
this Ph.D. project. The contribution of this research consists of developing a series 
of algorithms and models for joint operation and planning problems of MES. 
Specifically, the technical results are highlighted with three main achievements:  
1. Energy flow model for the integrated energy system:  
Chapter 2 proposes the steady-state analysis on the integrated MES. The 
computational efficiency is enhanced by conducting a unified unit system on 
simplification of the mathematical description. Case studies are carried out to 
demonstrate the efficiency and feasibility of the proposed method. It is shown that 
the harmonized integration utilizes the flexibilities from heating and gas systems to 
help power systems to accommodate renewables. One journal paper and one 
conference paper published based on this work.  
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2. Multi-time period optimization method for the integrated energy system 
Following the work of Chapter 2, the optimal operation of the integrated energy 
systems is further developed as a multi-time-period optimization problem by taking 
the weather-dependent renewable sources into account. A two-stage stochastic 
programming problem is formulated. The first stage represents scheduling decisions 
prior to real-time operation for different wind power scenarios, while the second 
stage represents real-time operating actions. Detailed contents are presented in 
Chapter 3. Two journal paper and three conference paper have been published 
according to the results.  
3. Multi-objective optimization method for network design and expansion 
The coordinated expansion planning is proposed for the combined gas-power 
systems. A bi-level multi-stage programming problem is established for 
minimization of the total operational and investment costs. We develop a hybrid 
algorithm by combining a modified binary particle swarm optimization method with 
an interior point method, which presents high computational efficiency in finding 
the optimized solution. Detailed contents are reported in Chapter 4. One journal 
paper and one conference paper published based on the work.  
1.5. THESIS OUTLINE 
According to the requirements and regulations of the graduate school, this Ph.D. 
thesis is documented as a collection of papers, including a summary report and a 
collection of the published or submitted papers. In the thesis, research work is 
briefly summarized according to the contributions. The relevant papers are attached 
at last, and the papers are listed in Section 1.6. The thesis contains fives chapters and 
it is organized as follows:   
Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation of the Ph.D. project. The 
objectives and state-of-the-art, contributions are presented.  
Chapter 2 presents the energy flow models for both the NGS and DHS based on 
detailed formulations of the mass flow and thermal balance. A unified model is 
developed to describe the energy flow of MES. Papers related to this chapter are J1.  
Chapter 3 addresses the joint operation of the MESs under uncertainty. A two-stage 
stochastic programming problem is formulated to allow the optimal scheduling of 
reserves to facilitate real-time adjustment decisions. Case studies have been carried 
out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Papers related to this 
chapter are J3, and C1, C2, C3.  
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Chapter 4 focuses on the co-expansion planning of the MESs. A bi-level multi-stage 
programming structure is developed to minimize both the operation and investment 
cost of the MESs. Case studies are carried out on the western Danish electricity and 
gas system. Papers related to this chapter are J2 and C4.   
Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and future perspectives of this research project.  
1.6. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
A list of publications is given below. There are five journal papers and six 
conference papers related to the thesis, which have been published or under review.   
Journal papers:  
1. Q. Zeng, J. Fang, J. Li, and Z. Chen, “Steady-state analysis of the integrated 
natural gas and electric power system with bi-directional energy conversion,” 
Appl. Energy, vol. 184, pp. 1483–1492, Dec. 2016. 
2. Q. Zeng, B. Zhang, J. Fang, and Z. Chen, “A bi-level programming for multistage 
co-expansion planning of the integrated gas and electricity system,” Appl. Energy, 
vol. 200, pp. 192–203, Aug. 2017.  
3. J. Li, J. Fang, Q. Zeng, and Z. Chen, “Optimal operation of the integrated 
electrical and heating systems to accommodate the intermittent renewable 
sources,” Appl. Energy, vol. 167, pp. 244–254, Apr. 2016.  
 
Conference papers: 
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CHAPTER 2. STEADY-STATE 
ANALYSIS OF THE MULTI-ENERGY 
SYSTEMS  
This chapter focuses on the steady-state analysis of the multi-energy systems. 
Firstly, the steady-state models are developed to describe the EPS, DHS, NGS, 
respectively. Then the solution technique is proposed to analyze the energy 
distribution in the combined electricity-gas system. After that, case studies are 
proposed to validate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed method and 
results are analyzed. At last, the conclusions are drawn.    
2.1. STEADY STATE MODELLING OF ELECTRIC POWER 
SYSTEM  
2.1.1. AC POWER FLOW  
The power-flow study aims at obtaining the voltage magnitudes and angles in the 
EPS with given load, generators’ active, and reactive power output, etc [57]. The 
problem is formulated as shown below.  
  cos sini i i i i iV V V j                                           (2.1) 
 cos sinij ij ij ij ij ij ij ijY Y Y j G jB                                 (1.2) 
 
1
cos sin  
N
i i j ij ij ij ij
j
P V V G B 

                      (1.3) 
 
1
sin cos  
N
i i j ij ij ij ij
j
Q V V G B 

                     (1.4) 
where  is the angle of voltage and ij i j    . ijG  and ijB represent electrical 
conductance and electrical susceptance, respectively.  
The nodal power balance equations are given as:   
 g, d,
1
cos sin 0
N
i i i i j ij ij ij ij
j
P P P V V G B 

                           (1.5) 
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 g, d,
1
sin cos 0
N
i i i i j ij ij ij ij
j
Q Q Q V V G B 

                   (1.6) 
where g,iP  and d,iP  are the power generation and consumption at bus i, respectively. 
2.1.2. DC POWER FLOW  
As can be seen from above description, AC power flow model is non-linear. In some 
cases, the DC power-flow model is used instead, which is a linearization of AC power 
flow, based on the following assumptions [58].   
1. The reactive power flow is significantly smaller than the real power flow. Hence the 
reactive power balance, indicated by the equation (1.4), can be ignored.   
2. Line resistance is much smaller than the reactance; the conductance can be ignored. 
This assumption implies that grid losses are neglected.  
0ijG                                                                (1.7) 
3. When calculated in terms of per unit, the amplitudes of different buses are close 
enough to 1.0.  
1i jV V                                                         (1.8) 
4. The difference between the voltage angles across the line is small. This assumption 
results in linearization of the sine and cosine terms in the AC power flow equations. 
sin ij ij                                                          (1.9) 
cos 1ij                                                        (1.10) 
Hence, the AC power flow model can be simplified to the DC power flow equation.  
( )ij ij i jP B                                                    (1.11) 
2.2. STEADY STATE MODELLING OF NATURAL GAS SYSTEM 
2.2.1. GAS FLOW IN THE NATURAL GAS SYSTEM   
The steady-state energy flow of the NGS is analyzed by solving the gas flow 
equations as follows [27],  
 2gas, =k m km kmR G                                             (1.12) 
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where gas,kmG  is the standard pipeline gas flow rate;
2=k kp ,
2=m mp  
where  and  m kp p  represent gas pressure at the node of both ends of the pipeline. 
21km kmR C , kmR  represents the hydraulic resistance coefficient of the gas pipeline, 
similar to the line impedance of the power transmission lines [27]. 
kmC  represents 
the physical characteristics of each gas pipeline, which can be written as below [27]:         
0.5
2.5b
p, 
b G a, a
1
γ
km km km
km km km
T
C C D E
p L T Z f
  
     
   
                          (1.13) 
where 
kmC   
3m h kPa
 
denotes the overall transmission coefficient; C is a 
constant; p, kmE  is the pipeline efficiency; bT is the gas temperature at base 
condition; 
bp  is gas pressure at base condition in kPa; kmD  is the inside diameter of 
pipe in meter; 
kmL is the length of pipe in kilometers; Gγ  is the specific gravity of 
natural gas; 
aZ  is the average compressibility factor of the natural gas; a, kmT is 
average absolute temperature in the pipeline; the friction factor kmf  is determined 
by the characteristics of gas pipe [59]. Thus, given the pipeline parameters and gas 
compositions, the overall transmission coefficient 
kmC  can be determined 
accordingly [27].  
Let s,kG  and d,kG  denote the gas supply and gas demand at node k; the nodal gas 
balance equations are given as   
s, d, gas, =0k k k km
m k
G G G G

                                         (1.14) 
2.2.2. GAS COMPRESSOR   
The gas compressor (GC) increases gas pressure by reducing gas volume. The brake 
horsepower (BHP) of the GC can be calculated by the equation (1.15).  
 
1
GC a GC,
c c
BHP 1
1
k
k
c
s k c
km km
k
T c
K Z G CR
E c
     
           
                            (1.15) 
where CR represents compression ratio, which is the ratio of discharge pressure to 
the suction pressure [60].  
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0.5
m m
k k
p
CR
p
 
   
 
              (1.16) 
where 
GCK  is a constant;  cE  and c  represent compressors’ parasitic efficiency and 
compression efficiency, respectively; sT  is the suction temperature of the compressor; 
kc is specific heat ratio for the natural gas.  
2.2.3. GAS LINEPACK 
The gas linepack is the amount of gas stored in the gas pipeline [61]. The initial 
linepack value is proportional to the average gas pressure over that pipeline [61][62]. 
 0 LP,km km kmLP k p                                                   (1.17) 
The constant LP,kmk  is given by  [45]: 
 2LP, LP,
a
1st
km km km km
st km
T
k c D L
p Z T


                                     (1.18) 
where stT  and stp  represent the temperature and gas pressure at standard conditions, 
respectively; kmT  represents the gas temperature at pipe km. The average gas 
pressure kmp  is given by [62]:    
 2
3
k m
km k m
k m
p p
p p p
p p
 
   
 
                                      (1.19) 
The NGS is subject to the mass balance constraints so that the linepack can be 
calculated by the difference between the injection and withdrawal of the natural gas 
in the pipeline [56], [63]:   
0 LP LP
in, with,
1
( ) ( ) ( )
t
km km km km
h
LP t LP P h P h

                               (1.20) 
Need to be reminded that the linepack should be refilled after usage, so after nT time, 
the linepack should be the same with an initial value.   
  
T 0 0nkm kmLP LP                                             (1.21) 
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2.3. STEADY STATE MODELLING OF DISTRICT HEATING 
SYSTEM 
DHS mainly includes a heat source, pipe network and heat consumer as shown in 
Figure 2-1. Heat energy is generated by the heating station, transferred by the hot 
water, exchanged by the heat exchanger.  
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram of the district heating network 
2.3.1. WATER FLOW IN THE DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM 
The steady-state modeling of the DHS is formulated by the nodal mass balance and 
water flow equations as follows. 
 
2
, , ,n t m t nm nm tp p m                                             (1.22) 
  
HS ST HL
HS ST,in ST,with HL
, , , , , ,   
n n n n
h t s t s t l t nm t
h s l m
m m m m m
   
                      (1.23) 
where , ,,n t m tp p  represent the water pressure at the node n  and m  ,  ,nm tm  is water 
pipeline flow, nm   represents the hydraulic resistance coefficient of the pipeline nm. 
HS
,h tm , 
ST,in
,s tm ,
ST,with
,s tm , 
HL
,l tm   are the water mass flow rate of heat source, inlet of heat 
storage, outlet of heat storage (HS) and heat load in the period, respectively.  
2.3.2. WATER PUMP  
As pressure loss is created in the process of water transmission, water pump should 
be used to drive the water flow. The power consumption in the pump is related to 
the mass flow rate and the pressure difference [64], which can be calculated by 
 out in, , ,WP
, WP W
p t n t n t
p t
p
m p p
D
 
 
                                           (1.24) 
where 
WP
,p tD is the power consumption of water pumps, ,p tm is water flow through 
the pump,  
out in
, , and n t n tp p represent water pressure at the inlet and outlet of water 
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pump, respectively. 
WP
p   is the efficiency of the water pump in heat station and 
W  
is water density.  
2.3.3. WATER TEMPERATURE  
In the district heating network, water works as a medium. Heat is a quantity of 
energy which may be transferred between two systems, while the water temperature 
is a measure of energy. Therefore, water temperature is a vital state parameter in 
district heating network. Heat loss is considered in this model occurs since there is a 
large difference between the water temperature and its ambient temperature, [64] as 
shown below:   
 out am in am, ,m t n t nm                                               (1.25) 
where 
in
,n t  and
out
,m t  represent the inlet temperature and outlet temperature of pipe 
nm. am is the ambient temperature, nm  represents heat loss coefficient.  
Due to the energy exchange when two water streams are meet, the nodal temperature 
of the mixed water is given as  
 mix out, , , ,=  
n
n t mn t mn t n t
j im
m m 

                                      (1.26) 
where  ,mn tm is water pipeline flow from  m  to n , 
mix
,n t is the mixed temperature.  
2.3.4. HEAT EXCHANGER  
In the district heating system, heat transfer from heat sources to heat loads is 
accomplished through heat exchanger.  
   HE HE in out, , , ,    h t h t h t h tH c m                                            (1.27) 
where 
HE
,h tm represents mass flow rate through the heat exchanger. 
in out
, , and h t h t   
represent inlet temperature and outlet temperature of the heat exchanger. c  
represents specific heat capacity. 
HE
,h tH  represents the amount of heat exchange via 
heat exchanger. A positive value represents releasing heat to heat load. A negative 
value represents absorbing heat from heat source.  
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2.4. THE ENERGY CONVERSION FACILITIES 
2.4.1. GAS-FIRED POWER GENERATION 
For the GPG, the power plant efficiency is a critical factor which is related to its heat 
rate ( HR ) shown as [66]:    
GPG
3600
HR
                                                    (1.28) 
The relationship between the NGS and power generation is formulated by the heat rate 
curve [27]: 
2
g,GPG g,GPGHR P P                             (1.29) 
where the coefficients ,  ,     define the energy efficiency of the power generation 
process.  3d,GPG m hG  represents the gas consumption, which can be approximated 
by[27]:                                 
g,GPG
d,GPG
LHV
HR P
G

                                                (1.30) 
The gas consumption in GPG can also be calculated by [27]:            
d,GPG g,GPG
GPG
3600
LHV
G P

 
  
 
     (1.31)  
2.4.2. POWER TO GAS     
Since methane is the main component of gas, the objective production of P2G is 
methane in this work. There are two steps for P2G to produce methane [67]: 
electrolysis and methanation.  
Electrolysis is decomposition of water into oxygen and hydrogen by consuming 
electricity. The chemical reaction [67] of electrolysis is given as  
2 2 22H O (l) 2H (g) + O  (g)   H = +571.6 kJ                      (1.32)  
Methanation is the conversion of CO2 to methane through hydrogenation. [27]. This 
process can be given as:     
2 2 4 2CO (g) + 2H (g) CH (g) +O (g)   H 318.7kJ                      (1.33) 
Then the overall process in the P2G can be summarized as   
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2 2 4 2CO (g) + 2H O(l) CH (g) + 2O (g)  H +890.3kJ                   (1.34) 
In practice, the energy conversion efficiency of P2G (
P2G ) should be considered. 
Thus, the relationship between the gas production s,P2GG  and the power 
consumption 
d,P2GP  can be given as  
 s,P2G
P2G
d,P2G
3600 LHV
100%
G
P


                                  (1.35)  
where 
s,P2GG  represents gas production of the P2G in 
3m h , which can be given as      
P2G
s,P2G d,P2G
3600
LHV
G P
 
  
 
                                      (1.36)  
The equation can be rewritten by a simplified form as shown below: 
s,P2G P2G d,P2GG C P                                                   (1.37) 
where P2GC  denotes the energy conversion coefficient of the P2G system, the value 
of P2GC  is in proportion to the energy efficiency of the P2G system.     
P2G
P2G
3600
LHV
C

                                                     (1.38) 
2.4.3. COMBINED HEAT AND POWER 
The interfaces among the electricity, natural gas, and district heating systems are 
constrained by the energy conversion relationships of the CHP (1.39)-(1.40). The 
gas-fired CHP is an energy efficient technology that generates electricity by 
consuming natural gas and captures the heat that would otherwise be wasted. The 
relationship between the heat production and electricity generation is given by (1.39)
, and the gas consumption is given by (1.40).  
 CHP CHP e e, , , ,1 l ei t i t i t i t iH P K                                     (1.39) 
CHP CHP e
, ,i t i t iD P                                                (1.40) 
where
CHP
,i tH , 
CHP
,i tP  and 
CHP
,i tD  represent heat supply, power production and gas 
consumption in CHP unit, respectively. ei  ,
l
i t  and
eK  represent generating 
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coefficient, heat loss coefficient and heat exchange coefficient of CHP unit, 
respectively.   
2.5. A UNIFIED GAS AND POWER FLOW SOLUTION    
This section gives an example of the integrated NGS-EPS to analyze the steady state 
energy flow of the MES. Since the model of the integrated gas-electricity system 
consists of a set of nonlinear equations[27], Newton-Raphson method is selected to 
solve this problem.  
Newton-Raphson method is a popular linearization technology which can be given 
by the Taylor series expansion [34] as                 
( )F X J X                                                  (1.41) 
where X  represents all the unknown variables, which is considered as a point that 
closes to the exact solution. ( )F X  represents the mismatches, as shown below:           
T
GPG P2G GC gas   X V P P P G                                 (1.42)  
 
T
GC( )   F X P Q G P                                (1.43) 
The Jacobian matrix ( J ) is the matrix of all first-order partial derivatives:   
GPG P2G GC
gas
GPG P2G GC gas
GC GC GC
GC gas
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0
P P P P P
V P P P
Q Q
V
J
G
G G G G G
P P P G
P P P
P G


     
     
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
     
 
     
 
  
 
    
              (1.44) 
Thus, the correction can be derived to determine the corrections in unknown 
variables.  
 
1 ( )X J F X                                                    (1.45) 
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If the corrections exceed the specified tolerance, we move on to the next iteration 
( 1)k   with the new corrected value of variables based on:  
1k kX X X                                                (1.46) 
Then solve the nonlinear equations 1( )kF X  using the most recent values 1kX  . The 
process continues until a sufficiently accurate value is reached.  
2.6. CASE STUDY  
The convergence of the proposed method has been demonstrated by carrying out 
simulations under differing initial values, and simulation results are shown in Table 
2-1,  
 
Table 2-2 and  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-3 [27]. Two types of cases have been carried out for comparison study [27]: 
Case 1) we consider that the unit of voltage, power flow, gas flow and gas pressure 
are kV, MW, 3m h and kPa, respectively; Case 2) we convert the unit of the natural 
gas to the power unit as MW.  
Finally, the base value of voltage, gas pressure and power are 110kV, 10 bar and 
100MW for the per-unit system, respectively.  
2.6.1. STRUCTURE OF THE INTEGRATED GAS AND ELECTRICITY 
SYSTEM  
Case studies have been carried on a combined 7-node natural gas and IEEE-9 test system as 
shown in Figure 2-2.  
Table 2-2 gives the parameters of this combined gas-electricity system [27]: the 
impedance of power transmission lines, the hydraulic resistance coefficient of gas 
pipeline, the energy efficiency of GPG and P2G [35].    
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G1
B1 T1 B9
PL3
B7
B4
G3
B3T3
B6
B5
PL2
PL1
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T2
Gas source
Storage
Coal fired 
plant
N2N3
N4
N5
Gas load
 
N6
B2
G2
N7
P2G
Wind
GPG
T4
Natural Gas network Power system  
Figure 2-2 Structure of an integrated gas and electricity system 
2.6.2. INITIALIZATION AND COMPARISON     
Newton-Raphson method starts with initial guesses of all variables [68]. In this study, the 
"flat start" is used, i.e., all the initial variables are set as zero [27]. The simulation results are 
illustrated in the following tables: Table 2-1 summarizes the results for the natural gas 
network [27].  
 
Table 2-2 and  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-3 give the gas pipeline’s parameters and the data of electric network, 
respectively[27]. It shows that simulation results of Case 2 with the unified solution 
agree well with the results in Case 1. Thus, the per-unit system is feasible.  
 
 
Table 2-1 The nodal parameters of the natural gas network 
No. 
Case 1 Case 2 
Gas 
supply 
(m3/h) 
Gas 
demand 
(m3/h) 
Gas 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Gas 
supply 
(p.u.) 
Gas 
demand 
(p.u.) 
Gas 
pressure 
(p.u.) 
1 60000 12012.09 969.98 6.210 1.243 0.97 
2 0 10000 500 0 1.035 0.50 
3 0 12000 438.63 0 1.242 0.44 
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4 10012.1 0 1000 1.036 0 1 
5 0 20000 860.69 0 2.070 0.86 
6 0 16000 814.86 0 1.656 0.81 
7 0 0 1000 0 0 1 
 
 
Table 2-2 The branch parameters of the natural gas network  
Branch  From To 
Case 1 Case 2 
 2 3 2kPa (m /h)kmR   3 /h mkmG   p.u.kmZ   p.u.kmS  
1 6 1 0.0003 47987.9 0.0280 4.967 
2 1 2 0.0004 12000 0.0373 1.242 
3 2 3 0 25987.9 0.0000 2.689 
4 4 3 0.00025 0 0.0233 0 
5 5 4 0.0002 36000 0.0187 3.726 
6 6 5 0.0003 16000 0.0280 1.656 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-3 The electric parameters of power system  
Bus 
Case 1 Case 2 
 kViV
 
 i rad
 
 MWgP
 
 MWdP
 
 p.u.iV
 
 p.u.i   p.u.gP   p.u.dP  
1 112.97 -0.054 99.5 0 1.027 -0.054 0.995 0 
2 109.89 -0.112 90 0 0.999 -0.112 0.9 0.000 
3 111.32 -0.075 160 0.6 1.012 -0.075 1.6 0.006 
4 112.75 -0.031 0 0 1.025 -0.031 0 0 
5 111.32 -0.056 0 125 1.012 -0.056 0 1.250 
6 113.41 0.033 0 90 1.031 0.033 0 0.900 
7 112.75 0.022 0 129.5 1.025 0.022 0 1.295 
8 112.75 0.121 0 0 1.025 0.121 0 0.000 
9 114.4 0.000 0 0 1.040 0.000 0 0.000 
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2.6.3. THE EFFECT OF POWER DEMAND AND WIND POWER ON THE 
INTEGRATED GAS AND POWER SYSTEM  
This section focuses on the effect of power load and wind power on the energy 
conversion systems, i.e., P2G and GPG. The time series of electricity loads are 
injected into the power system at bus 5 and 6.The wind power is given as a time-
series injecting electrical power at bus 2, and The operational data for Danish power 
system in 2014 from Energinet.dk [27] is adopted in this study.        
Figure 2-3 shows the effect of the electricity demand and wind power on the output 
of P2G. When the wind power output is higher, and the electricity demand is lower, 
there is much higher gas production at the P2G unit. These results indicate the 
energy storage property of P2G. The surplus electricity power can be converted to 
gas fuel and stored in the gas storage and natural gas networks [27]. Thus, P2G 
technology has the potential of providing the flexibility to an energy system with the 
rapid increasing renewable energy.     
Figure 2-4 illustrates the effect of the wind power and electricity demand on the 
output of GPG. It shows that the generation of GPG decreases with the wind 
power’s output and increases with power load. When there is lower wind power and 
a higher power load, the GPG will increase its production to meet the power 
demand. This demonstrates that GPG has the ability of peak regulation.  
Figure 2-5 shows the impact of wind power and electricity demand on the reducing 
ratio of the total energy loss. It should be noted that the reducing ratio of the total 
energy loss is defined as the quotient of the decrease of the total energy loss and the 
total energy loss generated in the system without P2G [27]. It can be seen from 
Figure 2-5 that the reducing ratio of the total energy loss increases with the output of 
wind power and decreases with power demand, which indicates that the MES has a 
more significant reduction on the power loss when there is a larger output of wind 
power and lower power demand [27].  
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Figure 2-3 The effect of the wind power and power demand on the output of P2G 
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Figure 2-4 The effect of the wind power and power demand on the output of GPG 
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Figure 2-5 The reducing ratio of energy loss in the integrated energy system 
 
2.7. SUMMARY  
In this chapter, the steady state energy flow models are developed for the electric 
power, natural gas, and district heating systems. A unified solution is proposed to 
solve the combined energy flow equations. A per-unit system is adopted for 
simplifying the energy flow model and improving the computational efficiency. 
Case studies are carried out on a test system to demonstrate the applicability of the 
proposed method. Later, data on wind power and electricity loads are inputted to 
study the mitigation effect of GPG and P2G on the integrated gas and power 
systems. Simulation results demonstrate the capabilities of GPG and P2G for peak 
regulation. It also shows that implementing P2G in an MES can reduce energy 
losses.  
The technical details are presented in J1. 
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CHAPTER 3. JOINT OPERATION OF 
THE MULTI-ENERGY SYSTEMS 
Based on the energy flow models built in Chapter 2, the coordinated optimization 
model is developed to jointly operate the integrated energy systems with the aims of 
maximizing efficiency and minimizing cost. Two optimal operation models are 
developed. The one is optimal energy flow model for the combined energy system. 
Another one is the two-stage stochastic programming problem, which allows the 
optimal scheduling of the reserves to facilitate real-time adjustment decisions while 
integrating the highest level of renewable energy.   
3.1. OPTIMAL ENERGY FLOW MODEL FOR INTEGRATED 
POWER AND HEATING SYSTEM 
This section investigates the interaction of the heating system with the power system 
in district areas. An optimization problem is developed to solve the optimal energy 
dispatch of the combined power-heating system. So that the power and heat demand 
could be met simultaneously at the lowest operating cost. Furthermore, the best 
location is decided to link the electricity-heating system by considering the energy 
transmission loss. 
3.1.1. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS  
The objective is to minimize the total operation costs TotalF  consisting of electrical 
and heating system throughout the whole operational horizons [69]:    
G Heat
num num num num
Total G G 2 P
0, 1, , 2, , ,
1 1 1 1
( )
t S t S
s s s t s s t s s t
t s t s
F a a P a P H       (2.1) 
where G
,s t
P  is power generation, P
,s t
H  is heat production, a is cost coefficient. numt  
and represent the operational horizons and the number of sources, respectively.   
The objective function is subjected to the operational constraints of DHS, EPS and 
the interfaces between DHS and EPS. Moreover, the power flow and mass flow 
equations are modeled as equality constraints which are detailed in Chapter 2. The 
operational limits are categorized in the following [69]: 1) the operational 
constraints consist of the flow capacities of the water pipes and the flow capacities 
of the electricity lines; 2) the nodal operational constraints including within the 
reasonable range of voltages and temperatures; 3) the facilities such as heat 
exchangers, generators should be within their capacities. Full content is published on 
Applied Energy, refer to [69] for details. The formulated optimization problem is 
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nonlinear programming. Hence, we propose a decomposition-coordination algorithm 
to solve the optimization problem [69].  
3.1.2. OPTIMAL OUTPUT OF THE ENERGY SOURCES 
Figure 3-1 gives a test integrated electrical and heating system. The excess wind 
power can be converted to heat and stored in HS[69]. Figure 3-2 shows the optimal 
hourly-dispatch of electricity and heat sources throughout 24 hours [69]: 1) Figure 
3-2(a) shows that the valley periods of DHS are the peak periods of EPS. Figure 
3-2(b) shows that the EPS consumes all the wind power during the peak periods 
(9th~23rd) of the EPS. Hence, there is no heat production from wind power during 
the 9th ~ 23rd time periods as shown in Figure 3-2(c). However, during the low load 
periods 1st ~ 8th, the surplus wind power is converted into heat, which helps to 
reduce the wind curtailment. Also, Figure 3-2(b) shows that the electricity 
productions of G1 and G2 are smooth and steady. Thus, the joint operation of the 
electricity-heating system helps to buffer the production and demand variation. 
Finally, Figure 3-2(d) shows the operational process of the heat storage. The HS 
charges at time periods (3, 5 and 7) to cut down the wind curtailment and discharges 
at time periods (4, 6 and 8) to supply the heat load [69].  
 
 
Figure 3-1 Studied case of the integrated electrical and heating systems. 
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Figure 3-2 Optimal dispatch of sources in electrical and heating systems.  
 
3.1.3. COMPARISON BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL-OPERATION AND 
COORDINATED-OPERATION  
This section conducts comparative studies between the separated operation (I-
operation) and combined operation (Co-operation). Simulation results include the 
minimum heat requirement from the heat source, wind curtailment, and heat loss 
[69].  
Figure 3-3 compares the results of wind power curtailment. Because the power loads 
are high during the periods of 9th~23th, there is no wind curtailment for both 
operation approaches. During the low-load periods of 2nd ~8th, there are wind 
curtailments for both of the Co-operation and I-operation. However, the wind 
curtailment by using I-operation is much higher than that of Co-operation during the 
periods of 2nd ~ 8th [69].  
Figure 3-4 compares the heat production from the heat sources. It shows that the 
heat requirements from heat sources are lower by using Co-operation. The total heat 
requirements throughout 24 hours are 873 MWh and 987 MWh for Co-operation 
and I-operation, respectively. The total heat requirements for I-operation is 11.55% 
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higher than that in Co-operation since more wind power is used to produce heat in 
Co-operation case [69].  
Figure 3-5 compares the simulation results of heat loss. It shows that the heat loss is 
reduced by using Co-operation mode compared to I-operation. The sum of heat loss 
throughout 24 hours is 9.54 MW and 13.03 MW for Co-operation and I-operation, 
respectively. The heat loss in I-operation is 26.8% higher than that in Co-operation 
[69].  
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Figure 3-3 Comparisons of the wind curtailment with Co-operation and I-operation. 
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Figure 3-4 Comparisons of the requirement of the source with Co-operation and I-operation. 
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Figure 3-5 Comparisons of the heat loss with Co-operation and I-operation. 
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3.2. JOINT OPERATION OF GAS, HEATING AND ELECTRICITY 
SYSTEMS UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
In addition to the deterministic case for the integrated energy systems, this section 
presents the optimization model for the joint operation of the gas, electricity, and 
district heating systems with the aims of minimizing the cost. Since weather-
dependent electricity sources are considered (e.g., wind power), the model is 
formulated as a two-stage stochastic programming problem. The first stage 
represents scheduling decisions prior to real-time operation for different wind power 
scenarios, while the second stage represents real-time operating actions. The model 
is illustrated using the energy system of a city that includes a gas subsystem, 
electricity subsystem and a district heating subsystem.   
3.2.1. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS 
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The objective function (2.2) minimizes the total expected operation costs, which 
consist of two parts: the day-ahead scheduling cost and the expected cost of the 
anticipated balancing actions during the real-time operation.  
This objective function (2.2) consists of several terms. The first term represents the 
operation cost of scheduling CHP units to produce electricity and heat. For the gas-
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fired CHP units, the operation cost does not include the fuel cost as it is computed as 
a part of the total gas supply cost. The second and third terms represent the operation 
cost of scheduling coal-fired power (CFP) units and wind farms (WF) to produce 
electricity, respectively. The fourth term represents the cost of gas supply scheduling 
of gas wells (GW). The fifth term represents the operation cost of scheduling P2G 
units to produce gas and heat. The sixth term represents the cost of gas output and 
gas input of gas storage in the scheduling stage. The seventh term represents the 
operational cost of heat output and heat input in the HS in the scheduling stage. The 
eighth to fourteenth terms represent the expected balancing cost of operating the 
CHP, CFP, GW, P2G, GS, HS and wind farms of the integrated system in real-time 
operation. The fifteenth term represents the cost of any load that must be shed in 
real-time operation.  
This objective function subjects to both the scheduling constraints and the real-
time operation constraints. Each set of constraints is divided into four categories, 
which are the electricity, gas, district heating, and the linking constraints. Also, the 
model has been simplified by making some assumptions:   
1) For the electricity system, the DC power flow model is used. Power losses are 
ignored.  
2) For the gas network, we assume that all nodal gas pressures are within normal 
ranges. Nodal gas flow balances, the facility capacities and the pipeline transmission 
limits are considered in the gas network constraints.   
3) For the district heating network, we assume that the water temperature and the 
water pressure are within normal ranges. The nodal heat flow balance, heat supply 
capacities and heat transmission limits are considered in the heat network 
constraints.    
4) Upward and downward reserves for CFP, CHP, and P2G units are scheduled to 
compensate high/low wind power production.  
5) For simplicity, the gas flow rates and heat flow rates are converted to power 
units, and the per-unit system is used. 
3.2.2. DAY-AHEAD SCHEDULING OF THE ENERGY SOURCES 
The optimal scheduling strategy of the MES is analyzed throughout a 24-hour time 
horizon. The test system considered is shown in Figure 3-6. Figure 3-7 shows the 
optimal schedule of the EPS. It should be noted that the total power consumption 
consists of both power load and power consumption in the P2G unit. It can be 
observed in Figure 3-7 that the generation of the CFP unit is smooth. Conversely, 
the gas-fired CHP unit plays a critical role regarding peak regulation. On the gas 
system side, Figure 3-8 illustrates the gas injections and consumptions. Since there 
is wind power surplus in the scheduling stage, the excess electricity is converted into 
gas and heat by the P2G unit, which reduces wind power curtailment. Note that gas 
supply is flat from the gas well. The difference between gas supply from gas sources 
and gas consumption is balanced by the gas linepack and storage. At the district 
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heating system side, Figure 3-9 illustrates the heat supplies and consumptions. The 
difference between heat supply and heat consumption is balanced by the heat storage.  
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Figure 3-6 The Structure of integrated electricity, natural gas and district heating system. 
 
  
Figure 3-7 Optimal schedule of sources in the electrical system 
. 
 
Figure 3-8 Optimal schedule of sources in the gas system. 
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Figure 3-9 Optimal schedule of sources in the district heating system. 
3.2.3. REAL-TIME ADJUSTMENT OF ENERGY SOURCES 
Figure 3-10 provides the deployment of downward and upward reserve adjustments 
in the EPS to account for wind variability. A positive value represents an upward 
reserve adjustment and a negative one a downward reserve adjustment. For scenario 
“high wind”, the downward reserves of units CPG and CHP is deployed to 
accommodate high wind power production in most of the periods. For scenario “low 
wind”, the upward reserve of unit CPG is deployed in most of the periods.  
Figure 3-11 provides the deployment of downward and upward reserve in NGS to 
account for wind variability. For scenario “low wind”, the downward reserve of the 
P2G unit is deployed in most of the periods as there is no surplus electricity, while 
the gas supply is increased from the gas well to satisfy the gas demand. 
 
(a) High wind 
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(b) Low wind 
Figure 3-10 Optimal adjustment of sources in the electricity system. 
 
(a) High wind  
 
(b) Low wind 
Figure 3-11 Optimal adjustment of sources in the gas system. 
 
To assess the computational efficiency of the proposed method, we have run 
problems with 50 scenarios using CPLEX under GAMS. The CPU core used for the 
simulations clocks at 2.7 GHz. Available RAM is 8 GB. The solution time is 1.64 
seconds for this case with 50 wind power scenarios.   
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3.2.4.  THE IMPACT OF THE UNCERTAINTY ON THE TOTAL SYSTEM 
OPERATION COST  
In order to evaluate the impact of wind power uncertainty on the expected operating 
costs of the entire system, case studies are carried out on a variety of scenarios. 
Table 3-1 consists of the total costs, energy production costs and reserve capacity 
costs. We compare the cost breakdown under four different scenarios, namely:  
Case a) No uncertainty: Wind power generation is completely known in advance, 
and it is consistent with its expected value.  
Case b) No wind production: There is no wind farm in the system. Thus, all the 
loads are completely provided by thermal power plants. 
Case c) Uncertain wind power: We consider the uncertainty of wind power. The 
result can be obtained by solving the two-stage stochastic programming problem.  
Case d) Network congestion: Reduce the capacity of a single transmission line from 
200 MW to 40 MW. Wind power generation is the same as case 3).  
Table 3-1  Comparison of the expected cost breakdown 
Case a b c d 
Energy cost 398650 455735 401740 424864 
Reserve cost 0 0 31206 25812 
Total cost 398650 455735 432946 450676 
It is clear that wind power has a significant effect on the energy production cost by 
comparing cases (a) or (c) with case (b). It shows that the expected cost of (a) is 
significantly less than (c). The reason is that some costs are spent on reserve 
capacity to accommodate the uncertainty of wind power production.  
Case (d) emphasizes the effect of line capacity on the total cost. When a single 
transmission line has a lower capacity in the system, part of the wind power may be 
curtailed and the electricity system will not fully benefit from the no-cost wind 
power generation. Further, the cost of the system will have a bigger growth in the 
case of defects, such as outrage on lines.  
3.3. SUMMARY 
The developed model reported in this Chapter allows jointly operating the electricity, 
gas, and district heating systems of a city to achieve an efficient and economic 
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performance. This joint operation scheme for all subsystems (electricity, gas and 
district heating) is clearly better than the independent operation of each of these 
subsystems. The considered two-stage stochastic formulation allows the optimal 
scheduling of reserves to facilitate real-time adjustment decisions, which results in 
minimum cost while integrating the highest level of wind energy. The required 
computational time is small and clearly compatible with operational requirements. 
The papers related to this chapter are J3 and C1, C2, C3. 
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CHAPTER 4. CO-EXPANSION 
PLANNING OF THE MULTI-ENERGY 
SYSTEMS  
This chapter deals with the co-expansion planning of the multi-energy systems. We 
develop a bi-level multi-stage programming problem to minimize the total 
investment and operating costs. The upper level focuses on the system expansion 
planning, while the lower level focuses on the optimal operation of gas and 
electricity facilities. To solve this problem, a hybrid algorithm is proposed by 
combining the Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) and Interior Point 
Method (IPM). Examples have been studied on western Danish gas and power 
transmission networks.   
4.1. FORMULATION OF BI-LEVEL PROGRAMMING ON THE 
CO-EXPANSION PLANNING  
The upper-level subproblems aim at minimizing the total investment cost, while 
lower level subproblems try to optimize network operations [45]. Both problems are 
interactive. Reducing investment in capacity expansion results in higher operating 
costs. On the contrary, obtaining lower operating costs requires more investment in 
expanding electricity networks [45].  
 
Figure 4-1 Framework of bi-level programming on co-expansion planning  
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The upper-level subproblem decides the expansion plan of the integrated energy 
system, which consists of the siting and sizing of the facilities, such as generators, 
lines and pipes, etc. [45]. The objective can be given as  
 
 investment operation1
1
1
( ) ( )
1
Y
y
y
OF F y F y
r
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                            (3.1)        
where the symbol Y  is the planning time horizon, investmentF  is the investment cost, 
operationF  is the operational cost. The investment objective function is subjected to the 
following constraints [45]:  
1) Avoiding remove the expanded generators within the planning horizon.  
2) Due to the limited floor space, the maximum expansion capacity should be 
limited to facilities.  
3) The total annual investment should be limited to meet the financial budget.   
In the lower level subproblem, the economic dispatch is carried out to minimize the 
operational cost of the planned network and the plants. The annual operating costs 
operation ( )F y  is translated into the sum of the operating costs of that year [45]:     
operation operation
1
( ) ( )   
yD
d
F y F d

                                      (3.2)                            
where yD  is the time horizon for that year.                      
The objective subjects to the following constraints:     
1) For the power system, the operation should meet the transmission 
capacities, power flow balance, network constraints and generator 
capacities.   
2) For the gas network, the operation should subject to the gas flow balance 
constraints and the operational limits of the facilities, such as the gas 
compressor, gas terminal, and gas storage, etc.  
4.2. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY    
The bi-level optimization problem can be summarized as shown below [45].     
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where 
operation operation
1
( ) ( )
yD
d
F y F d

 . Moreover, is implicitly defined by                                    
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It is a bi-level mixed-integer non-linear programming. A hybrid algorithm that 
integrates the BPSO and IPM is proposed to solve this problem [45]. A BPSO is 
used [70] to solve the co-expansion plan problems in the upper level. For lower-
level, IPM is used to solve the optimization sub-problems. Figure 4-2 shows a 
detailed flowchart for using the hybrid algorithm to solve the bi-level mixed-integer 
non-linear programming. The steps for applying the hybrid algorithm to bi-level 
programming are shown below: 
   1. Randomly initialize a set of particles at random positions and velocities to 
provide network topology and operational constraints. 
   2. Calculate lower-level operating costs based on the network topology and 
operating limits provided by the upper-level. 
   3. Calculate the fitness function of the upper-level, including the operating and 
investment costs.  
   4. Update the local optimal position and the global optimum solution. 
   5. Calculate the particle speed in the next step and update the position of particles. 
   6. Obtain the optimal solution from PSO if the total cost is not changed for several 
iterations. Otherwise, back to step 2.  
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Figure 4-2 Flowchart of solving bi-level programming with the hybrid algorithm 
 
4.3. CASE STUDY 
As shown in Figure 4-3, case studies are carried out on the in western Danish natural 
gas and power transmission networks. System parameters are obtained from 
Energinet.dk, a Danish operator of electricity and natural gas transmission systems 
[71], [72].  
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Figure 4-3 The natural gas and electricity transmission system in western Denmark. 
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4.3.1. SCENARIO FORECAST AND THE INVESTMENT COSTS 
The planning period is nine years (2016-2024) and consists of 3 stages. The detailed 
forecast shown in Table 4-1 is obtained from Energinet.dk.  
  Table 4-1 The Energinet.dk's forecast of the planning horizon (2016–2024) 
Year 
Coal 
price 
Gas 
price 
CO2 
price 
Electricity 
prices 
Electricity 
load 
Wind 
capacity 
Percentage 
of wind  
€/MWh €/MWh €/ton €/MWh GWh MW % 
2016 8.1 21.3 7.3 30 20737 5041 41 
2017 8.8 22.9 8.8 29.1 20959 5191 43 
2018 9.6 24.8 10.8 36.3 21208 5341 45 
2019 10.5 26.9 13.5 43.6 21384 5541 48 
2020 11.5 28.9 16.8 50.9 21552 6341 58 
2021 11.6 29.4 18.1 51.3 21841 6591 61 
2022 11.7 29.7 19.5 53.2 22205 6841 64 
2023 11.7 30.1 20.7 53.7 22512 6891 66 
2024 11.8 30.4 22 54.3 22866 6941 66 
 
This table includes the average price of electricity, fuel, carbon dioxide emissions, 
as well as the future expansion of Danish electricity consumption and wind power 
generation capacity. From a consumer’s perspective, Denmark's electricity 
consumption growth is small [71]. From 2016 to 2024, the average annual growth 
rate is about 1%. From a power generation perspective, it is estimated by 
Energinet.dk that there will be 6941 MW wind power capacity in the Danish power 
system, generating 66% of the total electricity consumption by 2024. It will increase 
by approximately 3.5% per year since 2016 [72]. 
4.3.2. THE MULTISTAGE EVOLUTION OF THE CAPACITIES FOR P2G, 
GPG, AND CPG                 
Three scenarios were studied to validate the proposed method. Assume that the 
annual growth rates of wind power generation for scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are 2%, 3.5% 
and 5%, respectively. The simulation was performed on a computer with 3.06 GHz 
CPU/8GB RAM, the number of iterations and the particle size were set to 50 and 
250, respectively. 
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Figure 4-4 shows the iterative process of BPSO for the three scenarios. It shows that 
less than 150 steps are required before convergence, and the calculation times for 
options 1, 2 and 3 are 1054, 1205 and 1146 minutes, respectively. The simulation 
results are shown in Table 4-2. When the amount of wind power is increased, the 
operating cost is reduced due to the reduction in the consumption of natural gas and 
other fuels. However, more GPG and P2G investment costs are needed to ensure a 
safe energy supply [45]. 
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Figure 4-4 Optimization process of the proposed method 
Figure 4-5 shows the multi-stage evolution of the energy mix. The capacity of CPG 
decreases with wind penetration level, while the capacity of GPG and P2G increases 
with wind penetration level. For Scenario 1, the CPG’s capacity was reduced from 
2685 MW to 2181 MW, while GPG's capacity was increased from 400 MW to 505 
MW, and a 208 MW P2G plant was planned [45]. For Scenario 2, the capacity of the 
CPG was reduced from 2695 MW to 2029 MW, and in this case, the newly installed 
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capacity is 140 MW (from 400 MW to 540 MW) for GPG and the newly planned 
capacity is 295 MW for P2G [45]. Scenario 3 shows that the CPG's capacity will be 
shrunk to 1885 MW. In this case, it plans to expand 166 MW for GPG and 351 MW 
for P2G. As shown in the comparison of the three scenarios, the higher growth rate 
of wind power leads to more CPG closures and faster growth of GPG and P2G [45].  
  Table 4-2 Total expansion and operation cost in billions of Euro 
Scenario no. Iteration steps 
before 
convergence 
Initial fitness 
value 
Optimal total 
cost  
Investment cost  Operation cost  
Scenario 1 101 11.78 11.18 0.17 11.01 
Scenario 2 119 11.69 11.14 0.23 10.91 
Scenario 3 82 11.56 11.10 0.24 10.86 
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Figure 4-5 Evolution of the installed generation from 2016 to 2024 for three scenarios 
 
4.3.3. THE DAILY OPTIMAL OPERATION OF THE INTEGRATED GAS 
AND ELECTRICITY SYSTEM 
This section illustrates the daily operation of the combined GNS-EPS. Figure 4-6 
shows the daily economic dispatch of the EPS with high wind power. It shows that 
all the wind power is supplied to meet the power load during the peak periods (7:00 
AM~13:00 PM, 17:00 PM~18:00 PM) [45]. Meanwhile, both GPG and CPG raise 
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their outputs to balance the electricity demand. On the contrary, there is excess wind 
power during the midnight (12:00 PM~6:00 AM) which is converted into gas fuel by 
P2G. However, due to the limited available capacity of P2G, there is still wind 
curtailment in this period. It should be noted that the total electricity demand 
consists of both the nodal electricity demand and electricity consumption in P2G 
[45].   
 
Figure 4-6 Daily economic dispatch at power system side  
 
Figure 4-7 illustrates the daily economic dispatch of the gas facilities. This shows 
that the gas dispatch at the gas storage and gas terminal seems to be flat. The gas 
linepack balances the gas supply and gas demand. It can be seen that the linepack is 
consumed during the day and recovered at midnight. During the peak natural gas 
demand time (e.g. 8:00AM~13:00 PM), the natural gas demand from GPG continues 
to increase, resulting in rapid consumption of linepack. It shows that the sufficient 
linepack plays a critical role in balancing gas production and consumption [45].  
 
Figure 4-7 Optimized gas supply in the natural gas system Summary. 
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4.4. SUMMARY 
For the integrated gas-power systems, a multi-stage expansion planning model was 
developed to optimize the investment and operating costs. A bi-level framework was 
constructed to achieve a good balance between investment and operating costs. A 
hybrid algorithm is proposed to solve the bi-level programming problem by 
combining improved BPSO and IPM. Case studies have been carried out on the 
western Danish natural gas and electricity transmission network to verify the 
effectiveness of the method. To overcome the challenges posed by changes in the 
energy mix, GPG and P2G are recommended to enhance the synergy between NGS 
and EPS. Simulation results show that P2G helps to reduce the operation cost for the 
lower wind curtailment and fewer carbon emissions.   
 
The papers related to this chapter are J2 and C4. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVES 
This thesis aims at developing strategies, models, and methods to optimize the 
planning and operation of the integrated power, gas and heating systems to improve 
the overall efficiency and sustainability of the energy system. The main aspects 
include models of energy sources and energy networks, energy flow modeling, 
network expansion planning and optimal operation strategies.   
The energy flow model is developed in Chapter 2 to describe the gas, district 
heating, and electric power systems. Then a unified energy flow solution is proposed 
to analyze the energy distribution in the MES.   
The coordinated optimization model is developed in Chapter 3 to jointly operate the 
integrated energy systems with the aims of maximizing efficiency and minimizing 
cost. The fluctuating wind power is considered with the two-stage stochastic 
programming.  
The bi-level programming is formulated in Chapter 4 to minimize the total 
investment cost and operating cost. A hybrid algorithm combining the Binary 
Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) and Interior Point Method (IPM) is proposed 
to solve this problem. 
All the proposed models and methods are tested under different scenarios. After 
analysis the simulation results, we can get the following conclusions:  
1. The gas, electricity, and district heating systems interact with each other, and the 
coordinated operation and planning can help to improve the overall efficiency and 
sustainability.  
2. P2G and GPG can help to enhance the synergies between the gas and power 
systems, to utilize the compressibility of the natural gas as the flexibility resources 
in power system.   
3. P2G helps to reduce operation cost by lower the wind curtailment, fuel 
consumption, and carbon emission. All the power loss, BHP and the total energy 
loss can be reduced by using P2G in the integrated energy system.  
4. Planning results suggest that enhancing the synergies between gas and power 
system using GPG and P2G helps to overcome the challenges brought by the change 
in the energy mix, and potentially contribute to the renewable targets.   
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5. The two-stage stochastic formulation allows the optimal scheduling of reserves to 
facilitate real-time adjustment decisions under uncertainties, which results in 
minimum cost while integrating the highest level of wind energy.  
With the promising simulation results of this research, the proposed operation and 
planning frameworks have the potential to solve other system operation and 
planning problems of multi-energy systems. In the future, the following works can 
be expected. 
1. Improvement on the energy flow model. The dynamic energy flow model can be 
formulated to analysis the MES by considering the different response times of the 
district heating, gas and power systems.  
2. Coordinate the demand responses across multiple energy systems. Recently, 
demand response becomes the major flexibility source in the electrical distribution 
system. Part of the heating demand can be met without reducing the comfort level.  
3. The multi-time period optimization problem can be formulated for the optimal 
management of the flexible sources in the integrated energy systems.   
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a b s t r a c t
Nowadays, the electric power system and natural gas network are becoming increasingly coupled and
interdependent. A harmonized integration of natural gas and electricity network with bi-directional
energy conversion is expected to accommodate high penetration levels of renewables in terms of system
flexibility. This work focuses on the steady-state analysis of the integrated natural gas and electric power
system with bi-directional energy conversion. A unified energy flow formulation is developed to describe
the nodal balance and branch flow in both systems and it is solved with the Newton–Raphson method.
Both the unification of units and the per-unit system are proposed to simplify the system description and
to enhance the computation efficiency. The applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated by ana-
lyzing an IEEE-9 test system integrated with a 7-node natural gas network. Later, time series of wind
power and power load are used to investigate the mitigation effect of the integrated energy system. At
last, the effect of wind power and power demand on the output of Power to Gas (P2G) and gas-fired
power generation (GPG) has also been investigated.
 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Due to the broad public attention of the climate change and fos-
sil resource depletion, renewable sources such as wind and solar
are developed rapidly in recent years. Taking Denmark for exam-
ple, by the end of 2014, the wind power capacity in Denmark has
reached 4855 MW. Furthermore, a long-term goal has been put
forwarded by a political agreement in Denmark that a 100% renew-
able energy should be implemented in 2050 [1]. The design of the
future 100% renewable energy systems has also been documented
in general terms in [2,3]. Though the renewable has been devel-
oped in recent years with great potential, its intermittent and
unpredictable nature raises the difficulty to balance the energy
production and consumption [4]. Existing options to accommodate
the renewables include: increasing deployment of the fast-
ramping sources such as pumped hydro power plants [5] and elec-
trical energy storages [6,7], coordinating wind and solar across
wide spatial diversities [8], optimal managing the demands to
meet the renewable generation profiles [9,10].
Natural gas is another environmentally-friendly energy source
in accommodating the intermittent renewable energy. Firstly, nat-
ural gas-fired power generation (GPG) plays a critical role in peak
regulation in the absence of hydropower, because it can respond
rapidly to changes in demand and supply [11]. So the natural gas
network becomes increasingly important for providing backup to
the growing supplies of intermittent renewable energy. Secondly,
the P2G technology provides an opportunity to convert surplus
renewables to a gas fuel. It shows a big potential to store renew-
ables in the natural gas network in large-scale and long duration
way [12]. It works by using the surplus wind power or other
renewable sources to produce gas fuel that can be stored in the
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2016.05.060
0306-2619/ 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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existing natural gas networks, and the stored energy can then be
injected back into electricity system through GPG when needed.
Thus, the electric power system and natural gas network are
becoming increasingly coupled and interdependent. The extensive
development and application of GPG and P2G will significantly
enhance the interaction between the gas and electrical systems.
While extensive studies have been conducted in natural gas and
electric power systems individually, a coordinated analysis of the
integrated gas and electric power system is still insufficient [13].
The state of the art reviews on the integrated natural gas and
power system can be found in [14,15]. Literatures on this topic
can be classified into two general perspectives: the economic per-
spective and the technical perspective. The economic or market
perspective mainly aims at the interaction of the pricing mecha-
nisms between different systems [16,17]. Building a feasible eco-
nomic model is an important step in economic assessment.
However, the influence of the technical constraints is often over-
looked or given in a simplified way. For example, the network con-
straints are often neglected in such studies. The technical
perspective focuses on the secure and efficient operation and plan-
ning of the integrated energy systems [15]. Different approaches
have been proposed in terms of the time horizon. A multi-time per-
iod combined gas and electricity network optimization model was
developed in [18], which takes into account the varying nature of
gas flows, network support facilities. Qiu et al. [19] proposed a
multi-stage co-planning model to identify the optimal co-
expansion plan in the integrated energy systems. The reliability
is another important issue of the integrated energy systems [20].
It aims at analyzing the interdependence of the integrated electric-
ity and gas system under abnormal conditions, such as cascading
failures propagating from one system to another [21].
In these studies mentioned above, the GPG has been widely
considered as the single-directional linkage between the natural
gas and electricity networks. However, P2G, which enables bi-
directional energy conversion, has only recently appeared in the
investigation of the integrated natural gas and electric power sys-
tem. Qadrdan et al. [22] investigated the impacts and benefits of
employing P2G in the integrated operation of the electricity and
gas networks. It showed that the introduction of P2G not only
reduced the wind curtailment but also improved the optimal dis-
patch for electricity and gas. To further analyze the steady state
energy flow in the integrated energy system with bi-directional
energy conversion, a comprehensive method is needed including
both P2G and GPG. The main objective of this paper is to provide
a unified formulation for the steady state analysis of the integrated
energy system with bi-directional energy conversion. A set of non-
linear equations representing the gas and power systems are
obtained based on the nodal balance of the gas and power flows,
respectively. The integrated formulation of the natural gas and
electric power system is obtained by combining the stated flow
models through links of the gas compressor, P2G and gas-fired
power plants. A case study has been conducted to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed approach on the IEEE-9 test system
connected with a 7-node natural gas network. The effect of the
fluctuant power supply and power demand on the integrated nat-
ural gas and electric power system has been studied with historical
Nomenclature
Indices
s, d, g supply, demand, generation
GPG, P2G, GC gas-fired power generation, power to gas, gas com-
pressor
Parameter
C constant
CR compression ratio
CGPG the proportional relationship of energy conversion
from gas to power in GPG, m3=MW h
CP2G the energy conversion from electricity to the natural
gas in P2G system, m3=MW h
Ckm the overall transmission coefficient for an individual
pipeline, ðm3=hÞ=kPa
ck specific heat ratio for the natural gas
Dkm, Lkm the inside diameter of pipe in meter, the pipe length
in km
Ep;km the pipeline efficiency, a decimal value no larger than
1.0
Ec compressors parasitic efficiency, 0.99 for centrifugal
units
f km the friction factor
Gij, Bij, Y electrical conductance, electrical susceptance, line
admittance matrix
Gk, Gs;k, Gd;k the gas flow, the gas supply, the gas demand at node
k, m3=h
HR the heat rate, MJ/MW h
J Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives
KGC constant of compressor
LHV lower heating value, MJ=m3
pb gas pressure at base condition, kPa
Pg;i, Pd;i the active power generated of bus i, the active power
demand of bus i, MW
Qg;i, Qd;i the reactive power generated of bus i, the reactive
power demand of bus i, MVar
Rkm Rkm ¼ 1=C2km, the hydraulic resistance coefficient of
the pipeline, kPa2=ðm3=hÞ2
Ss;k, Sd;k gas supply and demand at node k, MW
Ts suction temperature of compressor, R
Tb gas temperature at base condition, K (273+ C)
Ta;km average absolute temperature of pipeline, K (273 +C)
V, Y bus voltage, nodal admittances matrix
Zkm the resistance coefficient of the pipeline, kPa
2
=ðMWÞ2
Za average compressibility factor
cG the natural gas specific gravity, dimensionless
gc , gGPG, gP2G compression efficiency, the energy efficiency of
GPG, the energy efficiency of P2G
Variables
BHPkm brake horsepower consumed by the gas compressor,
horsepower
Gd;GPG, Gs;P2G gas consumption in GPG, gas generation in P2G,
m3=h
Pd;P2G, PGC;km, Pg;GPG power consumed by P2G system, by gas
compressor, power generated by GPG, MW
Ggas;km standard gas flow rate in the pipeline, measured at
base temperature and pressure, m3=h
GGC;km natural gas flow in the compressor, m3=h
pm, pk the Nodal gas pressure at both ends of the pipeline,
kPa
Pk, Pm Pk ¼ p2k , Pm ¼ p2m, kPa2
Sgas;km gas flow rate in the pipeline from the node k to m,
measured in MW
Sd;GPG, Sg;P2G gas consumption in GPG, gas generation in P2G, MW
jV j, h magnitude of voltage, angle of voltage
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data. The effect of wind power and power demand on the output of
the GPG and P2G has also been investigated. The major contribu-
tions of this work are:
 A harmonized integration of natural gas and electric power sys-
tem with bi-directional energy conversion is formulated,
including the gas compressors, the power-to-gas and the gas-
fired power plants.
 Both the unification of units and the per-unit system are pro-
posed to simplify the system description and to enhance the
computational efficiency.
 Numerical simulations are carried out to validate and demon-
strate the feasibility, efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
method and results are analyzed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the formulation of the integrated gas and power sys-
tem; Section 3 presents a unified gas and power flow solution for
analyzing the steady-state energy distribution; Section 4 illustrates
a verification of the unified solution for the integrated system;
Finally, case studies are described in Section 5, and the conclusion
is provided in Section 6.
2. Modeling of the integrated gas and power system
2.1. Power flow in the electric power system
Power flow studies are of great importance in planning and
operation of power systems. The goal of a power-flow study is to
obtain voltage angle and magnitude information for each bus in
a power system for specified load and generator power and voltage
conditions [23]. The problem can be formulated as follows. The bus
voltage V and nodal admittances matrix Y of the system are given
in polar coordinates by
Vi ¼ jVij\hi ¼ jVijðcos hi þ j sin hiÞ ð1Þ
Yij ¼ jYijj\hij ¼ jYijjðcos hij þ j sin hijÞ ¼ Gij þ jBij ð2Þ
Then the real power and reactive power injection at different buses
are given by
Pi ¼ jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij cos hij þ Bij sin hijÞ ð3Þ
Qi ¼ jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij sin hij  Bij cos hijÞ ð4Þ
where hij ¼ hi  hj. Eqs. (3) and (4) constitute the polar form of the
power flow equations. The net active power Pi and reactive power
Qi entering bus i are calculated. Let Pg;i and Pd;i denote the power
generation and consumption at bus i. Then the nodal power balance
equations are given as
DPi ¼ Pg;i  Pd;i  jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij cos hij þ Bij sin hijÞ ð5Þ
DQi ¼ Qg;i  Qd;i  jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij sin hij  Bij cos hijÞ ð6Þ
2.2. Wind power output
For each wind-power unit, the active power for a variable speed
wind turbine (Pg;var) is calculated based on [24]
Pg;varðvÞ ¼
0 if v < Vci or v > Vco
aþ bv3 if Vci 6 v 6 Vr
Pr if Vr 6 v 6 Vco
8><
>: ð7Þ
where Pg;varðvÞ is the wind power for a variable speed wind turbine
at wind speed v. Pr is the rated power output of the wind-power
unit., Vci, Vr and Vco are the cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds,
respectively. The coefficient a is the bias value, and b is the gradient
value.
2.3. Gas flow in the natural gas system
The steady-state modelling of the natural gas system is formu-
lated by the gas flow equations, compression power calculation
and nodal mass balance. In this work, the elevation deviation in
the gas pipelines is neglected. Besides, the assumption of isother-
mal flow is good enough for most practical purposes, since the
gas temperature reaches constant values in long transmission lines
[25]. Therefore, the temperature deviation in the gas pipelines is
neglected in this work. We concentrate on the steady-state isother-
mal flow of gas in pipelines. With these assumptions, the flow
equations and nodal balance equations can be formulated as
follows.
2.3.1. Pipeline flow equation
For the steady-state isothermal flow in a gas pipeline, the flow
rate is related to the pressure drop. Based on the assumptions that
there is no elevation change in the pipeline, and the condition of
flow is isothermal [25], the pipeline flow equation is expressed by
Ggas;km ¼ C Tbpb
 
D2:5km
p2k  p2m
LkmcGTa;kmZaf km
 0:5
Ep;km ð8Þ
In the flow equation, the friction factor f km is determined by dif-
ferent formulas based on different flow regimes. Note that in high-
pressure gas transmission pipelines with high flow rates, only two
types of flow regimes are observed: partially turbulent flow and
fully turbulent flow [26]. Under this situation, f km is given in SI
units as
f km ¼
0:009407ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dkm3
p ð9Þ
where the friction factor f km is determined only by the pipe diame-
ter as mentioned above.
The physical characteristics of each pipeline with fixed gas com-
position in Eq. (8) can be summarized by a single constant Ckm [27]:
Ckm ¼ C Tbpb
 
D2:5km
1
LkmcGTa;kmZaf km
 0:5
Ep;km ð10Þ
And then a more compact form of Eq. (8) depicting the gas flow
from node k to m can be given as
Pk Pm ¼ RkmG2gas;km ð11Þ
where Pk ¼ p2k , Pm ¼ p2m and Rkm ¼ 1=C2km, Rkm represents the
hydraulic resistance coefficient of the pipeline whose meaning is
similar to the line impedance of the power system.
2.3.2. Compression power calculation
The brake horsepower of the gas compressor is related to the
compression ratio (CR) and gas flow rate from the compressor.
Compression ratio (CR) is the ratio of absolute discharge pressure
to the absolute suction pressure [28].
CR ¼ pm
pk
¼ Pm
Pk
 0:5
ð12Þ
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BHPkm ¼ KGCZaGGC;km TsEcgc
 
ck
ck  1
 
pm
pk
 ck1
ck  1
2
4
3
5 ð13Þ
BHPkm ¼ KGCZaGGC;km TsEcgc
 
ck
ck  1
 
Pm
Pk
 ck1
2ck  1
" #
ð14Þ
where KGC is a constant, the value depends on the units of the GGC;km
in the equation, for MMscfd, the value of KGC is 0.0854; It should be
mentioned that 1 MMscfd of gas flow at 15 C equals 1177 m3/h in
flow rate. So the value of KGC is 7:26 105 if the unit of GGC;km is
given as m3/h.
2.3.3. Nodal gas balance equation
The nodal gas balance equations simply indicate that the sum of
the inflows and outflows at the node should be zero:
Gs;k  Gd;k 
X
m2k
Ggas;km ¼ 0 ð15Þ
Considering a natural gas network consisting of N nodes and M
branches, a reference node is pre-set with given nodal pressure.
The unknown variables include (N  1) nodal pressures and M
pipeline flow rates.
2.4. Integrated natural gas and power flow formulation
The energy conversion between the gas and electric power sys-
tem primarily takes place in the GPG units and P2G.
2.4.1. Gas-fired power generation
For the Gas-fired power generation, heat rate (HR) is a term
used to indicate the power plant efficiency, which is the ratio of
heat given up by the natural gas, regarding its lower heating value
(LHV), to the power available at the GPG [29]. It has the SI unit of
MJ/MW h. Therefore, a lower heat rate gives higher energy effi-
ciency. And the relationship between the heat rate and efficiency
can be found in [30] as
gGPG ¼
3600
HR
ð16Þ
The relationship between the power generation and the natural gas
network is mathematically formulated by the heat rate curve,
HR ¼ aþ bPg;GPG þ cP2g;GPG ð17Þ
where the coefficients a, b, c define the efficiency in this energy
conversion process.
Then the gas consumption, Gd;GPG ðm3=hÞ, can be calculated
approximately from
Gd;GPG ¼ HR  Pg;GPGLHV ð18Þ
The gas flow required for the energy demanded can also be
computed by the following equation if the power plant efficiency
is known.
Gd;GPG ¼ 3600gGPGLHV
 
Pg;GPG ð19Þ
where LHV represents the lower heating value of the natural gas,
the value is from 35.40 to 39.12 MJ/m3 [31]. An average value of
37.26 MJ/m3 is used in this paper.
2.4.2. Power to gas
Power to gas (P2G) system can produce hydrogen, and the pro-
duced hydrogen can also be injected into the gas network. But the
amount of hydrogen to be fed into the gas system is limited since
there are still many impacts and uncertainties on injecting hydro-
gen into the gas system. Firstly, blending hydrogen into natural gas
pipeline reduces the thermal energy due to the lower energy den-
sity of the hydrogen gas. Secondly, blending hydrogen gas gives
bad effects on pipe material including embrittlement, which
decreases material strength. Thirdly, the leakage rate of hydrogen
is greater than methane since hydrogen is a much smaller mole-
cule, a large leakage of hydrogen may also cause economic and
safety concerns [32]. Besides, blending hydrogen in gas network
gives adverse effects on the gas appliance, such as burners, boilers
or gas engines. Therefore, there are still many mandatory restric-
tions for injecting hydrogen into gas network. For example, the
maximum level of hydrogen content that is allowed in the UK is
0.1% (by volume) [22]. Considering the main composition of natu-
ral gas is methane, the target product of P2G is methane in this
paper. Thus, the production chain of P2G consists of two steps:
electrolysis and methanation. Electrolysis is a process of using
electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. The chemical
reaction [33] in the electrolyzer is elaborated by
2H2OðlÞ $ 2H2ðgÞ þ O2ðgÞ DH ¼ þ571:6 kJ ð20Þ
Methanation is the synthesis of hydrogen and carbon dioxide to
methane. This process is based on the Sabatier reaction
CO2ðgÞ þ 2H2ðgÞ $ CH4ðgÞ þ O2ðgÞ DH ¼ þ318:7 kJ ð21Þ
The methane is then compressed, metered and injected into the
natural gas system. Combine both of the reaction (20) and (21), an
overall reaction P2G can be given as
CO2ðgÞ þ 2H2OðlÞ $ CH4ðgÞ þ 2O2ðgÞ DH ¼ þ890:3 kJ ð22Þ
From the overall Eq. (22), theoretically, with every 890.3 kJ of
energy consumed, 1 mol of CO2 can be turned into 1 mol of
methane. In practice, the energy conversion efficiency (gP2G)
should also be considered. In this work, gP2G is defined as the ratio
of the absorbed energy density by the produced gas to the power
consumed by P2G, per unit volume of gas produced. The same as
GPG, the energy density of natural gas is given regarding its lower
heating value (LHV). Thereby the energy conversion relationship
between the gas generation rate Gs;P2G and the consumed power
Pd;P2G can be given as
gP2G ¼
ðGs;P2G=3600Þ  LHV
Pd;P2G
 100% ð23Þ
where Gs;P2G is gas generation rate of the P2G system, m3=h, which
can be calculated from
Gs;P2G ¼ 3600gP2GLHV
 
 Pd;P2G ð24Þ
The physical characteristics of each P2G system in Eq. (24) can
be expressed by a single constant CP2G given by
CP2G ¼ 3600gP2GLHV ð25Þ
This leads to a simpler equation for the P2G system,
Gs;P2G ¼ CP2GPd;P2G ð26Þ
where CP2G denotes the energy conversion from electricity to the
natural gas in P2G system, the value of CP2G is in proportion to
the energy efficiency of the P2G system.
This is a simplified model for showing the relationship between
the amount of used electricity and the amount of gas production in
P2G. In this model, the amount of used electricity is determined by
the amount of gas production and the efficiency of the P2G system,
which is similar to the model in [22].
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3. A unified gas and power flow solution
The integrated natural gas and electric power system is com-
posed of a gas network and a power grid. The formulation of the
integrated natural gas and electricity infrastructures is obtained
by combining the stated flow models. The bi-directional energy
flow is formed by considering the links between both infrastruc-
tures via the gas compressor, GPG and P2G. For simplification of
analysis, the unit of the gas flow rate is converted to power unit
as MW and then per-unit conversion is carried out in the inte-
grated system. Finally, a unified modelling and solution framework
is described to solve the coupled gas and power flow equations.
3.1. Unification of units and the per-unit system
The integrated gas and power system is composed of a gas net-
work and a power system. For simplification of analysis in the inte-
grated energy system, the unit of the gas flow rate is converted to
power unit as MW by introducing the energy density of natural
gas. For natural gases, the energy density is its lower heating value
(LHV) in MJ/m3. Thus, the novel gas flow rate (Sgas) can be calcu-
lated by
Sgas ¼ Ggas  LHV3600 ð27Þ
where Sgas is the converted form of gas flow rate in MW.
Thus, Eq. (11) can be rewritten as
Pk Pm ¼ ZkmS2gas;km ð28Þ
where Zkm in kPa
2
=ðMWÞ2 represents the resistance coefficient of
the pipeline whose meaning is similar to the line impedance of
the power system.
Accordingly, Eqs. (15), (19) and (24) can be rewritten as the fol-
lowing equations.
DSk ¼ Ss;k  Sd;k 
X
m2k
Sgas;km ð29Þ
Sd;GPG ¼ Pg;GPGgGPG
ð30Þ
Sg;P2G ¼ gP2GPd;P2G ð31Þ
The unit of BHP is also converted to the power unit (MW), it is
known that one horsepower equals to 745.7 Watts. Thus, the con-
verted form of power consumption in compressor can be given as
PGC;km ¼ 745:7 106  BHPkm ð32Þ
PGC;km ¼ K 0GCZaSgas;km
Ts
Ecgc
 
ck
ck  1
 
Pm
Pk
 ck1
2ck  1
" #
ð33Þ
where K 0GC is a constant, the value depends on the units of the Sgas;km
in the equation. If the unit of Sgas;km is given as MW, and the energy
density of natural gas is set as 37.26 MJ/m3, the value of K 0GC is
5:23 106.
Thereby, both of gas flow and power flow are measured by MW
in this paper.
Furthermore, for simplicity, a per-unit system is applied to
describe the integrated gas and power system which is widely
adopted in the power systems analysis. In this paper, we consider
that the base value of voltage is 110 kV, the base value of gas pres-
sure is 1 MPa and the base value of power is 100 MW. Then the rest
of the units can be derived from the independent based values.
Finally, all the related coefficients are adjusted to meet the per-
unit system accordingly.
3.2. Unified gas and power flow solution
In order to analyze the steady state energy distribution in the
integrated energy system, the integrated energy flow is formed
by gathering the stated flow models of both natural gas and elec-
tric power system. A set of nonlinear equations representing the
gas and power systems are obtained based on the nodal balance
of gas and power flows, respectively.
DPi ¼ Pg;i  Pd;i  jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij cos hij þ Bij sin hijÞ ð5Þ
DQi ¼ Qg;i  Qd;i  jVij
XN
j¼1
jVjjðGij sin hij  Bij cos hijÞ ð6Þ
DPkm ¼ Pk Pm  ZkmS2gas;km ð34Þ
DSk ¼ Sk;s  Sk;d 
X
m2k
Sgas;km ð35Þ
DPGC ¼ PGC  K 0GCZaSgas;km
Ts
Ecgc
 
ck
ck  1
 
Pm
Pk
 ck1
2ck  1
" #
ð36Þ
The Newton–Raphson method is popular for solving the nonlin-
ear equations. Concretely, consider a point X close to the exact
solution, the linearization of all the nonlinear equations at X can
be given by the Taylor series expansion [34] as
FðXÞ ¼ J  DX ð37Þ
The above equation forms the basis for the iterative procedure
to calculate the solution. Where X represents all the unknown vari-
ables and FðXÞ represents all of the mismatches, thus
X ¼ h jV j PGPG PP2G PGC P Sgas½ T ð38Þ
FðXÞ ¼ DP DQ DP DS DPGC½ T ð39Þ
and J is a Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives which is given by
J ¼
@DP
@h
@DP
@jV j
@DP
@PGPG
@DP
@PP2G
@DP
@PGC
0 0
@DQ
@h
@DQ
@jV j 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 @DP
@P
@DP
@Sgas
0 0 @DS
@PGPG
@DS
@PP2G
@DS
@PGC
@DS
@P
@DS
@Sgas
0 0 0 0 @DPGC
@PGC
@DPGC
@P
@DPGC
@Sgas
2
666666664
3
777777775
ð40Þ
According to the practical operation situation of the power sys-
tem and gas network, every parameter has an available solution
domain that provides a setting range of the initial values. In the
available solution domain, the convergence of Newton–Raphson
method has been verified in this work by comparing various calcu-
lation results under differing initial iterative values.
4. Numerical verification of the unified solution
In this section, we establish several cases to verify our proposed
unified modelling and solution. The convergence of Newton–Raph-
son method has been verified in this work by comparing various
calculation results under differing initial iterative values. The sim-
ulation results are summarized in Tables 1–4.
Cases for comparison: (1) In Case 1, the unit of the gas network
has not been converted to the power unit, we consider that the unit
of gas flow rate is m3=h and the unit of gas pressure is kPa; the unit
for voltage is kV, and the unit of power is MW. (2) Case 2 is a per-
unit system, the unit of the gas flow rate is converted to power unit
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as MW. Furthermore, in the per-unit system, the base value of volt-
age is 110 kV, the base value of gas pressure is 1 MPa, and the base
value of power is 100 MW.
4.1. The structure of the integrated gas and electricity system
An IEEE-9 test system combined with a 7-node natural gas net-
work is applied to illustrate the proposed approach as shown in
Fig. 1. The 7-node gas network is not a real gas network, but a sim-
plified version of a gas system. It is composed of six pipelines and
seven nodes. The node of N7 is connected with gas storage which is
considered the reference node where the nodal pressure is speci-
fied as 1 MPa shown in Table 1. Its parameters are taken from
the real gas system as shown in Table 2. On the other hand, the
electricity infrastructure has three generators at B1, B2 and B3,
and has three load buses at B5, B6 and B8. B1 is defined as a gas-
fired generator that is connected to N1. B2 and B3 are set as a wind
farm and a coal-fired power plant, respectively. Finally, there are
three links between the 7-nodes gas network and IEEE-9 system,
which are gas-fired generator, gas compressor and P2G. There are
four kinds of parameters in this integrated system: the pipeline’s
hydraulic resistance coefficient given in Table 2; the impedance
of the transmission lines in electricity system; the energy effi-
ciency of GPG which is given as 0.8 in this case study; the last
one is the energy efficiency of P2G, which is expected in the region
of 55–80% [35]. In this study, the energy efficiency of P2G is set as
0.8.
4.2. Initialization and comparison
Newton–Raphson method begins with initial guesses of all
unknown variables (such as voltage magnitudes and angles at load
buses and voltage angles at generator buses, nodal pressures at the
gas network, and pipeline flow rates). It is common to use a ‘‘flat
start” in which all pipeline flow rates, nodal pressures and voltage
angles are set to zero. The initial guesses of the unknown voltage
magnitudes are set as 1. The pre-set tolerance is 1010. The detailed
simulation results are summarized in Tables 1–4.
Table 1 summarizes the results for the natural gas network
associated with the natural gas source, gas demanded by the gas-
fired plant, gas supplied by P2G, as well as the nodal pressures.
Table 2 summarizes the pipeline’s parameters and gas flow rates.
The data of electric network are summarized in Table 3, which
includes active power supplies, active power demands, voltage
magnitudes, as well as voltage phase angles. The comparison
results indicate that the calculation of the unified solution in Case
2 agreed well with that in Case 1. Thus, the testing results prove
that this unified solution with the per-unit system is feasible and
sufficiently accurate.
Furthermore, Table 4 gives the comparison of calculation results
in terms of power loss (PL), energy loss (EL) and power consump-
tion in the gas compressor (BHP or PGC) under differing initial iter-
ative values. It shows that all the calculations can converge to a
stable value even though the initial value of all the unknown volt-
age magnitude jVij vary from 1 to 4. This illustrates that the New-
ton–Raphson method has good convergence when used in the
integrated gas and power system. Further, the iteration in Case 2
is faster than the iteration in Case 1 as shown in Table 4. This indi-
cates that the unified solution with the per-unit system has a bet-
ter computational efficiency. It also helps to extend this method to
the real-word implementations.
5. Numerical simulations
5.1. The mitigation effect of the integrated natural gas and electricity
system
5.1.1. The mismatch of wind power and power demand
In order to investigate the impact of the fluctuant power supply
and demand on the integrated natural gas and electricity system, a
stochastic data of wind power and power demand is injected into
the electric network. The data of wind power and power demand is
obtained from Energinet.dk, the power transmission system oper-
ator in Denmark. These data measured with a time interval of one
hour. The data in the first two weeks of January 2014 is adopted in
this study. Fig. 2 shows the time series of the wind power and
power load. It shows that the overall power demand is usually
lower during the night hours while the wind blows. And there
are peak demands in the morning and later in the evening. Com-
pared with the electricity demand, the output of wind power is
more unpredictable and intermittent. It shows that sometimes
the fluctuation of wind power has a reverse trend to electricity
Table 1
The nodal parameters of natural gas network.
No. Case 1 Case 2
Gas supply (m3/h) Gas demand (m3/h) Gas pressure (kPa) Gas supply (p.u.) Gas demand (p.u.) Gas pressure (p.u.)
1 60,000 12012.09 969.98 6.210 1.243 0.97
2 0 10,000 500 0 1.035 0.50
3 0 12,000 438.63 0 1.242 0.44
4 10012.1 0 1000 1.036 0 1
5 0 20,000 860.69 0 2.070 0.86
6 0 16,000 814.86 0 1.656 0.81
7 0 0 1000 0 0 1
Table 2
The branch parameters of natural gas network.
Branch From To Case 1 Case 2
RkmðkPa2=ðm3=hÞ2Þ Gkmðm3=hÞ Zkmðp:u:Þ Skmðp:u:Þ
1 6 1 0.0003 47987.9 0.0280 4.967
2 1 2 0.0004 12,000 0.0373 1.242
3 2 3 0 25987.9 0.0000 2.689
4 4 3 0.00025 0 0.0233 0
5 5 4 0.0002 36,000 0.0187 3.726
6 6 5 0.0003 16,000 0.0280 1.656
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demand. Thus, a backup capacity such as GPG is required to pro-
vide peak regulation, while a large scale storage technology such
as P2G is increasingly needed to store the surplus wind power to
accommodate the growing supplies of intermittent renewable
energy.
5.1.2. The mitigation effect of using P2G in the integrated system
In order to investigate the mitigation effect of using P2G in the
integrated natural gas and electric power system, the comparison
of the integrated energy system with P2G and without P2G is car-
ried out in the context of power loss, power consumption in the gas
compressor and the total energy loss as shown in Figs. 3–5. The
total energy loss is defined as the difference between the total
energy supply in the integrated system and the total energy
demand. Similar to voltage in the power system, the nodal gas
pressure is a vital factor for the security operation of the gas net-
work, the effect of P2G on the nodal gas pressure is another issue
investigated as shown in Fig. 6.
The stochastic wind power is injected into the electric power
system through B2, and the time-series of power load is distributed
to B5 and B6 in the power system. The gas demand in the gas net-
work is also set as a time series which is obtained from Energinet.
dk. It should be noted that the gas injection from the gas source is
generally assumed to be a flat profile which means it is a constant
injection rate. We set the gas injection rate from the gas source as
4 p.u. in this study. Thereby the fluctuation of the gas demand will
be balanced by the linepack of the gas network. To be specific, the
change of gas load will result in linepack variation. Especially, in
the peak hour, the increased gas demand from GPG will lead to a
rapid linepack reduction, which brings a great challenge to the
linepack maintenance. Thus, a sufficient linepack is critical for
the reliability of gas supply. The effect of using P2G on the varia-
tion of linepack is shown in Fig. 7.
Table 3
The electric parameters of power system.
Bus Case 1 Case 2
jVijðkVÞ hiðradÞ PgðMWÞ PdðMWÞ jVijðp:u:Þ hiðp:u:Þ Pgðp:u:Þ Pdðp:u:Þ
1 112.97 0.054 99.5 0 1.027 0.054 0.995 0
2 109.89 0.112 90 0 0.999 0.112 0.9 0.000
3 111.32 0.075 160 0.6 1.012 0.075 1.6 0.006
4 112.75 0.031 0 0 1.025 0.031 0 0
5 111.32 0.056 0 125 1.012 0.056 0 1.250
6 113.41 0.033 0 90 1.031 0.033 0 0.900
7 112.75 0.022 0 129.5 1.025 0.022 0 1.295
8 112.75 0.121 0 0 1.025 0.121 0 0.000
9 114.4 0.000 0 0 1.040 0.000 0 0.000
Table 4
The comparison of calculation results under differing initial iterative values.
Case 1 Case 2
Initial values of all jVijðkVÞ Iterations (times) PL (MW) BHP (Horsepower) EL (MW) Initial values
of all jVijðp:u:Þ
Iterations (Times) PL (p.u.) PGC (p.u.) EL (p.u.)
110 11 4.33 847.1 55.64 1 6 0.043 0.0064 0.556
220 12 4.33 847.1 55.64 2 8 0.043 0.0064 0.556
330 16 4.33 847.1 55.64 3 9 0.043 0.0064 0.556
440 14 4.33 847.1 55.64 4 10 0.043 0.0064 0.556
N1
G1
B1 T1 B9
PL3
B7
B4
G3
B3T3
B6
B5
PL2
PL1
B8
T2
Gas source
Storage
Coal fired 
plant
N2N3
N4
N5
Gas load
N6
B2
G2
N7
P2G
Wind
GPG
T4
Natural Gas network Power system
Fig. 1. Structure of an integrated gas and electricity system.
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The power loss in the power system is illustrated in Fig. 3. It
shows that power loss can be reduced by the integration of P2G
in the coupled natural gas and power system. Without P2G, the
power loss fluctuates significantly from 0.05 p.u. to 0.43 p.u. The
total power loss accounts for 5.6% of the total power demand.
While, in the integrated systems with P2G, the power loss is
reduced, it just fluctuates between 0.04 and 0.28 p.u. Within the
given time horizon, 27.5% total power loss is reduced by using
P2G. The reason is that the P2G, located at B7, can help with the
local balance of the wind power. Part of the surplus wind power
produced at B2 can be consumed by P2G at B7 so that it would
not need to transmit long distances to other buses such as B6. Thus,
from the perspective of reducing power loss, it is preferred to
locate P2G near a wind farm.
Similar to the power system, there is energy loss in the trans-
mission of natural gas. The transmission loss in the natural gas net-
work is mainly consumed by the gas compressor. Fig. 4 shows the
brake horsepower (BHP) in the gas compressor. Compared with the
integrated system without P2G, the BHP fluctuation is dampened
when P2G is introduced to the integrated energy system. Without
P2G, the BHP fluctuates significantly from 0 to 660 horsepower.
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Fig. 2. The fluctuation of wind power and power demand.
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Fig. 3. Comparing the power loss in the integrated system with P2G versus without
P2G.
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Fig. 4. Comparing the brake horsepower in the integrated system with P2G versus
without P2G.
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Fig. 5. Comparing the total energy loss in the integrated system with P2G versus
without P2G.
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Fig. 6. Comparing the fluctuation of the nodal gas pressure in the integrated system
with P2G versus without P2G.
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Fig. 7. Comparing the variation of linepack in the integrated system with P2G
versus without P2G.
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Whereas in the integrated systems with P2G, the BHP is decreased,
it just fluctuates between 0 and 340 horsepower. As some gas fuel
can be produced by P2G and then injected into the gas network
from N4, the local gas consumption can be balanced by gas sup-
plies from P2G, which helps to reduce the natural gas flow in the
compressor. From Eq. (13), it is seen that BHP is proportional to
the gas flow rate in the compressor. That’s why P2G has mitigation
effect on the BHP.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the total energy loss that is
defined as the difference between the total energy generation in
the integrated system and the total energy demand. It should be
mentioned that the wind generation is taken into account. It is
seen that when there is a lower penetration level of wind power,
there is not much difference in the total energy loss between the
integrated systems with P2G and without P2G. But the difference
increases with the penetration level of wind power. The reason is
that without P2G, surplus wind power is curtailed when there is
a high penetration level of wind power but low power demand.
Whereas, as a part of surplus wind power can be converted to
gas fuel by using P2G, the wind curtailment is decreased, and the
total energy loss can also be reduced. Further analysis shows that
the total energy loss in the given horizon is reduced 62 percent
by using P2G if the wind curtailment is regarded as a part of the
total energy loss.
The effect of using P2G on the natural gas network is another
issue of concern. The simulation results of the nodal gas pressure
at N4 and the linepack of the gas network are illustrated in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively.
Just like the voltage stability, which is an important factor on
the reliability of electric power system, the nodal gas pressure is
a vital factor for the security operation of the gas network. Fig. 6
shows the fluctuation of the gas pressure at N4. It can be seen that
the gas pressure fluctuation is dampened when P2G is introduced
to the integrated gas and power system. In this figure, the gas pres-
sure fluctuates within a range of 1–1.27 MPa if the integrated sys-
tem is operated without P2G. When the integrated system is
operated with P2G, it is limited in a narrower range between
1 MPa and 1.18 MPa. This indicates that the integrated gas and
electricity system with GPG and P2G has more flexibility to help
accommodate the fluctuation of the power system. It can preserve
high stabilization in the gas network when a sufficient linepack is
considered in the operational process.
It should be noted that the gas injection from the gas source are
assumed to be flat which means the gas supply is at a constant
rate. So linepack plays an important role in providing flexibility
to meet the load fluctuation. When the gas demand exceeds gas
supply, it is consumed. When there is more gas injection than
gas demand, it is replenished. Fig. 7 shows the variation of line-
pack. It should be mentioned that the linepack is consumed when
the variation value is positive, and the linepack is replenished
when the variation value is a minus. It can be seen that the varia-
tion of linepack constantly changes with gas demand. And linepack
plays a more critical role in the integrated system with P2G. From
Fig. 7, the variation of the integrated system with P2G is larger
than that without P2G. The reason is that the surplus wind power
can be converted to gas fuel through the using of P2G, which can
increase the replenishing speed of the linepack, accordingly it
makes a more rapid variation on the linepack. It also illustrates
that the linepack plays a more important role in the integrated sys-
tem with P2G than that without P2G.
5.2. The effect of the wind power and power demand on the integrated
gas and power system
The fluctuation and mismatch of wind power and power
demand have been described above. We also concern the effect
of wind power and power demand on the energy converters
(P2G and GPG). In order to investigate the effect of wind power
and power demand on P2G and GPG, a time series of wind power
is injected into the electric network through bus 2, and the load at
bus 5 and 6 are also set as a stochastic time-series. One year’s data
of 2014 is adopted in this study that is obtained from Energinet.dk.
Fig. 8 shows the relationship of the wind power, power demand
and the output of P2G. It’s clear that there is much higher gas pro-
duced by P2G when the power consumption is lower and the pen-
etration of wind power is higher. Which can be attributed to the
energy storage property of P2G: when the production of wind
power increases, the surplus electricity power will be used to pro-
duce gas fuel that can be stored in the existing natural gas net-
works and the stored energy can then be injected back into
electricity system through GPG. This indicates that the P2G tech-
nology has a potential to provide flexibility to the growing inter-
mittent renewable energy.
The effect of the wind power and power demand on the output
of gas-fired power plant is shown in Fig. 9. As we can see, the elec-
tricity generation in GPG increases with power demand and
decreases with the wind power. When there is lower in wind
power supply and higher in power consumption, the GPG will
increase electricity production to meet the power balance. This
result provides a clear exhibit of the ability of peak regulation of
the gas-fired power generation. Thus, the required flexibility to
meet the fluctuation of power load and renewables can be man-
aged by the GPG.
Fig. 10 shows the relationship among the wind power, power
demand and the reducing ratio of the total energy loss, where
the reducing ratio of the total energy loss is defined as the decrease
of the total energy loss by using integrated energy system with
P2G divided by the total energy loss generated in the system with-
out P2G. As we can see, this reducing ratio of the total energy loss
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increases with wind power and decreases with power demand,
which indicates that the integrated energy system has a more
notable influence on reducing the power loss when there is a larger
output of wind power and lower power demand.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a harmonized integration of natural gas and elec-
tric power system with bi-directional energy conversion is formu-
lated as a set of non-linear equations. And a unified modelling and
solution framework is developed to solve the coupled gas and
power flow equations. The unification of units and per-unit system
are proposed to simplify the system description and to enhance the
computation efficiency. Case studies on an IEEE-9 test system com-
bined with a 7-node natural gas network are carried out to demon-
strate the applicability of the proposed approach. The testing
results indicate that this unified solution with the per-unit system
is feasible and sufficiently accurate. Furthermore, the unified solu-
tion with the per-unit system has a better computational effi-
ciency. After that, time series of wind power and power load are
introduced to investigate the mitigation effect of using P2G in
the integrated natural gas and electric power system. Simulation
results show that all the power loss, BHP and the total energy loss
can be reduced by using P2G in the integrated energy system. It
also indicates that the integrated gas and power system with
P2G can maintain a stable level due to its network flexibility.
Besides, a sufficient line-pack is more critical for the integrated
energy system with P2G. At last, the effect of wind power and
power demand on the output of the P2G and GPG is also investi-
gated, the result provides an exhibit of the ability of peak regula-
tion of GPG and P2G.
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a b s t r a c t
This paper focuses on the coordinated expansion planning of the integrated natural gas and electrical
power systems with bi-directional energy conversion. Both the Gas-fired Power Generations (GPGs)
and Power-to-Gas stations (P2Gs) are considered as the linkages between the natural gas and electric
power systems. The system operation is optimized and embedded in the planning horizon. A bi-level
multi-stage programming problem is formulated to minimize the investment cost plus the operational
cost. The upper-level optimizes the expansion plan and determines the network topology as well as
the generation capacities, while the lower-level is formulated as an optimal economic dispatch under
the operational constraints given by the upper-level decision. To solve the bi-level multi-stage program-
ming problem, a hybrid algorithm is proposed combining the modified binary particle swarm optimiza-
tion (BPSO) and the interior point method (IPM). The BPSO is used for the upper-level sub-problem, and
the IPM is adopted for the lower-level sub-problem. Numerical case studies have been carried out on the
practical gas and electricity transmission network in western Denmark. Simulation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The integration of multi-energy systems (MES) presents the
opportunity to improve the efficiency and sustainability of the
energy utilization as it can optimally interact with each other
among different energy systems such as electricity, gas, heating,
cooling and transport [1]. Among all the energy systems, the natu-
ral gas system and electrical power system are the most common
options for bulk energy transmission over thousands of kilometers.
Also, the interdependency between the electricity power and nat-
ural gas systems are dramatically increasing in recent years [2].
First, natural gas (NG) becomes one of the important energy
sources in the world. It accounts for 25% of the world’s primary
energy production, and it is still expected to grow at a rate of
2.9–3.2% per year until 2030 [3]. Second, Gas-fired power genera-
tion (GPG) provides a linkage between natural gas and power sys-
tems [4]. As the GPG has the fast response capability, low fuel cost
and low environmental emission, it currently plays an important
role in ensuring security in power systems with high wind power
penetrations [5], which results in an increasingly close coupling
between the natural gas and electrical power systems [4,6]. Third,
the emerging Power to Gas (P2G) technology enables the reverse
energy conversion from the electricity system to the natural gas
network, and the converted gas fuel can be used later for electricity
production [7]. It might be one of the most promising energy stor-
age technologies in the mid-term [8,9]. The P2G not only helps
avoid the curtailment of renewables in the electrical power system
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2017.05.022
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but also helps couple the natural gas and power systems with bi-
directional energy conversion [4]. Thus, the harmonized integra-
tion of natural gas and power system can optimally utilize the flex-
ibility provided by the gas network to improve the sustainability,
reliability, and efficiency of energy utilization [10].
Due to these benefits, significant efforts have been devoted to
the coordinated operation of the integrated gas and power sys-
tems. In the early research, the impact of the interdependency of
natural gas and power systems on power security and economic
dispatch are investigated in [11–14]: [11] demonstrates that the
natural gas supply has a serious impact on the power security
and the electricity price [12] also shows that the daily natural
gas allocation can impact the security and economics of the power
systems. In [11,12], the natural gas network is incorporated in the
security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) by various fuel con-
straints. However, the network constraints are neglected in these
studies. In [13], an integrated model for SCUC is proposed by taking
into consideration both the power transmission constraints and
the natural gas transmission constraints [14] proposes a mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) security-constrained optimal
power and gas flow under N  1 contingencies.
In recent years, with the increasing deployment of renewables
and energy demands, it is of great importance to consider uncer-
tainties regarding supply, demand and infrastructure for both elec-
tricity system and natural gas network. The stochastic
programming is generally used to handle uncertainties. In [15],
stochastic programming is adopted in the optimization model to
deal with wind power uncertainty, in which a large number of
wind forecast scenarios are generated and a scenario reduction
algorithm is applied [16] applies stochastic optimization to the
unit commitment problem with a number of wind power scenar-
ios. And [17] proposed a coordinated stochastic model to consider
the impact of the system uncertainties. Stochastic optimization
generally requires the probability distribution of renewables or
demands, but it is hard to know in reality. The robust optimization
is another effective method which is widely used to deal with the
problem of uncertainty. A robust optimization approach is pro-
posed in [18] to deal with the scheduling of quick start units con-
sidering natural gas transmission constraints [19] proposed a two-
stage robust optimization method to make unit commitment deci-
sions under different uncertainty sets. As the robust optimization
finds the optimal solution for the worst case scenario which hap-
pens at a very low probability, it is always considered too conser-
vative especially in cases where uncertain parameters have a large
range of variability [20]. Currently, the interval optimization
method is considered as an alternative for addressing the uncer-
tainty problems due to its good computational performance. In
[2], an interval optimization framework is introduced to address
Nomenclature
Parameter
A the present value of annuity factor
a; b; c first, second, and third order coefficient of the utility
function for the generator
B electrical susceptance
ck specific heat ratio for the natural gas
C the equivalent annual cost for the expansion planning
component
d day
e acceleration coefficient
E compressors parasitic efficiency, 0.99 for centrifugal
units
f random numbers in (0,1) interval
gkid the individual optimum’s positions of ith-particle in
dth-dimension and the kth-iteration
gkgd the global optimum’s positions in dth-dimension and
the kth-iteration
HR heat rate
K constant of compressor
L length in km
N the total number of a certain facility
r the discount rate in %
t time, h
T suction temperature of compressor, R
w the inertia weight
y year
Y the planning horizon
Za average compressibility factor
Zij the resistance coefficient of the pipeline, kPa/(MW)
2
a; b; c first, second, and third order coefficient of the heat rate
curve
g efficiency, %
s the lifespan of the component
c the equivalent annual cost for the reduced capacity
/ the equivalent annual cost for the new selected location
r the penalty factor
e CO2 emission coefficient
w the price in Euro
n the compression ratio
Variables
EC expanded capacity, MW
LP the amount of linepack storage, MW
p the gas pressure, kPa
P electrical power or gas flow, MW
RC reduced capacity, MW
S gas flow rate in the pipeline, MW
b the binary decision variable which represents the state
on/off (1/0) of candidate component
h voltage phase angle
vkid the velocity of ith-particle in dth-dimension and the
kth-iteration
xkid the positions of ith-particle in dth-dimension and the
kth-iteration
Indices and subscripts
con, gen, sup, load consumption, generation, supply, load
CPG, GPG, P2G coal-fired power generation, Gas-fired power
generation, Power to Gas
carbon carbon emission
GT, GS, GC Gas Terminal, Gas storage, Gas compressor
i, j index of nodes, pipes or units
t index of time
; the upper limit, the lower limit
Abbreviations
elec, gas electricity system, gas network
UE, WC, W, D unserved electricity, Wind curtailment, Wind
power, Demand
with, inject withdrawal, injection
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wind power uncertainty for the operating strategy of the inte-
grated gas and electricity system.
In addition to the coordinated operation, the expansion plan-
ning in the natural gas and power system can be harmonized so
that more mutual benefits can be obtained. The aim of the co-
expansion planning for the integrated natural gas and power sys-
tem is to determine the location, capacity and installation time
for the new components or capacity expansion for the lines in both
systems together in a harmonized way. In [21], a DC power flow
model and a detailed gas network model are used for the combined
gas and electricity network expansion planning. A mixed-integer
linear optimization problem is formulated in [22] for the long-
term, multi-area, and multi-stage expansion planning of integrated
electricity and natural gas systems. Further, the energy networks
are taken into account in [23]. The holistic approach is proposed
that plans both generation capacity expansion and the line capac-
ity expansion to accommodate high penetration of natural gas-
fueled distributed generation. Later work [24] considers the uncer-
tainties of the renewable generation and demand using stochastic
optimization approaches [25] aims at both the reliability of energy
supply and CO2 emission reduction. In this work, the timeline mis-
match between gas and electricity market is also considered by
simulating the daily linepack variations [26] proposes a multi-
stage integrated expansion planning model and applied to the
real-world system.
In most of the previous research, the GPG has been widely con-
sidered as the linkage between the electricity network and gas net-
work [6]. But P2G has only recently appeared in the investigation
of the integrated natural gas and electric power system [4,10,27].
In [28], the P2G is included in the candidate planning facility to
convert the surplus renewable energy to gas and store in the nat-
ural gas network. It shows that P2G technology implementation
makes it possible to increase the supply security for the chosen
region. However, there is still few report focus on the medium or
long term planning of P2G and GPG in the integrated energy sys-
tem to meet the rapid growth of renewables. Nowadays, the annual
energy consumptions in some countries are not expected to grow
in the future, but the dramatical change in energy mix challenges
the co-expansion planning of the integrated energy system. For
the case in Denmark, the gas consumption in Denmark will drop
in the following years. Meanwhile, the increase in Danish
electricity consumption will decrease to approximate 0 percent
from 2020 to 2035 [29]. On the other hand, wind power produced
39% electricity consumption in 2014 [30]. Moreover, Energinet.dk,
the Danish transmission system operator for both electricity and
natural gas, has an ambitious goal to increase the share of
electricity production from wind to 58% by 2020 and 66% by
2024 [29].
Therefore, the focus of our work is to improve system flexibility
for accommodating the intermittent renewable energy by the
expansion planning of P2G and GPG. A multi-stage co-expansion
planning for the integrated gas and electricity system is investi-
gated in this paper. Both the GPG and P2G are considered as the
linkages between the natural gas and electric power system with
bi-directional energy conversion. The mutual impact between the
system expansion planning and the operation is considered. More
specifically, less investment in the capacity expansion means a
stricter operational constraint which may lead to a higher opera-
tional cost. In contrast, a lower operational cost requires a more
relax operational condition so that more investment should be
devoted to building larger generation sites or more transmission
lines. Thus, the motivation of combining the expansion planning
and the optimal operation is to achieve the feasibility and eco-
nomics at the same time. The objective is to minimize the total
investment plus the operational cost across the planning horizon.
Network constraints and operation limits such as gas pressure con-
straints, gas transmission limits, nodal gas balance, nodal power
balance, power transmission capacities and the generator capaci-
ties are considered in both gas and power systems. A bi-level pro-
gramming structure is built to divide the optimization into two
sub-problems. To solve this bi-level programming, a hybrid algo-
rithm is presented which includes the modified binary particle
swarm optimization (BPSO) and the interior point method (IPM).
Case studies on the Danish gas and power transmission systems
are conducted. The capacity expansion of gas pipelines or power
transmission lines is not included in this study since the electricity
and gas demand will not increase significantly in the planning
horizon [29].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the model of the energy flow in the integrated gas and
power systems. The formulation of the co-planning model is
described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the solution methodol-
ogy which is applied to solve the optimization problem. Section 5
presents the numerical results. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclu-
sion of this work.
2. Modeling of the integrated gas and electricity system
The integrated gas and electricity system is mainly composed of
gas network, power grid, and the links between the gas network
and power system, such as GPG and P2G, etc. To analyze the steady
state energy distribution in the integrated energy system, the inte-
grated energy flow is formulated by gathering the steady-state
flow models of both systems. In this paper, gas flow and gas load
are measured by MW for the unification of the units with the
power system. Moreover, the per-unit system is proposed to sim-
plify the description of the integrated system and to enhance the
computational efficiency. Specifically, the base value of gas pres-
sure is 1 MPa, the base value of power is 100 MW, and the base
value of voltage is 110 kV.
2.1. The energy flow in the natural gas system
The load flow in the power system is well-documented. It builds
the relationship between the power transfer and the bus voltages.
Similarly, the natural gas system follows the simple principle that
the gas flows from nodes with higher pressure to lower pressure. In
the isothermal gas pipeline, the flow rate is determined by the
pressure drop:
p2i  p2j ¼ ZijðSijÞ2 ð1Þ
The transportation of gas is subject to the law of mass conserva-
tion. Therefore, nodal balance is enforced by Eq. (2), which indi-
cates that the gas inflows at each node (gas supply, gas
withdrawal from linepack, gas inflow from pipe) are balanced with
gas outflows (gas consumption, gas injection to linepack, gas out-
flow from pipe).
X
m2Xi
Pgassup;m 
X
n2Xi
Pgascon;n þ
X
j2Xi
PLPwith;ij 
X
j2Xi
PLPin;ij 
X
j2Xi
Sij ¼ 0 ð2Þ
2.2. Energy conversion between the gas and power systems
The energy can be converted between the gas and electricity
systems via the GPG, P2G and gas compressors (GC). GPG burns
natural gas to produce electricity. The relationship between the
power generation and the natural gas consumption is mathemati-
cally formulated by the heat rate (HR) curve
HR ¼ aþ bPelecGPG;gen þ cðPelecGPG;genÞ
2 ð3Þ
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Then the gas consumption of GPG PgasGPG;con can be calculated
approximately from
PgasGPG;con ¼ HR  PelecGPG;gen ð4Þ
P2G is the emerging technology in recent years, which con-
sumes electricity to produce gas. The energy conversion relation-
ship between the gas generation rate PgasP2G;gen and the consumed
power PelecP2G;con is related to the energy conversion efficient gP2G
[10], which can be given as
PgasP2G;gen ¼ gP2GPelecP2G;con ð5Þ
where gP2G denotes the energy conversion efficiency in the P2G sys-
tem. Note that the efficiency of the P2G plant is around 55–80%
according to the state-of-the-art technology [31]. Due to the limited
efficiency of the P2G plants, they should be carefully operated to
avoid reducing the overall efficiency of the integrated energy
systems.
Gas compressors (GC) can consume either gas or electricity to
increase the gas pressure. The energy consumed by GC depends
on the gas flow rate through GC and the compression ratio of GC
[32].
PGC ¼ KGCZaSGC TEGCgGC
 
ck
ck  1
 
pout
pin
 ck1
ck  1
2
4
3
5 ð6Þ
2.3. Gas linepack
In the natural gas system, linepack plays a major role in balanc-
ing the gas production and consumption. The linepack is the total
amount of gas present in the gas pipeline and is proportional to the
average pressure over that pipeline [33]. Thus the initial linepack
value can be determined by Eq. (7) [34].
LP0ij ¼ kLP;ij  pij ð7Þ
The constant kLP;ij depends on the geometrical volume of the
pipeline, the referenced standard conditions and the factor cLP;ij,
which is given by
kLP;ij ¼ cLP;ij Tstpst
1
Za  T D
2
ijLij ð8Þ
The average pressure is calculated according to Eq. (9) [34]:
pij ¼
2
3
pi þ pj 
pipj
pi þ pj
 !
ð9Þ
In dynamic situations, the gas system is also subject to a tempo-
ral balance by means of line-pack balance based on the law of mass
conservation, linepack can be determined by the accumulated dif-
ference between the injection and withdrawal of the gas flows in
the pipeline [25,35]
LPijðtÞ ¼ LP0ij þ
Xt
h¼1
PLPin;ijðhÞ  PLPwith;ijðhÞ
h i
ð10Þ
It should be noted that the linepack storage should be restored
after usage. In this work, the linepack is recovered every 24 h at the
beginning of each day.
3. Formulation of bi-level programming on the co-expansion
planning
In this section, a bi-level programming problem is formulated
for the co-expansion planning. As shown in Fig. 1, the bi-level pro-
gramming seeks for the optimal trade-off between the investment
on the newly built facilities and the system operational cost. The
upper-level sub-problemminimizes the investment while avoiding
the significant increase of the operation cost. Given the system
topology and capacities of the facilities determined by the upper-
level sub-problem, the lower-level sub-problem optimize the sys-
tem operation and feedback the minimum operation cost to the
upper-level sub-problem. The flow equations and energy conver-
sion relationships in the previous section are also embedded in
the operational constraints.
Two sub-problems are interdependent and mutually influenced.
Less investment in the capacity expansion means a stricter opera-
tional constraint which may lead to a higher operational cost. In
contrast, a lower operational cost requires a more relax operational
condition so that more investment should be devoted to building
larger generation sites or more transmission lines. Therefore, the
ultimate decision of the bi-level programming is the result of the
gaming between the planning level and the operation level. The
specific formulation of both sub-problems is introduced in the next
sub-sections respectively.
3.1. The upper-level expansion planning sub-problem
The upper-level sub-problem is to determine the optimal
expansion plan, including the optimal location and size of the
newly installed facilities such as P2Gs and GPGs in each year across
the planning horizon. Besides, a potential capacity expansion for
the existing infrastructures such as generation sites and lines and
pipes are also determined in this sub-problem. The objective can
be given as
OF ¼
XY
y¼1
1
ð1þ rÞy1
ðF investmentðyÞ þ FoperationðyÞÞ ð11Þ
where Finvestment and Foperation represents the investment cost and
operational cost, respectively. F investment is the present value of the
equivalent annual investment cost, which is given as
Fig. 1. Framework of bi-level programming on co-expansion planning.
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F investmentðyÞ ¼
XNP2G
i¼1
/CO2 ;iðbP2G;i;y  bP2G;i;y1ÞLCO2 ;i
þ
XNP2G
i¼1
/P2G;iðbP2G;i;y  bP2G;i;y1Þ
þ
XNP2G
i¼1
CP2G;ibP2G;i;yECP2G;i;y þ
XNGPG
i¼1
/GPG;iðbGPG;i;y
 bGPG;i;y1Þ þ
XNGPG
i¼1
CGPG;ibGPG;i;yECGPG;i;y
þ
XNCPG
i¼1
/CPG;iðbCPG;i;y  bCPG;i;y1Þ
þ
XNCPG
i¼1
CCPG;ibCPG;i;yECCPG;i;y þ
XNGPG
i¼1
cGPG;iRCGPG;i;y
þ
XNCPG
i¼1
cCPG;iRCCPG;i;y ð12Þ
The first term represents the investment on new pipelines to
connect the new P2Gs and CPGs for the CO2 transportation. The
investment in the new plant is divided into two parts: the fixed
installation cost wherever there exists no such plant before, and
the sizing cost proportional to the capacity. The fixed installation
cost makes the existing location as a preferred choice which helps
to improve the sustainability of the existed location. The second to
seventh terms are the fixed installation cost and the sizing cost for
different plants including P2G, GPG, and CPG. The eighth and ninth
terms give the nominal cost on shutting down the existed CPG and
GPG.
In this optimal co-expansion plan, in the upper-level sub-
problem, the decision on whether to install the new facilities are
represented by binary variable b. b ¼ 1 means to install and 0
means not to install. The subscription y is the year that new plant
should be ready to commission. And the bus is represented by the
subscription i and capacity of the plant is designed as EC.
The investment is annualized. c, c, / are the equivalent annual
costs, which are calculated by dividing the investment cost by the
present value of annuity factor As;r .
As;r ¼ 1r 
1
rð1þ rÞs ð13Þ
The upper-level co-expansion planning sub-problem is sub-
jected to the following constraints. First, the sustainability of the
investment is guaranteed by avoiding to remove the selected sites
within the planning horizon. Second, maximum expansion capac-
ity of the individual plant should be limited due to the limited floor
space. Third, the total investment in each year should be capped for
financial budget considerations.
3.2. The lower-level of optimal operation
To obtain the operational cost FoperationðyÞ in the upper-level
sub-problem, the lower-level sub-problem optimizes the operation
of the GPGs, P2Gs, CPGs, etc. to minimize the operational cost with
the planned network and the plants. First, the yearly operational
cost FoperationðyÞ is transformed to the sum of the daily optimal
operation costs FoperationðdÞ in that year.
FoperationðyÞ ¼
XDy
d¼1
FoperationðdÞ ð14Þ
where Dy is the time horizon of that year.
The optimization goal is to find the set of decision variables that
allows the minimization of the objective throughout the whole
operational horizons. The identified decision variables consist of
the unit output, the gas supply, the wind curtailment, the expected
unserved electric load.
FoperationðdÞ ¼
XTd
t¼1
XNP2G
i¼1
ða1iP2P2G;i;t þ b1iPP2G;i;t þ c1iÞ
þ
XTd
t¼1
XNGPG
i¼1
ða2iP2GPG;i;t þ b2iPGPG;i;t þ c2iÞ
þ
XTd
t¼1
XNCPG
i¼1
ða3iP2CPG;i;t þ b3iPCPG;i;t þ c3iÞ
þ
XTd
t¼1
XNwind
i¼1
rWC;iP2WC;i;t þ
XTd
t¼1
XND
i¼1
rUE;iPUE;i;t
þ
XTd
t¼1
XNGT
i¼1
ðwGT;iPGT;i;tÞ þ
XTd
t¼1
XNGS
i¼1
ðwwith;iPwithGS;i;t
þ win;iPinGS;i;tÞ þ
XTd
t¼1
XNGPG
i¼1
wcarboneGPG;iPGPG;i;t
þ
XTd
t¼1
XNCPG
i¼1
wcarboneCPG;iPCPG;i;t

XTd
t¼1
XNP2G
i¼1
wcarboneP2G;iPP2G;i;t ð15Þ
The first three terms represent the operational cost of P2G, GPG,
and CPG, respectively. Penalties are set for the wind curtailment
[36,37] and unsupplied energy demand, indicated by the fourth
and fifth term, respectively. The sixth term is the cost of gas supply
from the gas terminal. The seventh express the operational cost of
gas withdraw and gas inject in the gas storage. The eighth and
ninth terms represent carbon emission cost of GPG and CPG.
Finally, the tenth term expresses reward on using P2G to reduce
CO2 emission.
In addition to the objective function, following constraints are
considered from both power system side and gas system side.
3.2.1. The operational constraints of the power systems
The operational constraints from power system side consist of
network constraints, power transmission capacities, and the gener-
ator capacities. First, the dc power flow is used in the network con-
straint together with the nodal power balance.
Pij;t ¼ Bijhij;t; ð8i; j 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð16Þ
jPij;t j 6 Pij; ð8i; j 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð17Þ
Pelecsup;i;t  ðPelecload;i;t  PelecUE;i;tÞ ¼
X
j2i
Pij;t; ð8i; j 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð18Þ
where Pelecsup;i;t includes the power supply from GPG and CPG (PGPG;i;t ,
PCPG;i;t), it also includes the power supply from the wind farm and
the amount of wind curtailment PWC;i;t . The unserved electricity
demand PelecUE;i;t and wind curtailment PWC;i;t should be no larger than
the power demand and available wind power, respectively.
0 6 PelecUE;i;t 6 Pload;i;t; ð8i 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð19Þ
0 6 PWC;i;t 6 PW;i;t; ð8i 2 NW; t 2 TDÞ ð20Þ
Except for the wind farms, other generation sites are subject to
their minimum and maximum outputs and the ramping
capabilities.
Pi 6 Pelecsup;i;t 6 Pi; ð8i 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð21Þ
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jPelecsup;i;t  Pelecsup;i;t1j 6 Prampi ; ð8i 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð22Þ
The capacities and the ramping capabilities of the generators
are determined by the upper-level expansion planning.
3.2.2. Constraints in the natural gas system
In the natural gas system, the network constraints include the
pipeline flow Eq. (1) and the nodal gas balance Eq. (2). In the gas
network, the mass flow rate and the pressure should be within
the capacity of the pipeline.
Sij 6 Sij;t 6 Sij; ð8i; j 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð23Þ
pi 6 pi;t 6 pi; ð8i 2 N; t 2 TDÞ ð24Þ
Moreover, the facilities, including the gas terminal, gas storage,
gas compression station, etc. are subject to their operational limits.
PGT;i 6 PGT;i;t 6 PGT;i; ð8i 2 NGT; t 2 TDÞ ð25Þ
0 6 PGS;i;t 6 PGS;i; ð8i 2 NGS; t 2 TDÞ ð26Þ
0 6 PinGS;i;t 6 P
in
GS;i; ð8i 2 NGS; t 2 TDÞ ð27Þ
0 6 PwithGS;i;t 6 P
with
GS;i ; ð8i 2 NGS; t 2 TDÞ ð28Þ
1 <
pouti;t
pini;t
< ni; ð8i 2 NGC; t 2 TDÞ ð29Þ
PGC;i;t 6 PGC;i; ð8i 2 NGC; t 2 TDÞ ð30Þ
The linepack storage should be limited in the safe operational
region and restored at the beginning of each day.
LPi;end ¼ LPi;0; ð8i 2 NLP; t 2 TDÞ ð31Þ
LPi 6 LPi;t 6 LPi; ð8i 2 NLP; t 2 TDÞ ð32Þ
3.2.3. The operational constraints of the interfaces between gas and
power network
Besides the network constraints and the operational limits for
the facilities in the individual gas and power systems, the inter-
faces between the gas and power networks including GPG and
P2G should be operated under their capacities. Moreover, the
energy conversion relationship between the gas and power follows
(3), (4) and (5).
4. Solution methodology
Combining the objective and constraints in both power and gas
systems, the bi-level programming problem formulated in the pre-
vious sections is summarized as follows.
min
XY
y¼1
1
ð1þrÞy1 ðF investmentðyÞ þ FoperationðyÞÞ
s:t: ð1Þ  ð10Þ; ð12Þ  ð32Þ
ð33Þ
where FoperationðyÞ ¼
PDy
d¼1FoperationðdÞ. And FoperationðdÞ is implicitly
defined by
min FoperationðdÞ
s:t:
Power system constraints : ð16Þ  ð22Þ
Gas system constrains : ð1Þ  ð2Þ; ð7Þ  ð10Þ; ð23Þ  ð32Þ
Linkages : ð3Þ  ð6Þ
8><
>:
ð34Þ
This formulated problem is bi-level nonlinear programming
with integer decision variables, which is difficult to find the global
optimal solution. In this work, a hybrid algorithm is presented
integrating the binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) and
the interior point method (IPM). The upper-level co-expansion
planning sub-problem is solved heuristically using the improved
BPSO [38]. And for the lower-level optimal operation sub-
problem, IPM is used to obtain the optimal daily economic dis-
patch. Monte-Carlo simulation samples the days randomly to get
the approximated total operational cost for the whole year. The
upper-level and lower-level problems are solved iteratively to
reach the coordination.
The BPSO used in this paper is derived from the basic particle
swarm optimization algorithms [39,40]. Each particle updates the
speed and position of itself on the basis of individual optimum
value and global optimum value, which can be described by the
following equations:
vkþ1id ¼ wvkid þ e1f 1ðgkid  xkidÞ þ e2f 2ðgkgd  xkidÞ ð35Þ
w ¼ wmax  ðwmax wminÞ  ðk=KÞ2 ð36Þ
xkþ1id ¼ vkþ1id þ xkid ð37Þ
When the binary decision variables are introduced, the position
xkid is updated using
xkid ¼
1 f < sðvkidÞ
0 others
(
ð38Þ
where sðvkidÞ is a sigmoid function calculated by
sðvkidÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ expðvkidÞÞ ð39Þ
In update strategy (39), when the velocity of the particle
approaches zero, the variation probability of the position becomes
very large, this induces a high diversity of the population. Thus the
overall detective ability could be improved. However, it may
reduce the local search ability. Therefore, the improved BPSO is
used in this paper, which increased the local search ability by
updating the particle position using the following equations [38]:
vkid < 0; x
k
id ¼
0 f 6 sðvkidÞ
xkid others
(
ð40Þ
vkid > 0; x
k
id ¼
1 f 6 sðvkidÞ
xkid others
(
ð41Þ
where sðvkidÞ is the probabilistic mapping function after revision cal-
culated by
sðvkidÞ ¼
1 2=ð1þ expðvkidÞÞ vkid 6 0
2=ð1þ expðvkidÞÞ  1 vkid > 0
(
ð42Þ
Compared with traditional BPSO, the improved BPSO has the
greater searching ability and faster convergence ability; therefore
it is adopted in this paper to solve the mix-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming problem at upper-level co-expansion planning.
The steps of the hybrid algorithm applied to the bi-level pro-
gramming are as follows:
(1) A group of particles are initialized randomly by a heuristic
rule, regarding random position and speed. All the particles
provide the network topology and operational limitations.
(2) Based on the provided network topology and operational
limitations on the upper level, the operational cost can be
calculated on the lower level by using IPM.
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(3) The investment cost can be easily calculated as it is the func-
tion of the decision variables of planning given by the posi-
tion of the particles. Thus, the fitness function of the upper
level can be calculated which is the sum of the total invest-
ment cost and the operational cost.
(4) After the fitness evaluation, the local optimum solution and
the global optimum position can be updated. Calculate the
particle’s velocity in next step, and update the positions of
the particles. The speed and position of the particles are
determined from the probability point of view.
(5) If the lowest investment cost plus operational cost has not
changed for several times or the iterations meet the maxi-
mum number, ends the PSO calculation. Otherwise, back to
step 2.
Fig. 2 shows the detailed flowchart of solving bi-level program-
ming with the hybrid algorithm.
5. Case study
The proposed bi-level programming for multi-stage co-
expansion planning is validated by using the gas and electricity
transmission network in western Denmark, as depicted in Fig. 3.
The system parameters are obtained from the report [41,42] pub-
lished Energinet.dk, the transmission system operator for electric-
ity and natural gas in Denmark. The natural gas network is
composed of one gas terminal, one gas storage, and two compres-
sor stations. The injection capacity of the gas terminal located on
the western coast is 60 GW h/day. And the nodal pressure is con-
stantly at 80 bar. The storage capacity of the gas storage is
5600 GW h with the injection capacity 0.8 GW and the withdrawal
capacity 1.2 GW. In the Danish gas system, the compressors are
gas-driven, and the compression ratio is 2. The calorific value of
the natural gas is 37.26 MJ/m3.
In the power system, there are six wind farms, five central CPGs,
and one GPG. The detailed operational data can be found in Table 1.
Two candidate locations for GPGs and three candidate locations for
P2Gs are selected as shown in Fig. 3. These 5 candidate locations
are placed on the common nodes in the gas and power systems
so that no more connection branches are needed.
5.1. Scenario forecast and the investment costs
The planning horizon is set nine years (2016–2024) in this
paper and divided into 3 stages. The detailed forecast shown in
Table 2 is also obtained from Energinet.dk [30].
In this table, the average prices for the fuels, electricity and
CO2 emission are illustrated as well as the future capacity
expansion of electricity consumption and wind power in
Denmark. From the consumers’ side, Danish electricity consump-
tion is growing slowly. The annual average increase is approxi-
mately 1% from 2016 to 2024. From the generation side, it has
been estimated by Energinet.dk that 6941 MW wind power will
be integrated into the Danish power system, producing 66% of
total electricity by 2024, with the annual increase approximately
3.5% from 2016.
Fig. 2. Flowchart of solving bi-level programming with the hybrid algorithm.
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To evaluate the investment cost, this work assumes that it
takes 0.27 million Euro and 0.13 million Euro fixed installation
cost to set up a new P2G and GPG plant, respectively. For the
existing facilities, the expansion cost is 2 million Euro/MW for
P2G, 0.8 million Euro/MW for GPG and 1.5 million Euro/MW for
CPG [28]. Besides, the nominal cost to shut down the existed
CPG and GPG is 0.1 million Euro/MW. Further, a pipeline with a
diameter of 100 mm (4 in.) is selected for the transportation of
CO2 gas from the central power plants to the P2G systems. Its
investment cost is about 0.08 million Euro/km [28,43]. The
lengths of the CO2 pipelines are 10 km, 15 km, and 30 km for
P2G1, P2G2, and P2G3, respectively. The lifespan is assumed to
be 40 years for GPG and 30 years for P2G, and 40 years for CO2
pipelines.
5.2. The multistage evolution of the capacities for P2G, GPG, and CPG
To validate the proposed approach, we carry out the case study
on the western Danish electricity and natural gas system. Three
different scenarios are studied. Scenario 1 assumes that the annual
growth rate of the wind power production is 2%. In Scenario 2, 3.5%
of annual growth is assumed and 5% for Scenario 3. The system
planning horizon is nine years (2016–2024) consisting of 3 stages.
The CPU core used for simulations is 3.06 GHz, the iteration times
and particle sizes are set as 50 and 250. The iterative processes of
the BPSO for the three scenarios are shown in Fig. 4. It takes less
than 150 steps to update before convergence and the computation
time are 1054, 1205 and 1146 min for Scenario 1, 2 and 3
respectively. It can be considered acceptable for the planning
studies. Hence, the result indicates that the proposed method is
applicable for the multi-stage expansion co-planning in a real
application. The optimization results are shown in Table 3. When
the wind power production is higher, the operational cost
decreases since less fuel such as gas and coal is burned. However,
more investment on the GPG and P2G is needed to ensure the
secure energy supply.
The multi-stage evolution of the energy mix is shown in Fig. 5. It
can be seen that the capacity of CPG decreases with the increase of
the wind penetration level. Meanwhile, the capacities of both GPG
and P2G increase at the same time. For scenario 1, the capacity of
the CPG is shrunk from 2685 MW to 2181 MW, while the total
capacity of GPG increased from 400 MW to 505 MW. 208 MW
P2G plants are planned. For scenario 2, the capacity of the coal-
fired power plant is reduced from 2695 MW to 2029 MW, while
140 MW GPG (increased from 400 MW to 540 MW) is newly
installed. 295 MW P2G is planned in this scenario. Scenario 3
assumes 5% annual growth for the wind power production. The
Power bus
Gas node
Electricity line
Gas  pipeline
Gas storage
Existing CPG
Existing GPG
Wind farm
Existing P2G
Electric cable
HVDC
Gas terminal
P2G
CPG5
CPG3
CPG4
GPG1
CPG1
CPG2GPG2 P2G
P2G
Candidate P2G
Candidate P2G Gas compressor
P2G1
P2G2
P2G3
P2G
GPG3
Ellund
P2G
Fig. 3. The natural gas and electricity transmission system in western Denmark.
Table 1
Operational parameters of CPG, GPG, and P2G in 2016.
Generator Fuel cost CO2 emission (Ton/MW h) P (MW) P (MW)
a (€/MW h2) b (€/MW h) c (€)
CPG1 0.0051 8.1 1000 1.05 410 250
CPG2 0.0035 8.1 1600 1.05 800 400
CPG3 0.0049 8.1 1000 1.05 400 240
CPG4 0.0041 8.1 1300 1.05 665 300
CPG5 0.0049 8.1 1000 1.05 410 240
GPG1 0.0021 21.3 600 0.65 400 100
GPG2 0.0021 21.3 600 0.65 – –
GPG3 0.0021 21.3 600 0.65 – –
P2G1 0.006 4.5 500 0.16 – –
P2G2 0.006 4.5 500 0.16 – –
P2G3 0.006 4.5 500 0.16 – –
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capacity of CPG will be reduced to 1885 MW. Additional 166 MW
GPG and 351 MW P2G are planned in Scenario 3. As can be seen
from the comparison of 3 scenarios, the higher the growth rate
of wind power can result in more CPG shut down, and faster grow-
ing capacities of GPG and P2G in coordination.
As shown in Fig. 3, the candidate locations for P2Gs are near the
wind farms. So in this case study, P2Gs consumes the surplus wind
power in all the three scenarios to reduce the fuel cost for electric-
ity generation. The difference is that the lengths of the CO2 pipeli-
nes are 10 km, 15 km, and 30 km for P2G1, P2G2, and P2G3,
respectively. So the investment cost of P2G2 is larger than that of
P2G1, and the investment cost of P2G3 is the highest if taking
the cost of CO2 pipelines into consideration. Table 4 illustrates
the detailed capacity evolution at each candidate location. P2G1
is the preferred option among the 3 candidate locations. So the
capacity of P2G1 grows faster than P2G2. P2G3 is only suggested
in scenario 3 with the highest penetration of wind power. For CPGs
and GPGs, it can be seen from Table 4 that with the wind power
increases, the part of the units at CPG2 are suggested to be shut
down and replaced by newly installed gas turbines installed at
GPG3. GPG3 has a lower investment cost in comparison with
GPG2 because GPG2 requires the fixed installation cost for the ini-
tial construction of a newly selected location. So the existing loca-
tion GPG3 is a preferred choice to install new gas-fired power
generators.
5.3. The daily optimal operation of the integrated gas and electricity
system
In this subsection, the optimal operation strategy of the inte-
grated gas and power system is investigated. Fig. 6 shows the opti-
mal operation strategy of the power units in a typical day with
high wind. During the peak load periods (7:00 AM  13:00 PM,
17:00 PM  18:00 PM), all the available wind power is utilized to
supply the electrical load. Moreover, both the GPG and CPG
increase their unit outputs to balance the power demand. During
the midnight (12:00 PM  6:00 AM), the excess wind power is con-
verted into gas fuel by P2G. Due to the limitation of the available
capacities of the P2G, there is still some wind curtailment in this
period but reduced by using P2G. It should be mentioned that
the total power load includes both the nodal power demand and
electricity consumed by P2G.
At the gas system side, Fig. 7 illustrates the gas injections and
consumptions. It shows that the gas supply from the gas terminal
Table 2
The Energinet.dk’s forecast of the planning horizon (2016–2024).
Year Coal price Gas price CO2 price Electricity prices Electricity load Wind capacity Percentage of wind
€/MW h €/MW h €/ton €/MW h GW h MW %
2016 8.1 21.3 7.3 30 20,737 5041 41
2017 8.8 22.9 8.8 29.1 20,959 5191 43
2018 9.6 24.8 10.8 36.3 21,208 5341 45
2019 10.5 26.9 13.5 43.6 21,384 5541 48
2020 11.5 28.9 16.8 50.9 21,552 6341 58
2021 11.6 29.4 18.1 51.3 21,841 6591 61
2022 11.7 29.7 19.5 53.2 22,205 6841 64
2023 11.7 30.1 20.7 53.7 22,512 6891 66
2024 11.8 30.4 22 54.3 22,866 6941 66
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Fig. 4. Optimization process of the proposed method.
Table 3
Total expansion and operation cost in billions of Euro.
Scenario no. Iteration steps before convergence Initial fitness value Optimal total cost Investment cost Operation cost
Scenario 1 101 11.78 11.18 0.17 11.01
Scenario 2 119 11.69 11.14 0.23 10.91
Scenario 3 82 11.56 11.10 0.24 10.86
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and gas storage appears to be a constant value. Besides, P2G only
converts the surplus wind power due to the efficiency considera-
tions. The difference between the gas supply and consumption is
balanced by the linepack. It can be seen that the linepack is
consumed in the day and restored in the midnight. In the peak-
gas-demand hour (e.g. 8:00 AM  13:00 PM), the increasing gas
demand from GPG leads to a rapid linepack consumption. In the
gas system, there are not as many regulation facilities as the power
system. So the sufficient linepack storage plays an essential role in
balancing gas production and consumption.
5.4. Comparison of the daily operation with and without P2Gs
To investigate the effect of P2G, 2 cases for the daily operation
are compared under stage 2 from 2019 to 2021. In Case 1, total
265 MW P2G is installed while in Case 2 no P2G is installed. The
comparison is carried out in a high-wind week from the following
aspects: the wind curtailment, the gas supply, and the operational
cost, as is shown in Fig. 8. Results show that as part of surplus wind
power can be converted to gas fuel by using P2G, the wind curtail-
ment can be reduced and less gas is consumed from the gas termi-
nal and storage. Such benefits help to reduce the daily operational
cost of Case 1.
6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a bi-level multi-stage co-expansion plan-
ning model for the integrated natural gas and electricity system
to minimize the investments plus the operation cost. The main
Wind CPG GPG P2G
Vision 1:  2%
Vision 2:  3.5%
Vision 3:  5%
Fig. 5. Evolution of the installed generation from 2016 to 2024 for three scenarios.
Table 4
Detailed planning strategy in different sites.
Candidate location Initial capacity Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Stage1 Stage2 Stage3
P2G1 0 91 91 121 100 140 170 78 162 162
P2G2 0 59 87 87 75 125 125 90 90 135
P2G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 54 54
GPG1 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
GPG2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GPG3 0 0 48 105 0 56 140 0 90 166
CPG1 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410
CPG2 800 684 504 296 530 360 144 460 240 0
CPG3 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
CPG4 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665
CPG5 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410
Fig. 6. Daily economic dispatch at power system side.
Fig. 7. Optimized gas supply in the natural gas system.
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contents and major contributions of the paper are summarized as
follows:
 An integrated model is formulated to describe the combined
natural gas and electricity energy system with bi-directional
energy conversion. Both the P2G and the GPG are considered
as the linkage between the electricity network and gas network.
 A bi-level programming framework is built to achieve the good
balance between investment on the system expansion and the
operational cost. The overall decision-making process is divided
into two sub-problems: the upper-level optimizes the invest-
ment co-planning for the integrated system, while the lower-
level optimizes the operation strategy under given constraints
from upper-level sub-problem. The two sub-problems are
solved iteratively.
 A hybrid algorithm is proposed to solve the bi-level program-
ming problem combining the modified binary particle swarm
optimization (BPSO) and the interior point method (IPM) for
the upper-level and lower-level sub-problems, respectively.
 The proposed method is validated by case studies on the gas
and electricity transmission network in western Denmark. The
simulation result indicates the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
 Through the analysis of the simulation results, it is suggested
that enhancing the synergies between gas and power system
using GPG and P2G helps to overcome the challenges brought
by the change in the energy mix. The beneficial role of the
P2G to improve wind power accommodation is also investi-
gated. Simulation results show that P2G helps to reduce the
operation cost by less wind curtailment, gas fuel consumption
and carbon emission.
The proposed co-expansion planning model and the hybrid
algorithm of this paper can be used to help system planner with
decision support in the future integrated multi-energy systems.
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The integration of electrical and heating systems has great potential to enhance the flexibility of power
systems to accommodate more renewable power such as the wind and solar. This study was to
investigate an optimal way to integrate the energy of both systems in urban areas. The amount of energy
conversion between the electrical system and heating system was optimally decided so that the demand
within both systems could be met at the least operational cost. Besides, the best node to join with the
electrical system and heating system was chosen by consideration of the energy transmission loss. The
mathematical formulation of the optimization problem was detailed as a large-scale non-linear program
(LSNLP) in this paper. A decomposition–coordination algorithm was proposed to solve this LSNLP. At last,
a 6-bus electrical power system with 31-node heating transmission system was studied to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed solution. The results showed that coordinated optimization of the
energy distribution have significant benefits for reducing wind curtailment, operation cost, and energy
losses. The proposed model and methodology could help system operators with decision support in
the emerging integrated energy systems.
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1. Introduction
The climate change, fossil resource depletion, policy incentives
as well as higher public awareness in term of sustainability have
promoted the deployment of renewable generations, typically
wind power and photovoltaic [1]. However, the intermittent and
unpredictable features of the renewable generations raise the chal-
lenge to the power system operators to balance energy production
and consumption. To accommodate the continuously increasing
renewable sources connected to the grids, there is an urgent need
to either enhance the system flexibility or mitigate the variability.
Traditionally, when being operated independently, the power sys-
tems can acquire flexibility only through those fast-ramping gener-
ators [2,3], power flow regulations, electrical energy storages [4],
and manageable loads [5,6]. Alternatively, the coordination single
or multiple renewable sources in a certain region has been proved
to be an effective way to mitigate the renewable’s variability [7–9].
And together with a better energy management strategy the
requirements to the system flexibility could be further reduced
while with the energy adequacy guaranteed [10].
In recent years, the emerging technologies enhanced the inter-
dependency of different energy systems. Research investigations
and industrial practices have demonstrated the integrated energy
systems (IES) could coordinate energy production and consump-
tion in a broader scope, and hence improve the overall efficiency
and sustainability of the energy utilization [11]. The integrated
energy system consists of the electrical system, natural gas system,
district heating system and electrified transportation system. The
electrified vehicle can act as both a manageable load [12] and an
energy carrier [13] to support the energy system operation. The
power-to-gas plants, together with the gas-fired turbines can
improve the dispatching ability of the renewable generations via
temporal and spatial shifting [14]. The energy in the district heat-
ing systems may come from electrical heat pumps, solar power and
co-generation of electricity, all of which are associated with electri-
cal systems, and hence draws broad interests.
Extensive work has been done in optimal integration of electri-
cal and heating systems. At the device level, the thermoelectric
generators have been well modeled and optimized via both theo-
retical and experimental studies [15,16]. Some of the work focuses
on providing reliable and sustainable electricity and heat to the
residential demands such as buildings and communities [17,18].
In [19], a mixed-integer linear programming model has been
developed for the integrated plan and evaluation of distributed
energy systems. The analogy between the electrical circuit and
heat transfer networks has been studied in [20]. At the macro level,
computer tools have been developed to simulate and analyze the
future integrated energy systems [21]. Taking Energy Plan [22]
for example, it has been used in various regions for decision sup-
port on their development strategies [23]. However, the topologies
of the heat and electrical networks are usually neglected for
brevity.
Nomenclature
Heating system
Indices
T heat system
CHP, HS, HP combined heat and power plant, heat storage, heat
pump
Parameters
BTnum, N
T
num number of branches and nodes
SHeatnum , S
CHP
num, S
HP
num, S
HS
num number of heat sources, CHP, HP, and HS
A, B incidence matrix, circuit matrix
a cost coefficient of thermal power
c the specific heat capacity of water
c, l heat loss coefficient of the branch, length of the
branch
R1, R2 resistance of channel and insulation material (m C/W)
b additional heat loss coefficient of pipe auxiliaries,
valve, and compensator
L heat load of node (kW)
BQmin, BQmax minimum, maximum mass flow rate of branch
(t/h)
SPHP,min, SPHP,max minimum, maximum thermal power of HP
(kW)
SPCHP,min, SPCHP,max minimum, maximum thermal power of CHP
(kW)
SPHS,min, SPHS,max minimum, maximum thermal power of HS
(kW)
tBack, tmin, tmax, t0 temperature of return water, minimum and
maximum temperature of node, ambient environment
temperature (C)
SQHS,max, SQHS0 the capacity of HS (MW h), initial heat of HS
(MW h)
Ke, gI, ge heating coefficient of bromine refrigerator, heat loss
coefficient and generated coefficient of CHP
Variables
BQ mass flow rate of branch (t/h)
NQ mass flow rate of nodal load (t/h)
e temperature drop coefficient of branch (C/(t/h))
Dt, t temperature drop of branch, temperature (C)
SQ = [SQHP; SQCHP; SQHS] mass flow rate of HP, CHP, HS (t/h)
SP = [SPHP; SPCHP; SPHS] thermal power of HP, CHP, HS (kW)
dch, ddis charging and discharging state of HS
Electrical system
Indices
E electrical system
G, Q, CHP, W traditional thermal generator, reactive power
source, combined heat and power plant, wind power
Parameters
BEnum, N
E
num number of branches and nodes
Snum number of power sources
Pramp maximum power of the generator ramping up or down
during a time interval
Pmin; Pmax minimum, maximum output of active power sources
Qmin, Qmax minimum, maximum output of reactive power sources
Umin, Umax minimum, maximum limits of nodal voltage
Pmini0 j0 ,P
max
i0 j0 minimum, maximum limits of line’s transmission power
PW,av the available wind power of wind farm
gW–T the conversion efficiency from wind power to heat
a0, a1, a2 the cost coefficients of G
Variables
U, h magnitude of voltage, angle of voltage
P, Q active power, reactive power
PW,cur wind curtailment before converting to heatePW;cur wind curtailment after converting to heat
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This work focuses on the coordination of electrical system and
heating system in urban areas considering network topologies.
The optimal operation of the integrated heating and power system
is mathematically formulated as a scaled nonlinear optimization
problem. The objective is to minimize the operational costs for
both electrical and heating system while at the same time maxi-
mizes the renewable energy consumed. In the constraints, the
branch flow and nodal flow balance in both systems are considered
as equality constraints. The operational limitations such as bus
voltages, nodal temperatures, generation capacities are formed as
inequality constraints in this paper. After the optimization problem
is formulated, a decomposition–coordination algorithm is pro-
posed to handle its scale and nonlinearity. The proposed method
decouples the optimization problem into two sub-problems and
solves them respectively. The boundary constraints are set accord-
ing to the physical interface between these two systems. The major
contributions of this paper are as follows:
 The optimal energy sources distribution of both systems is
investigated. The amount of energy conversion between the
electrical power system and heating system was optimally
decided so that the energy demand of both systems could be
met at the least operational cost.
 A detailed optimization operational model considering network
constraints has been proposed. Besides, the proposed model can
be extended for siting the HP at least energy transmission loss.
 A decomposition–coordination algorithm is proposed to solve
the large-scale nonlinear optimization problem in accordance
to the properties of the physical system, which can greatly
reduce the computational complexity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the general framework of the integrated electrical and
heating systems; Section 3 presents the detailed mathematical for-
mulation of the optimal operation problem; Section 4 describes a
decomposition–coordination algorithm that is applied to solve
the optimization problem; Section 5 is the case studies and the
concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
2. Integration of the electrical and heating systems
Electricity and heat are two important energy demands in the
daily life. This paper investigates the integrated systems combining
the electricity and heat so as to more effective energy usage. A
studied system is shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, the studied system consists of combined heat and
power (CHP), wind farm (WF), heat storage (HS), heat pump
(HP), and traditional thermal generator (G):
 The CHP produce electricity and heat at the same time. It’s an
interface of the electrical and heating system. The demand of
the heating system is mainly supplied by the CHP.
 The WF is directly connected with the electrical system and
connected to the heating system via the HP. The excess wind
power can be turned into thermal energy during the valley-
electrical-load time periods to reduce the wind curtailment. In
this sense, the heating system can be regarded as a large storage
for the power system and the HP is used for energy conversion.
 The HS is also considered in this work to balance the heat inside
the heating system. Usually, the heat can be stored when it is
abundantly produced by the HP and CHP and released when
heat demand is high. However, the heat in the HS is losing by
time, so it is not suitable for storing the heat for long time.
Seen from above, by converting the excess wind power into the
heating system, the curtailment of wind power can be reduced.
Besides, by using wind power to supply heat demand, the fuel
burned and the waste gas is reduced. However, the major opera-
tional challenge is that such integrated system is a closed loop oper-
ation system, as Fig. 1 shown. The challenges mainly embody in the
following three aspects: (1) The production and consumption in
both heating and electrical systems have to be balanced at any
time; (2) The two sub-systems are interacted with the energy con-
version devices, such as HP and CHP; (3) The capacities of the trans-
mission lines and pipes limit the desired energy delivery.
Hence, the network topologies are needed to consider and those
energy conversion devices are spatially and temporally coordi-
nated so that the demand within both systems could be met at
the lowest operational cost.
3. Mathematical formulations of the optimization problem
The optimization problem for the integrated electrical and heat-
ing systems is formulated in this section. The objective function is
set as the operational cost. And the nodal energy flow equations
are modeled as equality constraints. The operational limits of the
both systems can be categorized as follows. First, the limits to
the branches include flow capacities through the pipes and
lines, the maximum temperature drop along with the pipeline.
Second, the nodal operation limits keep the temperatures and volt-
ages within a reasonable range to maintain the system security.
Third, the devices such as G, CHP, WF, HS and HP should be within
their capacities. The objective function and three categories of
constraints are described in detail in following subsections.
3.1. The operational cost of the integrated electrical and heating
system
The objective of the optimal operation is to minimize the total
operation costs FTotal consisting of electrical system FE and heating
system FT throughout the whole operational horizons (snum), as
shown in (1). Eqs. (2) and (3) indicate the fuel cost for electricity
and heat production, respectively. Wind power is considered as
free so that it will be consumed as much as possible.
FTotal ¼ FE þ FT ð1Þ
FE ¼
Xsnum
s¼1
XSGnum
s¼1
a0;s þ a1;s  PGs;s þ a2;s  PGs;s
 2
ð2Þ
FT ¼
Xsnum
s¼1
XSHeatnum
s¼1
as  SPs;s ð3Þ
The objective function is subjected to the following constraints.
Wind Farm
1 2
Heating
Network
Electrical
Network
Loss of power
Heat Storage
WF
HS
CHP
Loss of heat
Heat Load
HP
Fig. 1. The integrated system of electricity and heat.
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3.2. The operational constraints of heating system
In the steady state, the mass flow balance at node i in the time
period s is formulated as (4) [24]. For each node, positive mass flow
rate indicates the inflow and negative mass flow rate indicates the
outflow. aij is the element of incidence matrix A. SQ
CHP
i;s , SQ
W
i;s, SQ
HS
i;s ,
BQi,s are the mass flow rate of CHP, HP, HS, and pipe in time period
s, respectively. NQi,s is the mass flow rate of heat load in the time
period s.
XBnum
j¼1
aij  BQ i;s þ SQCHPi;s þ SQHPi;s þ T ddisi;s  T dchi;s
 
 SQHSi;s NQ i;s ¼ 0
ð4Þ
The conversional relationships between the mass flow rate (t/h)
and thermal power (kW) are shown by (5) [25]. Eq. (5.a) is for the
heat load and (5.b) is for the heat source. c is the specific heat
capacity of water, 4.2 kJ kg1 C1.
NQ i;s  ti;s  tBacki;s
 
 c  3:6 Li;s ¼ 0 i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NTnum ð5:aÞ
SQ i;s  ti;s  tBacki;s
 
 c  3:6 SPi;s ¼ 0 i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; STnum ð5:bÞ
In the heating system, the energy carrier could be both steam
and liquid water. In this paper, only the heat water is considered
for brevity. Eq. (6.a) interprets the temperature drop along with
the pipeline. The temperature drop coefficient ej,s is determined
by the mass flow rate of the branch BQj,s, the length of the branch
lj, and the heat loss coefficient of the branch cj, as shown in (6.b).
The heat loss coefficient cj is determined by the temperatures of
the water in pipe tj, the ambient environment temperature t0, the
resistance of channel R1, and the resistance of insulation material
R2, as shown in (6.c) [26].
Dtj;s ¼ ej;s  BQ j;s ð6:aÞ
1000 cT  BQ j;s
 2  ej;s  3:6 cj  ð1þ bÞ  lj ¼ 0 ð6:bÞ
cj ¼
tj  t0
R1 þ R2 j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;B
T
num ð6:cÞ
To simplify the problem, in this paper, the heat loss coefficient
cj is approximate as a constant. cj is chosen according the temper-
atures of water and the ambient environment by the experience of
operation.
Eq. (7) represents the operational limitations of the heating
system including the nodal temperature, branch flow capacity,
power of CHP, HP, and HS.
tmini 6 ti;s 6 tmaxi ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nnum ð7:aÞ
BQminj 6 BQ j;s 6 BQ
max
j ; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Bnum ð7:bÞ
SPCHP;mink 6 SP
CHP
k 6 SP
CHP;max
k ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SCHPnum ð7:cÞ
SPW;mink 6 SP
W
k 6 SP
W;max
k ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SWnum ð7:dÞ
SPHS;mink 6 SP
HS
k 6 SP
HS;max
k ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SHSnum ð7:eÞ
Eq. (8) represents the operational constraints of heat storage.
Indicated by (8), the mass flow rate of the heat storage cannot
exceed its capacity. Eq. (8.b) is the limitation of heat storage’s
state, which ensures that the charge state dchi;s0 and the discharge
state ddisi;s0 of the heat storage couldn’t happen in the same time
period.
0 6 SQHSi;0 þ
Xs
s0¼1
ðdchi;s0  ddisi;s0 Þ  SQHSi;s0 6 SQHS;maxi ð8:aÞ
ddisi;s0 þ dchi;s0 6 1 ddisi;s0 ;dchi;s0 ¼ 0 or 1
 
ð8:bÞ
3.3. The operational constraints of electrical system
The electrical system constraints include active and reactive
power balance, nodal voltage, the capacity of traditional generators
and lines, and the curtailment of wind power. The detail of each
constraint is described as follow.
Nodal active and reactive power balance are considered in this
paper, formulated as (9). In each node, the electrical power injec-
tion needs to be equal to power demand plus losses. Besides, the
voltage of each node is limited by (10).
PGi0 ;s þ PWi0 ;s þ PCHPi0 ;s  PLoadi0 ;s Ui0 ;s
X
j02i0
Uj0 ;sðGi0 j0 coshi0 j0 ;s þ Bi0j0 sinhi0 j0 ;sÞ ¼ 0
ð9:aÞ
QGi0 ;s  Q Loadi0 ;s þ Ui0 ;s
X
j02i0
Uj0 ;sðGi0j0 sin hi0 j0 ;s þ Bi0j0 cos hi0 j0 ;sÞ ¼ 0 ð9:bÞ
Umini0 6 Ui0 ;s 6 U
max
i0 i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NEnum ð10Þ
In the electrical system, active power and reactive power of
each source are restricted by the lower and upper bounds, includ-
ing thermal generators, CHP, and wind farm. Also, the limitations
of the ramping up/down power during each time interval are
considered, as shown in (11).
PG;mini0 6 P
G
i0 ;s 6 P
G;max
i0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SGnum ð11:aÞ
jPGi0 ;s  PGi0 ;s1j 6 PG;rampi0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SGnum ð11:bÞ
PCHP;min
i0 6 P
CHP
i0 ;s 6 P
CHP;max
i0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SCHPnum ð11:cÞ
jPCHPi0 ;s  PCHPi0 ;s1j 6 PCHP;rampi0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SCHPnum ð11:dÞ
0 6 PWi0 ;s 6 P
W;av
i0 ;s ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SWnum ð11:eÞ
QG;mini0 6 Q
G
i0 ;s 6 Q
G;max
i0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SQnum ð11:fÞ
Here, we define the curtailment of wind power PW;cur
i0 ;s equals to the
available wind power PW;avi0 minus the wind power accommodate
PWi0 ;s; as shown in (12).
PW;cur
i0 ;s ¼ P
W;av
i0  P
W
i0 ;s;0 6 P
W;cur
i0 ;s 6 P
W;av
i0 ; i
0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ; SWnum ð12Þ
Besides, the line transmission limits are considered, formulated
as (13). The transfer power from i0 to j0 should not exceed the line
transfer capacities for security consideration.
Pmini0j0 6 ðUi0 ;sÞ2Gi0j0 þ Ui0 ;sUj0 ;sðGi0j0 cos hi0 j0 ;s þ Bi0 j0 sin hi0j0 ;sÞ 6 Pmaxi0j0
ð13Þ
3.4. The constraints of the interfaces between electrical and heating
system
 The conversional relationship of wind power, heat, and heat
storage
To save the excess wind power during the valley load periods,
the excess wind power is converted into heat. The obtained heat
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can be stored in HS or directly injected into the heating system.
Due to the limited capacities of HP and HS, may be not all the sur-
plus wind power can be utilized and there is still wind curtailmentePW;Cur
i0 ;s , shown as (14).
gW—T  PW;Curi0 ;s  ePW;Curi0 ;s
 
¼ dchi0  SPHSi0 ;s þ SPHPi0 ;s; i0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ;SWnum ð14Þ
 The cogeneration of the heat and power (CHP)
The cogeneration unit can generate electricity and heat. The
relationship between the output of electricity and heat is formu-
lated as (15).
SPCHPi0 ;s ¼ PCHPi0 ;s  ð1 gei0 ;s  gIi0 Þ=gei0 ;s0  Ke ð15Þ
4. Decomposition–coordination algorithm for solving the
problem
The mathematic formulation of the optimization problem intro-
duced in the previous sections can be summarized as (16). It’s a
large-scale nonlinear program. Mathematically, it is very difficult
to get the global optimal solution. To solve this problem, a decom
position–coordination algorithm is proposed to get a sub-optimal
solution. The basic idea of the methodology is to divide the opti-
mization problem into two sub-optimizations and iteratively solve
them to convergence to the optimal solution.
min ð1Þ—ð3Þ
s:t:
heating system constraints ð4Þ—ð8Þ
electrical system constraints ð9Þ—ð13Þ
interfaced constraints ð14Þ—ð15Þ
8><
>:
ð16Þ
4.1. Decomposition of the problem
The formulations (16) can be written in a generalized form as
(17).
Xsnum
s¼1
f s X
E
s;X
T
s
 
s:t: h XEs;X
T
s
 
¼ 0
gðXEs;XTsÞ 6 0
ð17Þ
In (17), the variables in optimization problem have been
divided into 2 groups, XEs and X
T
s representing the variables in
the electrical and heating system, respectively. For example, the
mass flow rate of pipe BQ and nodal temperature t belong to XTs;
the active power of generator P and nodal voltage U belong to
XEs . hðÞ and gðÞ are the equality and inequality constraints,
respectively.
Let XE;B and XT;B denote the variables at the boundary of the
electrical and heating system; XE;I and XT;I are the inner variables
of the electrical and heating system. As Fig. 2 shows, heat gener-
ated by CHP (SPCHPi0 ;s ) and electricity generated by CHP (P
CHP
i0 ;s ), wind
power curtailment (PW;cur
i0 ;s ) and heat generated by wind power
(SPHPi0 ;s) are the boundary variables interacting between the electri-
cal and heat system.
Choose the variables from the boundary variables to form the
coordinated variables pairs, which are used for adjusting to satisfy
interfaced constraints. The coordinated variables pairs are denoted
as ðXE;C, XT;CÞ. We choose ðPCHPi0 ;s , SPCHPi0 ;s Þ as the coordinated variables
in this paper.
Based on the classification of the variables as described above,
the problem (17) can be divided into two sub-problems, as shown
in (18) and (19), representing the electrical and heating system
respectively. The (20) is the boundary constraints denoted as Jcon-
vert, including conversional equations between boundary variables
of the electrical and heating system. In the problem (16), (14) and
(15) are the boundary constraints.
Xsnum
s¼1
f EsðXE;Is ;XE;Bs ;XE;Cs Þ
s:t: hEðXE;Is ;XE;Bs ;XE;Cs Þ ¼ 0
gEðXE;Is ;XE;Bs ;XE;Cs Þ 6 0
ð18Þ
Xsnum
s¼1
f Ts X
T;I
s ;X
T;B
s ;X
T;C
s
 
s:t: hT XT;Is ;X
T;B
s ;X
T;C
s
 
¼ 0
gT XT;Is ;X
T;B
s ;X
T;C
s
 
6 0
ð19Þ
XE;Bs ¼ Jconvert XT;Bs
 
XE;Cs ¼ Jconvert XT;Cs
 
8><
>: ð20Þ
4.2. Coordination of the sub-problems
After the decomposition of the problem, the sub-problems (18)
and (19) are calculated individually, which greatly reduce the cal-
culation scale. Next, by iteratively adjusting the coordinated vari-
ables from the results of sub-problems, the boundary constraints
(20) will be satisfied. The procedures of the iterative coordination
are as following.
Initialization: Let k = 0, given initial value of the coordination
variable in electrical system XE;CðkÞs ;
Step 1: Substitute XE;CðkÞs into (18) and solve it, then the value of
the boundary variable in electrical system XE;BðkÞs is obtained
from the optimal solution of (18);
Step 2: Substitute XE;BðkÞs and X
E;CðkÞ
s into (20), then boundary
value in heating system XT;BðkÞs and coordination value in heating
system XT;CðkÞs can be calculated;
Step 3: Substitute XT;BðkÞs into (19) and solve it, then X
T;Cðkþ1Þ
s is
obtained from the solution of (19);
Step 4: Calculate jXT;Cðkþ1Þs  XT;CðkÞs j 6 e to see if it is less than the
pre-set threshold value e. If yes, it means the boundary con-Fig. 2. Illustration of the decomposition–coordination method.
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strains (20) are satisfied, and then stop and output the results;
else let XE;Cðkþ1Þs ¼ JconvertðXT;Cðkþ1Þs Þ, k = k + 1 and turn to Step 1.
The above iterative steps can be explained by Fig. 2. At each
iteration, the boundary constraint (14) is forced to satisfy by letting
the heat dchi0  SPHSi0 ;s þ SPHPi0 ;s equal to the gW—T  ðPW;Curi0 ;s  ePW;Curi0 ;s Þ. And
then adjust the coordination pairs (PCHPi0 ;s ; SP
CHP
i0 ;s ) to satisfy boundary
constraint (15). If the boundary constraint (15) is satisfied, that is
jPCHP  JconvertðSPCHPÞj 6 e, and then the iteration is end and output
the optimum results. In this paper, e is set to 105.
The proposed algorithm divides the whole system into two sub-
systems and optimizes both sub-systems iteratively. Mathemati-
cally, by doing so, a large optimization problem can be decoupled
into small ones and solved respectively. This algorithm has the sig-
nificant meaning with the increasing complexity of the modern
energy systems. Meanwhile, though being decomposed, the two
systems are actually interconnected by the interface constrains.
5. Numerical simulations
5.1. Description of the simulation system
A test case studied in this work is shown in Fig. 3. The heating
system is from a city of China [27], including 30 pipes and 31
nodes. The surplus wind power can be converted to heat that is
directly injected into the heating network or stored in heat storage.
Generally, to reduce the heat loss, it is better to use the heat as
soon as possible. The detailed parameters for the devices and net-
work topologies are given in Tables A1–A8 in Appendix A, includ-
ing electrical generator, CHP, HS, HP, wind power and electrical
load, heat load, as well as electrical and heat network. The heat loss
coefficient is set to 60 W/m in this case.
5.2. Simulation results
5.2.1. Iteration process by the decomposition–coordination algorithm
Fig. 4 illustrates the iteration process of the calculation in the
2nd time period. The iterative gap is measured by the difference
of the CHP output in two sub-optimizations in the each iteration.
Seen from Fig. 4(a), the iterative gap is less than the preset toler-
ance 105 after 15 iterations.
During the iteration process, the amount of energy conversion
between the electrical system and heating system are optimized
to satisfy the load. In Fig. 4(b), the heat produced by the wind
increases at the first iteration and then decreases to be stable after
the 6th iteration. Correspondingly, the electricity from wind
decreases at the first iteration and then increases to be stable.
The heat produced by CHP decreases at the first iteration and then
increases to be stable. The optimal amount of heat produced by the
wind, heat produced by CHP, electricity produced by the wind, and
electricity produced by CHP are obtained after 15 iterations.
5.2.2. Optimal output of the energy sources
Fig. 5 shows the optimal hourly output of electrical and heating
power sources throughout the 24 time periods, at the lowest oper-
ational cost.
In Fig. 5(a), the peak load periods of the electrical system are the
valley load periods of the heating system. As Fig. 5(b) showing,
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during the 9th–23rd time periods, there is no heat produced by
wind power. However, during the periods 1st–8th, the load of
the power system is low and the excess wind power is converted
into heat, which reduces the wind power curtailment. Besides, it
can be seen from Fig. 5(c) that the generation of G1 and G2 is flat.
The heating system buffers the production and demand variation
and helps to improve the operational efficiency of the thermal
units. Fig. 5(d) is the operational process of the heat storage. The
HS charges at 3, 5, 7 time periods to reduce the wind curtailment
and discharges at 4, 6, 8 time periods to supply the heat load.
5.2.3. Energy distribution in heating network
To show the influence of wind power, Fig. 6 compares the
energy distribution in the heating network with and without heat
generated by wind power.
The curve of the 6th time period is the result with heat gener-
ated by wind power while the curve of 16th time period is the
result without heat generated by wind power. Seen from Fig. 6
(a), the temperature is decreasing form Node 1 to Node 25 in the
6th and16th time period. The temperature of Node 26 is higher
than Node 25, because Node 25 and Node 26 are not along the
same transmissions direction. Compared with the 16th time per-
iod, in the 6th time period, the temperature from Node 26 to Node
30 is gradually increasing because there is heat by wind power
injected into Node 30. Fig. 6(b) is the corresponding mass flow rate
of the branches.
Fig. 7 shows the distribution of nodal temperature and branch
flow in the heating system throughout the 24 time periods. For
convenient explanation, we choose Node 1, Node 16, and Node
30; Branch 1, Branch 16, and Branch 30 for showing, which are
the first node, middle node, and last node; first pipeline, middle
pipeline, and last pipeline respectively. Seen from Fig. 7(a), the
temperature of the first node is highest, the middle node is middle,
and the last node is lowest. It means that the heat is losing during
the process of transmission. Also in Fig. 7(a), we can see that during
the periods 3rd–7th, the temperature of Node 30 is near Node 16.
That is because during these time periods, there is heat produced
by wind power injected into Node 30. Correspondingly, we can
see from Fig. 7(b), the mass flow rate of the Branch 30 is negative
because the heat flows from Node 30 to Node 29, while not the
positive direction assumed from Node 29 to Node 30.
5.3. Optimal location of the HP in the heating system
In this section, we analyze the best node to locate the HP con-
sidering heat loss. The heat loss is different when the HP injected
into different nodes, which gives the important information for
choosing the best node to connect the HP with the heating system.
In order to compare the heat loss by connecting the HP with differ-
ent nodes, we have carried out the tests by connecting the HP at
the begin (Node 1), middle (Node 16), and end (Node 30) of the
heating system. Fig. 8 shows the corresponding heat loss.
Seen from Fig. 8, the heat loss is the least if we connect the HP at
Node 30 of the heating system, where is the end of the heating net-
work. It’s because that there is a long pipe (pipe 28) near the end of
the heating network. The length of pipe 28 is 2780 m. The heat
supplied path from Node 1 or Node 16 to pipe 28 is far, which
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causes the heat loss larger than the heat supplied from Node 30.
Hence, based on the loss of network, we can choose the best place
to connect the HP with the heating system is Node 30.
5.4. Comparative analysis with and without considering heating
network loss
To show the significance of consideration of the energy trans-
mission loss, the results with and without consideration of heat
loss are compared. In Fig. 9(a), we show the comparative result
of heat transmission loss. Without consideration of heat loss, the
transmission loss is 0 throughout the 24 periods. So, if the heating
network loss is not considered, we have no information to choose
which node to connect HP with the heating system will result in
less loss. Fig. 9(b) shows the output of heat sources with and with-
out consideration heat transmission loss. Seen from Fig. 9(b), the
output of heat source is less when the heat transmission loss is
not considered, which may lead to the dispatch of the heat source
is not enough for the heat load in the real time operation. Hence, it
is necessary to consider the heating transmission loss, which is
important for scheduling the heat sources and choosing the best
place to connect HP with the heating system.
5.5. Comparative analysis of individual-operation and coordinated-
operation
To verify the advantages of the integrated system of electricity
and heat, comparative studies also have been conducted between
individual operation (I-operation) and coordinated operation
(Co-operation). Simulation results are shown and analyzed in this
section, including curtailment of wind power, the minimum
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Table A1
Parameters of electrical generator.
Fuel cost Ton
(h)
Toff
(h)
P
(MW)
P
(MW)
Pclimbe
(MW)c ($/MW h2) b ($/MW h) c ($)
F1 0.0533 11.669 2130 1 1 20 14 3
F2 0.0889 10.333 2000 1 1 18 12.6 3
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requirement of heat source, and heat loss of the network. The
‘I-operation’ mode is conducted on the system shown in Fig. 3 by
severing the connection between the heat and electrical system
at Node 30.
5.5.1. Curtailment of wind power
Fig. 10 compares the results of wind power curtailment. See
from Fig. 10, during the time periods of 9th–23rd, both operation
ways have no wind curtailment. Because loads of electrical power
system are high during these periods, and all the wind power has
been used to balance the electrical power load. In the 2nd–8th time
periods, the wind curtailment of Co-operation is much less than
that of I-operation.
However, there is still wind curtailment of Co-operation,
because the heat pump couldn’t convert all the excess wind power
to heat due to its power limitation. If the power of heat pump is
large enough, the wind curtailment can be 0 in the Co-operation
mode.
5.5.2. Minimum requirement of heat source
Fig. 11 compares the minimum requirements of the heat source.
In Fig. 11, the requirements of the source of Co-operation way are
less than the I-operation. The sum of the requirements of heat
sources throughout 24 h is 873 MW in the mode of Co-operation,
while 987 MW in the mode of I-operation, which is 11.55% higher
than Co-operation.
5.5.3. Heat Loss of the network
Fig. 12 compares the heat loss of the heat network. In Fig. 12,
the heat loss of Co-operation mode is less than which of
I-operation. The sum of heat loss throughout 24 h is 9.54 MW in
the mode of Co-operation, while 13.03 MW in the mode of
I-operation, which is 26.8% higher than Co-operation.
5.5.4. Comparative analysis of different operational strategies of heat
storage
To verify the operational strategy of heat storage in this paper
(named as Strategy 1), we compare the results with other two
operational strategies of heat storage. These two operational
strategies are named as Strategy 2 and Strategy 3, respectively.
In Strategy 2, we let the heat storage charge when there is wind
curtailment and discharge when there is no wind curtailment. In
Strategy 3, we let the heat storage charge when there is wind cur-
tailment and discharge when the heat load is in the peak time peri-
ods. In this simulation, the power of the heat storage is 1 MW and
its capacity is 1 MW h. We assume that the initial heat of the stor-
age is 0 MW and the heat storage can charge from 0 to its capacity
in an hour. The storage period is 1 day (24 h).
The operational processes of the heat storage of the three strate-
gies are shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, the numbers marked on the
curve are the state of the heat storage. 1 represents discharge, 1
represents charge, and 0 represents no action. Seen from Fig. 13,
in Strategy 1, the heat storage charges to full in the front hour
and discharge in the next hour during the 3rd–9th time periods.
During 10th–23rd time periods, due to nowind curtailment (shown
in Fig. 14(a)), the state of the heat storage is 0. The heat storage is
charging in the 24 time periods that wind power is abundant. Dif-
ferent from Strategy 1, in Strategy 2, the heat storage charges only
in the 3rd and discharges until the 9th time period, because there is
wind curtailment in the 4th–8th time periods (Shown in Fig. 14 (a)).
In Strategy 3, the storage charges to its capacity in the 3rd time peri-
ods and discharges in the peak load time period.
Table A2
Parameters of Combined Heat Power (CHP).
Number of
CHP
PCHP,max
(MW)
PCHP,min
(MW)
SPCHP,max
(MW)
SPCHP,min
(MW)
Ke ge gI c ($/MW h2) b ($/MW h) c ($) Ton
(h)
Toff
(h)
Pclimbe
(MW)
60 1 0 1.299 0 1.2 2.4 0.03 0.0741 10.833 2400 1 1 0.5
Table A3
Parameters of heat storage [28] and heat pump.
SPHS,max
(MW)
SPHS,min
(MW)
SQHS,max
(MW h)
SQHS0
(MWh)
SPW,max
(MW)
SPW,min
(MW)
1 0 1 0 3 0
Table A4
Parameters of the wind power and electrical load (MW).
Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Wind 11.7 11.3 11.3 12.3 13.5 14.9 16.4 17.2 17.7 18 17.9 17.4
Load 37 34 31 30 31.5 31 32 38 43.5 47.5 49.5 50
Time 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Wind 16.3 16.1 16.2 16.6 16.8 16.9 16.8 16.6 16.4 16.5 16.6 16.8
Load 49.5 50 50 48.5 48 48 46.5 46 46 46.5 43.5 36
Table A5
Parameters of the bus load of electrical system.
Bus no Ratio of the system load
4 0.2
5 0.4
6 0.4
Table A6
Parameters of the bus load of heat system.
Heat station Node Heat load (MW)
1–8 (h) 9–19 (h) 20–24 (h)
1 2 3.627 2.790 3.627
2 6 2.205 1.696 2.205
3 8 3.522 2.709 3.522
4 12 2.067 1.590 2.067
5 14 2.465 1.896 2.465
6 15 2.140 1.646 2.140
7 17 4.333 3.333 4.333
8 19 2.613 2.010 2.613
9 27 1.330 1.023 1.330
10 23 4.550 3.500 4.550
11 25 7.800 6.000 7.800
12 4 3.224 2.480 3.224
13 30 3.952 3.040 3.952
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To show the advantages of the Strategy 1, Fig. 14 compares the
wind curtailment and heat loss of the three operational strategies.
The wind curtailment of Strategy1 is the least in the 3rd–8th time
periods because there is more wind power has been stored.
Accordingly, the heat losses are the least of Strategy 1. It is because
there is a lot of heat can be supplied from node 30 to its nearby
load, the heat supplying path of which is much shorter than the
heat supplied from node 1 to the node near 30. The results of the
Strategy 2 and Strategy 3 are almost the same. Hence, the Strategy
1 has the best performance.
6. Conclusion
This paper investigates the optimal operation of the integrated
electrical and heating system in urban areas. The optimal operation
is mathematically formulated as a scaled nonlinear optimization
problem considering the network constraints in both systems. By
analyzing the network loss, the proposed model cannot be only
used for optimizing operation strategies but also for best siting
the electrical/heat storages and sources. The decomposition–coordi
nation algorithm is proposed to solve the developed large-scale
multi-stage optimization problem. Simulation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Compared to the inde-
pendent heating and electrical networks, the coordination can
reduce the wind curtailment, fuel oil consumption, and heat losses.
The model and method of this paper can be used to help system
operators with decision support in the emerging integrated energy
systems.
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Abstract—This paper provides a two-stage stochastic 
programming approach for joint operating multi-energy
systems under uncertainty. Simulation is carried out in a test 
system to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the 
proposed approach. The test energy system includes a gas 
subsystem with a gas source and a gas storage facility, and 
electricity subsystem that includes a coal-fired power plant, a 
combined heat and power unit and a power-to-gas facility, and 
a conventional district heating subsystem.
Keywords— Multi-energy systems, power system, natural gas 
system, district heating system, stochastic programming.
I. INTRODUCTION 
The integrated energy system, as a new type of regional 
energy system including multiple sub-systems such as 
electricity, gas, heating, and other energy supply systems is 
believed a promising solution to improve the efficiency and 
sustainability of the energy utilization. 
As for the natural gas and power system, the gas linepack 
plays a crucial role in balancing supply and demand in most 
gas consuming [1]. The emerging power-to-gas (P2G) 
technologies can convert energy from electricity to natural 
gas [2], [3], which helps to accommodate the surplus wind 
and solar. Reference [4] proposes a steady-state model of the 
integrated natural gas and electric power system with bi-
direction energy conversion, and [5] formulates a dynamic 
optimal energy flow model for the integrated gas and power 
systems. 
For the integration of electrical and heating systems, 
some works focus on the clean energy supply for the 
residential demands such as buildings or communities [6]. 
Reference [7] proposes a coordinated planning model for the 
energy distribution of the integrated power and heating 
system. The district heating network is capable of bulk-
volume heat storage, such as heat storage tanks [8], electric 
boilers [7] and heat pumps [9], which helps to increase the 
flexibility and reduce the wind curtailment. 
Therefore, it illustrates that energy system integration 
brings potential to improve the overall efficiency and 
sustainability of the integrated energy systems. However, 
energy system integration also challenges system operation 
at the same time. 
On the one hand, the complexity of the system increases 
when more subsystems are integrated and have different 
characteristics. On the other hand, the significant 
uncertainties are introduced to the power systems with the 
increasing deployment of renewable sources. There are 
various aspects of investigation on multi-energy systems 
involved, e.g. optimal operation with intermittent renewable 
sources [10], system expansion planning under different 
scenarios [11], and bidding strategies for large wind farms or 
energy storage plants [12], [13]. 
Though some works are reported in the energy system 
integration and related optimization tools applied, there is 
still an urgent need to address the uncertainty issue in the 
joint operation of electricity, gas and heating systems. So this 
paper addresses the coordinated operation of power, gas and 
district heating systems under uncertainty. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II presents a two-stage stochastic programming 
model to describe the interaction between the day-ahead and 
the real-time operation of the integrated electricity, gas and 
heating system. Section III presents and analyzes a case 
study. Finally, Section IV gives conclusions.
II. MODEL FORMULATION
This section provides a detailed formulation of the 
proposed two-stage stochastic programming model. We first 
introduce the notation followed by the formulation of the 
model.
A. Notation
Sets and Indices
Set of scenarios
ED
n Set of electricity demands at bus n
GC
n Set of gas compressors at node n
GD
n Set of gas demands at node n
GS
n Set of gas storages at node n
GW
n Set of gas source at node n
EPS Set of buses in the electricity power system 
(EPS)
NGS Set of nodes in the natural gas system (NGS)
DHS Set of nodes in the district heating system 
(DHS)
n
Set of buses directly connected to bus n by
transmission lines
T Set of hours in the study horizon
Set of decision variables 
REF Reference bus with phase angle fixed to 0
Constants
nmB Susceptance of transmission line n-m [p.u.]
GW
wc
Marginal cost of the natural gas supplied from 
gas source w [$/MWh]
GS,in/out
sc
Marginal cost of gas input/output to/from gas
storage s [$/MWh]  
CHP,H/P
jc
Marginal cost of heat/power production from 
CHP unit  j [$/MWh]
CFP
ic
Marginal cost of power production from CFP 
unit  i [$/MWh]
P2G,H/P
kc
Marginal cost of heat/gas production from P2G 
unit k [$/MWh]
WF
fc
Marginal cost of power production from wind 
unit  f  [$/MWh]
ED
,d tD Hour-t electricity demand at bus d [MW] 
GD
,d tD Hour-t gas demand at gas node d [MW]
HD
,d tD Hour-t heat demand at heat node d [MW]
Tn Number of hours in the study horizon
max/min
sGS Max/min gas stock in gas storage s [MWh]  
max/min
hHS Max/min heat reserve in heat storage h [MWh]  
HS,in/out,max
hH
Heat input/output capacity of heat storage h
[MW]  
CHP,max/min
jH Max/min heat supply level of CHP unit j [MW]
P2G,max/min
kH Max/min heat supply level of P2G unit k [MW]
max
,nm tH Capacity of heat transmission line n-m [MW]
max/min
lLP Max/min gas linepack in pipeline l [MWh]  
CFP,max/min
iP
Max/min power generation level of CFP unit i
[MW]
CHP,max/min
jP
Max/min power generation level of CHP unit j
[MW]  
max
nmP Capacity of transmission line n-m [MW]
GW,max/min
wQ
Max/min gas supply level of gas source w
[MW]
P2G,max/min
kQ
Max/min gas generation level of P2G unit k
[MW]
GS,in/out,max
sQ Gas input/output capacity of gas storage s [MW]  
CFP,U/D
iR
Maximum upward/downward reserve of CFP 
unit i [MW]
CHP,U/D
jR
Maximum upward/downward reserve of CHP 
unit j [MW]
CFP
iRU Upward ramping limit of CFP unit i [MW/h] 
CFP
iRD Downward ramping limit of CFP unit i [MW/h]
CHP
jRU Upward ramping limit of CHP unit j [MW/h] 
CHP
jRD
Downward ramping limit of CHP unit j
[MW/h]
max
nmS
Transmission capacity of gas pipeline n-m
[MW]
LOL
dV Electricity loss of load cost [$/MWh] 
max
fW Generating capacity of wind unit  f [MW]  
,f tW Hour-t power supply from wind unit  f [MW]  
Probability of scenario
A pre-set small value   
GC
g
Energy consumption coefficient of gas 
compressor g
e
j Generating coefficient of CHP unit j
l
j Heat loss coefficient of CHP unit j
eK Heat exchange coefficient of CHP unit  j
P2G,G/H
k
Energy conversion efficiency from power to 
gas/heat at P2G unit k
Variables
CHP
,j tD Hour-t gas consumption in CHP unit j [MW]  
ED,shed
, ,d tD
Hour-t electricity load shed at node d in scenario 
[MW]  
GC
,g tD Gas consumption in gas compressor g [MW]
P2G
,k tD Power consumption in P2G unit k [MW]
,s tGS Gas stocks in gas storage s [MWh] 
,h tHS Heat stocks in heat storage h [MWh]
HS,in/out
,h tH Heat input/ output of heat storage h [MW]
CHP
,j tH Heat supply from CHP unit j [MW]
P2G
,k tH Heat supply from P2G unit k [MW]
,l tLP Linepack stock in pipeline l [MW]
CHP
,i tP Power production from CHP unit i [MW] 
CHP,U/D
, ,i tPR
Upward/downward reserve of CHP unit i
deployed in scenario of the operating stage 
[MW]
CHP
,j tP Power supply from CHP unit j [MW] 
CHP,U/D
, ,j tPR
Upward/downward reserve of CHP unit j
deployed in scenario of the operating stage 
[MW]
P2G
,k tQ Gas supply from P2G unit k [MW]
P2G,U/D
, ,k tQR
Upward/downward reserve of P2G unit k
deployed in scenario of the operating stage 
[MW]
GW
,w tQ Gas supply from gas source w [MW]
GS,in/out
,s tQ Gas input/output of gas storage s [MW] 
LP,in/out
,l tQ Gas input/output of linepack pipeline l [MW]
,mn tS Gas flow rate in pipeline m-n [MW]
GC
,g tS Gas flow rate through gas compressor g [MW]
S
,f tW Power schedule for wind unit f [MW]
spill
, ,f tW
Wind spill for balancing in scenario of the 
operating stage [MW] 
,n t Phase angle of bus n [rad]
Note that subscripts t and indicate time period t and
scenario , respectively. 
B. Optimization Model
In this section, a two-stage stochastic programming 
model is formulated to represent the interaction between the 
scheduling stage and the real-time operation of the multi-
energy systems. This problem is formulated below:
T CHP CFP
WF GW P2G
GS
CHP,P CHP CHP,H CHP CFP CFP
, , ,
1 1 1
WF S GW GW P2G,Q P2G P2G,H P2G
, , , ,
1 1 1
GS,in GS,in GS,out GS,out
, ,
1
min
+ +
n n n
j j t j j t i i t
t j i
n n n
f f t w w t k k t k k t
f w k
n
s s t s s t h
s
c P c H c P
c W c Q c Q c H
c Q c Q c
HS
T CHP
CFP
HS,in HS,in HS,out HS,out
, ,
1
CHP,P CHP,U CHP,D CHP,H CHP CHP
, , , , , , ,
1 1
CFP CFP,U CFP,D GW GW
, , , , , ,
1
+
n
h t h h t
h
n n
j j t j t j j t j t
t j
n
i i t i t w w t
i
H c H
c PR PR c H H
c PR PR c Q
GW
P2G
GS
GW
,
1
P2G,Q P2G,U P2G,D P2G,H P2G P2G
, , , , , , ,
1
GS,in GS,in GS,in GS,with GS,out GS,out
, , , , , ,
1
+
n
w t
w
n
k k t k t k k t k t
k
n
s s t s t s s t s t
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Subject to: 
1) Electric power scheduling:
CFP,min CFP CFP,max CFP
, ,  ,i i t iP P P i t T (2)
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2) Natural gas scheduling:
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3) District heating scheduling:
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4) Scheduling linking constraints:
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5) Electric power operation per scenario:
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6) Natural gas operation per scenario:
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7) District heating operation per scenario:
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The objective function (1) to minimize the total expected 
system operation costs, including the costs of day-ahead 
scheduling and the costs of real-time operation in the multi-
energy systems. The objective function is subject to two 
different sets of constraints, namely, the day-ahead 
scheduling constraints, (2)-(35); the real-time operation 
constraints, (36)-(60). 
This objective function (1) consists of several terms: the
operation cost of scheduling CHP units to produce 
electricity and heat; the operation cost of scheduling coal-
fired power (CFP) units and wind farms (WF) to produce 
electricity, respectively; the cost of gas supply scheduling 
from gas sources (GW); the operation cost of scheduling 
P2G units to produce gas and heat; the operational cost of 
gas output and gas input of the gas storage; the operational 
cost of heat output and heat input in the heat storage; the 
expected balancing cost of operating the CHP, coal-fired 
power enreration (CFP), gas source, P2G, gas storage, heat 
storage and wind farms of the integrated system in real-time 
operation; the cost of any load that must be shed in real-time
operation.
As mentioned previously, there are two different sets of 
constraints: the scheduling constraints and the real-time 
operation constraints. Each set of constraint is divided into 
four types of constraints, which are the electricity, gas,
district heating, and the linking constraints. Also, we build 
the general formulation on the following assumptions to 
simplify the two-stage stochastic programming model:  
1) For the gas network, we assume that all nodal gas
pressures are within normal ranges. 
2) For the district heating network, we assume that the
water temperature and the water pressure are within normal 
ranges. 
3) For simplicity, the gas flow rates and heat flow rates
are converted to power units, and the per-unit system used.
Regarding the day-ahead scheduling constraints, (2)-(11) 
enforce the operational constraints from the power system 
side, which consist of the facility capacities of CFP (2), 
CHP (3) and wind farm (4); the ramping limits of CFP with
(5)-(6) and CHP with (7)-(8); the nodal power balance 
equations (9); the power transmission capacities (10); and 
reference constraints (11) at the scheduling stage. Similarly,
equations (12)-(23) enforce the scheduling constraints in the 
natural gas network. Constrains (24)-(31) represent the 
scheduling constraints of the district heating network, which 
consist of the heat production capacities of the CHP (24) 
and P2G units (25); the operational constraints of the heat 
storage (26)-(29); the nodal heat balance equations (30); and 
the heat transmission capacities (31).
Finally, besides the network constraints and the 
operational limits for the facilities in the individual 
electricity, gas and heating systems, the interfaces among 
the electricity, natural gas and district heating systems are 
constrained by the energy conversion relationships of the 
CHP (32)-(33) and P2G units (34)-(35). The gas-fired CHP 
unit can generate electricity and heat simultaneously by 
consuming natural gas. The relationship between the output 
of electricity and heat is given by (32), and the gas 
consumption is given by (33). 
P2G is an emerging technology that consumes electricity 
to produce gas. In practice, part of the electric energy is
dissipated in forms of heat during the process of gas 
production. Some of the dissipated heat can be used as 
heating supply in the district heating system, which is stated
in (34). Equation (35) shows that the gas generation should 
not exceed the maximum energy conversion efficiency of 
P2G when converting electricity to natural gas.
The remaining constraints (36)-(60) impose real-time 
operating restrictions. Note that some real-time operating 
constraints are not listed here due to limited space. But the 
abridged constraints do not affect the understanding of the 
model, as they are similar to those constraints in the 
scheduling stage. Equations (36)-(40) enforce real-time 
operational constraints in the electricity network. Equations 
(41)-(48) enforce the real-time operational constraints in the 
natural gas network. Equations (49)-(56) enforce the real-
time balancing constraints in the district heating network. 
Finally, constraints (57)-(58) impose the energy conversion 
relationships of CHP units for balancing in each scenario.
Constraints (59)-(60) impose the energy conversion 
relationships of P2G units for balancing in each scenario.
III. CASE STUDY
A. Description of the simulation system
The test case considered in this work is shown in Fig. 1. 
The 4-node gas network is composed of 3 pipelines, four 
nodes. The 4-bus electricity system includes a CFP unit, a 
CHP unit, and a wind farm. The heating system includes one 
heat storage, two pipes, and three nodes. Finally, there are 
two links. One is the CHP unit, another one is the P2G unit.
We have run problems with 50 scenarios using CPLEX 
under GAMS. The CPU core used for the simulations clocks 
at 2.7 GHz. Available RAM is 8 GB. The solution time is 
1.64 seconds for this case with 50 wind power scenarios.  
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Fig. 1. The Structure of an integrated electricity, natural gas and district 
heating system.
It is important to note that scheduling reserve is required 
to cope with the uncertain wind power production, which is 
represented via two scenarios, namely high and low, with 
probability 0.6 and 0.4, respectively.
B. Day-ahead scheduling of the energy sources
In this section, the optimal scheduling strategy of the 
integrated energy system is analyzed over the whole 24 hour 
time horizon. Fig. 3 shows the optimal schedule of sources in 
the electrical system. It should be noted that the total power 
consumption includes both the power demand and the 
electricity consumption in the P2G unit. As you can see in 
Fig. 2, the generation of the CFP unit is flat. In contrast, the 
gas-fired CHP unit plays a critical role regarding peak 
regulation to accommodate the fluctuated wind power. On 
the gas system side, Fig. 3 shows the gas injections and 
consumptions. Because of the surplus wind power during in 
the scheduling stage, the P2G unit turns excess power into 
gas and heat, thereby reducing wind power curtailment. Note 
that the gas supply from the gas source is flat. The difference 
between gas supply and consumption is balanced by the gas 
storage and linepack. In the gas system, there are not as 
many regulation facilities as in the power system. So, the 
linepack plays an important role in balancing gas production 
and consumption. At the district heating system side, Fig. 4
illustrates the heat supplies and consumptions. The 
difference between heat supply and heat consumption is 
balanced by the heat storage. Note that the heat dissipation in 
the P2G unit is supposed to supply heating in the district 
heating system, to reduce the energy loss in the process of 
gas production.  
Fig. 2. Optimal schedule of sources in the electrical system.
Fig. 3. Optimal schedule of sources in the gas system.
Fig. 4. Optimal schedule of sources in the district heating system.
C. Real-time adjustment of the energy sources
Fig. 5 provides the actual deployment of downward and 
upward reserve adjustment per scenario and period in the 
electrical system to account for wind variability. A positive 
value represents an upward reserve adjustment and a 
negative value represents a downward reserve adjustment. 
For scenario “high wind”, the actual downward adjustment 
for unit CFP and CHP is deployed to compensate high wind 
power production in most of the periods. For scenario “low 
wind”, the upward adjustment for unit CFP is deployed in 
most of the periods.
(a) High wind
(b) Low wind
Fig. 5. Optimal adjustment of sources in the electricity system.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a coordinated model for jointly 
operating the electricity, gas, and district heating systems. 
The objective is to minimize the total operational costs. As 
wind uncertainty is considered, a two-stage stochastic 
formulation is developed to model the optimal scheduling of 
reserves to facilitate real-time adjustment decisions. The 
model is illustrated using a test energy system. The required 
computational time is small and compatible with operational 
requirements.  
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Nomenclature 
Indices: 
CFP coal-fired power unit  
GC  gas compressor 
GS gas storage 
GW  gas well 
HS heat storage 
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H, P, G heat, power, gas 
LP linepack 
WF wind farm 
Parameters: 
B  susceptance of the transmission line, p.u. 
c   operational cost, $/MWh  
D  gas demand, power demand, heat demand, MW 
m water flow rate, 3m h  
Z  the resistance coefficient of the pipeline,  
2 2kPa (MW)  
  energy consumption coefficient 
   energy conversion efficiency 
K  heat exchange coefficient   
  Set of decision variables 
Variables:  
, ,P H Q  power flow, heat flow, gas flow, MW 
, ,p   the angle of voltage, gas pressure, water temperature 
W  wind power, MW 
S  gas flow rate, MW 
 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, research investigations have demonstrated that the integration of energy systems can balance the 
energy production and consumption in a broader scope, and hence improve the efficiency and sustainability of the 
energy utilization [1]. Therefore, the investigations of multi-energy systems (MES) are currently receiving increasing 
attention. 
Since electricity and natural gas are two of the common options for bulk energy transmission, extensive studies 
have been carried out to investigate the coordinated operation of the gas and power system. [2] develops a steady-
state model for the integrated gas and power systems, while [3] develops a dynamic energy flow model which 
considers the different response times of the gas and power systems. [4] proposes a coordinated scheduling strategy 
to optimize conflicting benefits of the electricity and gas networks.  [5] proposes a bi-level dispatch model to minimize 
the total operation costs of both natural gas and electricity systems.  
Several works have also been conducted in the coordination of electrical system and heating system, due to the 
extensive use of CHP units, heat pumps and electric boilers. [6] proposes an optimization model to coordinate the 
electrical and heating systems to accommodate the renewable sources. [7] proposes a combined heat and power 
dispatch model to operate the electric power system and district heating system. [8] develops a transmission 
constrained unit commitment model on the combined electricity and district heating networks. These studies suggest 
that the coordinated operation can enhance the flexibility of the power system and accommodate high penetration 
level of renewable energy generation. 
Although the coordination of the gas and power systems and the coordination of electrical and heating system have 
been studied well, there is few work on the joint operation of electricity, gas, and district heating systems. [9] presents 
a steady state power flow model for combined optimization of electricity, gas, and district heating systems based on 
the concept of energy hubs. However, it ignores the detailed network constraints of the electricity, gas and district 
heating system. 
This paper focuses on the coordination of electricity, gas, and district heating systems with network constraints 
considered. The major contribution is providing an optimization problem for joint operation of electricity, gas, and 
district heating systems. The objective is to minimize the operational costs of the integrated systems while maximises 
the renewable energy consumed.   
 Author name / Energy Procedia 00 (2018) 000–000  3 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a model to describe the optimization problem 
for joint operation of the electricity, gas and heating systems. Section 3 analyzes a case study. Finally, Section 4 gives 
conclusions.  
2. Optimization Model 
In this section, an optimal cooperation model is formulated to represent the scheduling of the integrated electricity, 
gas and heating system. This problem is formulated below. 
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 (1) 
The objective function (1) minimizes the total system operation cost, which consists of several terms: the operation 
cost of CHP units to produce electricity and heat, the operation cost of coal-fired power (CFP) units and wind farms 
(WF) to produce electricity, the cost of gas supply from gas wells (GW), the operation cost of P2G units to produce 
gas and heat, the operational cost of gas output and gas input of the gas storage, the operational cost of heat output 
and heat input in the heat storage.  
The optimization is subjected to electric power constraints, natural gas constraints, district heating constraints and 
energy conversion limits.  
1) Electric power constraints：    
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DC power flow model is used in the network constraint. The electric power constraints consist of the nodal power 
balance equations (2). The constraints also include the generator capacities, the ramping limits, and the power 
transmission capacities, which are not listed here due to page limits.  
2) Natural gas constraints：    
   
GW GS P2G LP GD GC
CHP
GW GS,out GS,in P2G LP,out LP,in GD GC
, , , , , , , ,
CHP NGS
, , ,   , ,
n n n n n n
n n
w t s t s t k t l t l t d t g t
w s k l d g
j t nm t
j m
Q Q Q Q Q Q D D
D S m n t T
     
 
      
     
     
 
 (3) 
  
2
2 2 NGS
, , ,= ,     , ,n t m t nm nm tp p Z S n m t T                                 (4) 
Equations (3)-(4) state the steady-state model of the natural gas system. In addition, the natural gas constraints also 
include the gas production capacities of the GW and P2G units, the operational constraints of the gas storage and gas 
linepack, which are not listed here due to page limits. Finally, the model of the compressor is adapted from [2].  
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3) District heating constraints：    
   
CHP P2G HS HD
CHP P2G HS,out HS,in HD out in
, , , , , , , ,
DHS
,  
        ,
n n n n
j t k t h t h t d t n t n t n t
j k h d
H H H H H c m
n t T
 
   
       
   
   
 (5) 
  out am in am DHS, , , , , , , ,mn t mn t mn t mn t mn t m n t T                                   (6) 
  out DHS, , , ,= , , ,  
n n
n t mn t mn t mn t
m m
m m m n t T 
 
                             (7) 
Equations (5)-(7) represent the model of the district heating network, which consist of the nodal heat balance 
equation, the temperature drop equations, and the nodal mixed temperature equation. It also consists of production 
capacities of the CHP and P2G units, the operational constraints of the heat storage and the heat transmission 
capacities.  
4) Energy conversion among subsystems：   
 CHP CHP E L E E CHP, , 1 ,      ,j t j t j j jH P K j t T                                     (8) 
 CHP CHP E CHP
, , ,     ,j t j t jD P j t T                                            (9) 
  P2G P2G,H P2G P2G P2G, , , ,    ,k t k k t k tH D Q k t T                                        (10) 
 P2G,Q P2G P2G P2G
, , ,    ,k t k k tQ D k t T                                           (11) 
Finally, the interfaces among the electricity, natural gas and district heating systems are constrained by the energy 
conversion relationships of the CHP (8)-(9) and P2G units (10)-(11).    
3. Case study   
3.1. System description    
Fig. 1 shows a test system considered in this work. This test system includes a 4-bus electricity system, a 3-node 
heating system and a 4-node gas network. The electricity system is composed of a CHP unit, a CFP unit, and a wind 
farm. The gas network includes a gas source, a gas storage and a gas compressor. The heating system includes heat 
storage and three nodes. There are two links: CHP and P2G units. The coordinated operation model presented above 
is solved by using IPOPT [10] under GAMS [11]. The laptop used has an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7 CPU clocking at 2.70 
GHz and 8 GB of RAM. The iteration number is 45; the computational time is 1.2 seconds.   
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Fig. 1. The structure of an integrated electricity, natural gas and district heating system. 
3.2. Network operational parameters  
Just as the voltage stability, which plays a major role in the electrical power system, the gas pressure and water 
temperature are critical factors for the security operation of natural gas system and district heating system, respectively. 
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Fig. 2 demonstrates the comparison of the simulation results with P2G and without P2G. Fig. 2 (a) shows the water 
temperature at the inlet and outlet of node 2, which is a load node. The reference temperature is fixed to 100 ℃. As 
there are heat losses generated during the process of heat transmission, the water temperatures at the inlet of node 2 
are lower than the reference node. Besides, there is a lot of heat exchange happen at the load node. Thus the water 
temperature at the outlet of node 2 will be further declined. The level of temperature drop at load node mainly depends 
on the amount of heat load. It shows that the temperature drop is larger during the night hours when there is higher 
heat demand. Finally, due to heat supply from P2G unit, the inlet and outlet temperatures of integrated system with 
P2G are higher than that without P2G. A higher outlet temperature helps to guarantee safety operation of heating 
network. Fig. 2 (b) shows the variability of nodal gas pressure. The reference pressure is fixed to 1 bar. It shows that 
the variability of nodal gas pressure can be dampened by assembling P2G in the multi-energy systems. Further, the 
nodal gas pressure varies in a narrow range, which indicates that the gas system can play a stabilizing role in multi-
energy systems as there is gas linepack in the operational process. It is illustrated that both the district heating system 
and the natural gas system can provide flexibility to accommodate the fluctuation of the electrical power system.   
         (a) 
Reference
Inlet, with P2G
Outlet, with P2G
Inlet, without P2G
  Outlet, without P2G
         (b)  
Fig. 2. Network operational parameters: (a) node 2 at the district heating system, (b) node 4 at the natural gas system.  
3.3. Scheduling of the energy sources 
This subsection analyzes the scheduling strategy throughout a 24-hour time horizon. Fig. 3 (a) illustrates the optimal 
schedule of the electrical system. The total electricity consumption is composed of the power load and the electricity 
consumption at the P2G unit. In this case, there is a high wind power output, but only a small amount of surplus wind 
power is curtailed in the night. Most of the excess electricity is converted into gas and heat by the P2G unit, which 
helps to reduce the wind curtailment. Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the optimal schedule of the gas system. The total gas 
consumption includes both the gas demand and the gas consumption at CHP unit. The difference between gas 
production and consumption is balanced by linepack storage, which provides the flexibility to gas networks. Fig. 3 (c) 
illustrates the optimal schedule of district heating system. The total heat consumption includes the heat load and the 
heat loss. The heat loss comes from the heat dissipation of the high-temperature water. There is about 12.4% of heat 
loss in this study.   
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Fig. 3. Optimal schedule of sources: (a) the electrical system, (b) the natural gas system, (c) the district heating system. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a coordinated optimization model for the joint operation of the electricity, gas and district 
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heating systems of an urban area. A nonlinear programming is formulated by considering the network constraints in 
the integrated systems. This model is solved using IPOPT under GAMS. Simulation results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach. The required computational time is acceptable with operational requirements. 
It shows that most of the surplus wind power can be converted into gas and heat by the P2G unit, which helps to 
reduce wind curtailment. Further, both the district heating system and the natural gas system can provide flexibility to 
accommodate the fluctuation of the electrical power system.   
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Abstract 
A coordinated operation of the natural gas and electricity network with bi-directional energy 
conversion is expected to accommodate high penetration levels of renewables. This work focuses on 
the unified optimal operation of the integrated natural gas and electricity system considering the 
network constraints in both systems. An iterative method is proposed to deal with the nonlinearity in 
the proposed model. The models of the natural gas and power system are linearized in every iterative 
step. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. Applicability of the proposed 
method is tested in the sample case. Finally, the effect of Power to Gas (P2G) on the daily economic 
dispatch is also investigated.                    
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1. Introduction 
The rapid development of the renewable energy brings sustainability of the energy 
supply [1], while challenging the power system operators with the intermittent and 
unpredictable features at the same time. In recent years, research investigations have 
demonstrated that the integration of energy systems can balance the energy production and 
consumption in a broader scope, thereby improve the overall efficiency and sustainability 
of the energy utilization [2].                                                        
Among different energy systems such as power, gas, heating, transportation, etc., the 
natural gas and electrical power systems are the most common options for bulk energy 
transmission over thousands of kilometers. Moreover, the emerging power-to-gas 
technology enabling the bi-directional energy conversion further enhances the interaction 
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between the gas and power systems [3]. More recent researches are carried out from the 
market perspective, illustrating that neglecting the gas supply limitations may lead to the 
energy cost distortion [4] and coordination can help to reduce energy supply cost [5].    
The optimal operation of integrated gas and power systems can be formulated as an 
optimization problem. However, network constraints for both gas and electricity systems 
are usually presented in nonlinear forms which challenge the tractability of the global 
optimality. Existing work [6] decouples the optimization into two subproblems 
representing gas and electricity. However, it may not work for the loop-locked system 
with bi-directional energy conversion.    
To achieve the optimal operation of the integrated gas and electricity system 
synchronously, this work focuses on the coordinated operation of the integrated gas and 
power system with bi-directional energy conversion. The objective is to minimize the 
operation cost for both electricity and gas systems while maximizing the renewable energy 
accommodation. It is mathematically formulated as a scaled nonlinear optimization 
problem. An iterative method is proposed to handle its scale and nonlinearity.      
2. Integration of the electricity and natural gas systems 
The integrated natural gas and power system is composed of a natural gas network and 
an electricity network as shown Fig. 1. It is a test system which has been used in the 
steady-state analysis of the combined gas and power system, and the details can be found 
in [7].   
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Fig. 1. The test system of a 7-node gas network coupled with IEEE-9 system      
The bi-direction energy conversion between the natural gas and electric power systems 
primarily takes place in the GPG units and P2G. So the integrated natural gas and power 
system is a loop-locked system. The production and consumption in both networks need to 
be balanced simultaneously.  
To simplify the analysis, the unit of the gas flow rate is converted to power unit as MW 
and then the per-unit system is used in this paper. The base value of voltage is set as 
110kV. The base value of gas pressure is 1MPa. The base value of power is 100MW. 
Finally, all the related coefficients are adjusted to meet the per-unit system accordingly.                                    
3. Mathematical formulations of the optimization problem  
3.1. Objective function    
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The aim of the optimal operation is to minimize the total operational cost of the 
integrated electricity and gas systems.   
gas production power production compressor wind curtailment
1
( )+ ( ) ( )+ ( )
H
h
F C h C h C h C h                         (1)  
     The first term is the cost of gas production. The second term represents the cost of power 
supply. The third term represents the operational cost of the gas compressor. The fourth 
term is the penalty cost of a wind farm which is proportional to the square of wind power 
curtailment.   
3.2. Constraints    
The steady-state load flow in the electrical system is well-documented as shown in  (2) 
and (3). For the natural gas system, the natural gas flow formulated by the pipeline flow 
equation (4), nodal balance equation (5), gas compressor equation (6), linepack constraints 
(7) and (8). The energy conversions between the gas and power system primarily take 
place in the GPG units and P2G are shown in (9) and (10).           
g, d,
1
cos sin 0
N
i i i i j ij ij ij ij
j
P P P V V G B                           (2) 
 g, d,
1
sin cos 0
N
i i i i j ij ij ij ij
j
Q Q Q V V G B                         (3) 
 2=i j ij ijZ S                                                         (4) 
sup, load, , ( , )i i ij
j i
S S S i j N                                               (5) 
 
1
GC, GC GC, 11
k
k
c
k c
ij ij j i
k
cP K S
c
                                      (6) 
 0 sup con0( ) ( ) ( )  
t
LP t LP S t S t dt                                        (7) 
 end 0LP LP                                                               (8) 
 GPG GPG GPGP S                                                         (9) 
 P2G P2G P2GS P   (10) 
Those mentioned above are the equality constraints. Besides, there are various 
inequality constraints related to the transmission capacities of the gas pipeline and power 
line, the available capacities of the gas storage, gas linepack, gas terminal and electricity 
generator. Moreover, nodal pressures and bus voltages are also required to meet the 
operation limits.                                                                              
4. Optimization algorithm for solving the problem   
Since the objective function and most of the equality constraints are nonlinear 
equations, it is a large-scale nonlinear programming. Finding a globally optimal solution is 
difficult. To achieve the global optimal solution efficiently, this work proposes an iterative 
method to handle its scale and nonlinearity. The models of the natural gas and power 
system are linearized in every iterative step.   
The nonlinear objective function can be approximated by piecewise linear curves. Then 
by using DC power flow, nonlinear model of the AC system is simplified to a linear form.  
( )ij ij i jP B                                                         (11) 
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g, d, 0i i i ij
j i
P P P P                                         (12) 
The nonlinear equations of the natural gas model can be linearized based on the 
following simplifications. Given the initial values of gas flow rate in pipelines, (4) can be 
linearized as (13). The compressor works with a constant compression ratio of CR that the 
compressor calculation can be rewritten as (14) and (15).  
 0, gas, =k m km km kmZ S S   (13) 
  'GC, gas,km kmP K S                                            (14) 
 
1
' 2
GC a
c c
1
1
k
k
c
s k c
k
T cK K CR Z
E c
             (15)         
Now this problem is a linear convex optimization, which can easily be solved using 
commercial software such as CPLEX. As the calculated value depends on the given value 
0,kmS , it is an iterative process: at the beginning, given the initial value of 0,x(0)=[ (0)]kmS ; 
then solve the linearized optimization problem; update the value of  x(t+1) by 
1 2x(t 1) x(t 1) x(t) , 1 2 =1; solve the linearized optimization problem based on 
the updated value. Calculate x=x(t 1) x(t),  Tif x x , end. Otherwise, proceed 
to the next iteration.      
5. Case studies    
The test case is shown in Fig. 1 which is used to verify the feasibility of the proposed 
approach. The iteration process of the calculation is shown in Fig. 2 that the value of 
Tx x  is under the pre-set tolerance of 10-4 after 7 iterations.  
 
Fig. 2. The iteration of the linearized program 
Fig. 3 shows the optimal output of electricity network throughout the 24 time periods. 
The power outputs from both of the GPG and CPG in the integrated system with P2G 
agree well with that in the integrated system without P2G. During the peak load periods 
(1:00 PM~7:00 PM), all the available wind power is used to supply the electrical load, and 
both the GPG and CPG increase their unit outputs to balance the power demand. However, 
due to the limitation of the available capacities of the generators, load curtailment happens 
at 6:00 PM. When the valley load occurs in the midnight (12:00 PM~6:00 AM), the excess 
wind power is converted into gas fuel by P2G, which decreases the wind power 
curtailment compared to the case without P2G. It should be mentioned that the total power 
load includes both the nodal power demand and electricity consumed by P2G. So the total 
power demand in the case with P2G is higher than that without P2G in the midnight.   
Fig. 4 shows the optimal output of gas network throughout the 24 time periods. Due to 
the gas production from P2G, the daily gas supply from the gas terminal in the integrated 
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energy system with P2G is lower than that without P2G. It should be noted that the gas 
supply from the gas terminal is assumed to be flat. Linepack plays a major role in 
providing flexibility to meet the load fluctuation. In Fig. 4, the linepack is consumed when 
the value is positive, and the linepack is replenished when the value is negative. It can be 
seen that the linepack is consumed in the day and restored in the midnight. In the peak-
demand hour, the increased gas demand from GPG will lead to a rapid linepack 
consumption, which brings challenges to the reliability of gas supply. Therefore, it is 
important to maintain a sufficient linepack and the linepack at the end of the day should be 
equal to the beginning of the day.  
Fig. 5 shows the linepack variation. The linepack reaches its trough at around 9:00 PM 
and then starts to replenish. The linepack is growing faster in the case with P2G after 9:00 
PM. The reason is that the surplus wind power can be converted to gas fuel by using P2G, 
which helps to replenish the linepack faster.  
Compared to the case without P2G, the case with P2G can reduce the wind curtailment 
and natural gas consumption. Thereby, its daily operational cost can be reduced. In this 
case study, the daily operational costs are 355.5 thousand Euro and 368.8 thousand Euro 
for the integrated energy system with and without P2G, respectively. 3.6% operational 
cost is reduced by introducing the P2G.     
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Fig. 3. (a) Daily economic dispatch of power units with P2G    (b) Daily economic dispatch of power units without P2G 
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6. Conclusion 
This paper investigates the unified optimal operation of the electricity and natural gas 
systems with bi-directional energy conversion. It is mathematically formulated as a large-
scale nonlinear program considering the network constraints in both systems. This work 
proposes an iterative method to handle its scale and nonlinearity. The models of the 
natural gas and power system are linearized in every iterative step. Simulation result 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. The effect of P2G on the daily 
economic dispatch of the integrated energy system is also investigated. It can help to 
reduce the wind curtailment and natural gas consumption, thereby cut the operational cost. 
This model and method can provide the system operators with decision support in the 
integrated energy systems.    
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Abstract—Power-to-Gas (P2G) allows for the large scale energy 
storage which provides a big potential to accommodate the rapid 
growth of the renewables. In this paper, a long-term 
optimization model for the co-planning of the electricity and 
natural gas systems is presented. The P2G Plants are optimally 
sited and sized in the integrated energy system. The problem 
model is formulated as a multi-stage integer nonlinear 
optimization. The objective is to minimize the investment plus 
operation costs by determining the optimal location, capacity, 
and installation time of P2G. Case studies are simulated to 
illustrate the proposed approach.   
Index Terms--Power to gas; integrated gas and electricity 
system; natural gas network; electric power system; optimal 
planning.    
I. INTRODUCTION  
The social awareness in term of sustainability has 
promoted the deployment of the renewable energy generations. 
However, the intermittent and unpredictable features of the 
renewable energy raise the challenge to the power system 
operators to balance energy production and consumption [1]. 
The coordination of natural gas and electricity systems 
receives increasing interest to accommodate the high 
penetration level of renewables.      
Recently, some works have been conducted on the 
integrated gas and power system expansion planning to meet 
the future load growth [2]–[4]. A long-term, multi-area and 
multi-stage model has been proposed for the expansion 
planning of integrated electricity and natural gas system [2]; 
the result shows that the coordinated expansion planning has 
more advantages than the separate planning. But when 
considering both of the two systems in planning, there are 
many challenges, such as increased system complexity and 
risk, market timeline mismatch, overall system reliability 
evaluation, etc. The authors of [3], [4] proposed a novel 
expansion co-planning framework to tackle these problems. 
This approach can effectively identify the weakness of the 
energy infrastructure, and thus to enable safe and reliable 
energy supply in a long-term while meeting the planning 
requirements. The co-optimizations mentioned above have 
been carried out to determine the optimal location or 
installation times of new facilities to meet the future load 
growth. But there are few reports focus on the expansion co-
planning of the integrated energy system to meet the rapid 
growth of renewable energy.           
Today, for some developed countries, the average annual 
increase in electricity consumption is nearly zero, but the 
energy mix is changed rapidly that renewable energy 
gradually replaces the traditional fossil fuel. Taking Denmark 
for example, on the one hand, the increase in Danish 
electricity consumption will decrease to approximate 0 percent 
from 2020 to 2035 [5]. On the other hand, the wind power 
produced the equivalent of 39% of Denmark's electricity 
consumption in 2014 [6]. Further, an energy policy was 
adopted to increase the share of electricity production from 
wind to 50% by 2020, and to 84% in 2035 [6]. And a long-
term goal has been put forwarded in Denmark that a 100% 
renewable energy should be implemented in 2050 [7]. Thus, 
the energy mix of Denmark is dramatically transferring from 
fossil energy to renewable energy. With the extensive 
development of the intermittent renewable energy, a large 
scale and long duration energy storage technology is needed to 
store the surplus renewable energy for later reuse. Power to 
gas (P2G) is such a promising technique that works by using 
the surplus wind power or other renewable sources to produce 
gas fuel, and the produced gas fuel can be stored in the natural 
gas networks[8], [9]. A multi-criteria optimization has been 
carried out to select the installation locations for P2G [10]. It 
shows that P2G implementation makes it possible to increase 
the security of the chosen region. However, there are still few 
reports focus on the medium or long term planning of P2G for 
determining the optimal capacity or installation times to 
accommodate the increasingly high penetration level of 
renewable energy.     
This paper focuses on a multi-stage coordinative 
optimization for siting and sizing P2G Plants in the integrated 
natural gas and electric power system. These two networks are 
mainly coupled by using Power to gas (P2G) and Gas-fired 
power generation (GPG). The objective is to minimize the 
total investment plus annual operation costs. This optimization 
is subject to the energy flow equations in both systems as well 
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P2G and GPG. Thus, this co-planning problem is bounded by 
a set of nonlinear constraints. Besides, the siting of the P2G 
plants is set as binary variables, make it a mixed integer 
optimization. Therefore, the co-optimization is a multi-stage 
and mixed integer nonlinear programming.        
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 
model of the integrated gas and power system. The 
formulation of the co-planning model is described in Sections 
III. Section IV presents the numerical results corresponding to 
the application of these proposed models to an integrated 
system. Finally, Section V gives the conclusion of this work.    
II. MODELING OF THE INTEGRATED GAS AND  
POWER SYSTEM 
The integrated gas and power system is mainly composed 
of gas network, power system, and the links between the gas 
network and power system, such as GPG, P2G, gas 
compressors, etc. In order to analyze the steady state energy 
distribution in the integrated energy system, the integrated 
energy flow is formed by gathering the stated flow models of 
both natural gas and electricity system. In this paper, gas flow 
and gas load are measured by MW for the unification of the 
units. And the widely used per-unit system is exploited to 
describe the integration of gas and power system. In this paper, 
we consider that the base value of voltage is 110kV, the base 
value of gas pressure is 10 bar, the base values of power is 
100MW. Then the rest of the units can be derived from the 
independent base values. Finally, all the related coefficients 
are adjusted to meet the per-unit system accordingly.  
A. Power flow in the electrical system 
Power flow studies are of great importance in planning and 
operation of power systems. The goal of a power-flow study is 
to obtain voltage angle and magnitude information for each 
bus in a power system for specified load and generator power 
and voltage conditions [31]. The problem can be formulated as 
follows 
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B. Preliminary on the energy flow in the natural gas system   
The load flow in the power system is well-documented for 
steady-state analysis, focusing on the voltage, voltage angel, 
active and reactive power. Similarly in the natural gas system, 
the steady-state analysis focuses on the pressure, gas density 
and mass flow. For the steady-state isothermal flow in a gas 
pipeline, the flow rate is determined by the pressure drop [11]:   
( )22 2 gas=i j ij ijp p S P−                          (3) 
where ip  and jp  are the nodal gas pressure. 
gas
ijP  is the gas 
flow from node i to j. ijS  represents the hydraulic resistance 
coefficient of the pipeline, similar to the line impedance of 
the power system.  
The nodal gas balance equations simply indicate that the 
sum of the inflows and outflows at the node should be zero:  
gas gas gas
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j i
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where gas gassup, con,,i iP P  are gas supply and gas demand at node i 
respectively.  
C. Energy Conversion between the gas and power systems 
The energy can convert between the gas and power 
systems via the GPG, P2G and gas compressors. GPG is gas-
fired power generation. It burns natural gas to produce 
electricity. P2G is the emerging technology in recent years, 
which provides an opportunity to convert surplus electrical 
power to a gas fuel. Gas compressors consume electricity to 
increase the pressures at the specific bus in the gas system.  
The relationship between the electricity consumed by the 
gas compressor and the gas pressure can be defined as [12]. 
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where GC,iP is power consumption of the gas compressor 
i; GCK represents the unit conversion factor; aZ  is average 
compressibility factor; gasC,iP represents natural gas flow in the 
compressor, p.u.; cη  is compression efficiency; iT  is suction 
temperature, °R; cE  is compressors parasitic efficiency; kc  
is specific heat ratio for natural gas; inip and
out
ip  are pressures 
at suction and discharge flanges, respectively, p.u..  
     The energy conversion relationship between the gas 
generation rate P2G,iP  and the consumed power 
elec
D,iP  is 
related to the energy conversion efficient [11], which can be 
given as  
elec
P2G, P2G D,i iP Pη=                                 (6) 
where P2Gη denotes the energy conversion efficiency in P2G 
system.  Note that the efficiency of the P2G plant is around 
55%-80% according to the state-of-the-art technology.  
D. Linepack Storage 
In the natural gas system, linepack plays an important role 
in providing system flexibility. Linepack is proportional to the 
average pressure in a pipe [13]. In dynamic situations, based 
on the law of conservation of mass, linepack can be 
determined by the changes in the initial gas stored in the pipe 
and the net consumption [4], [14]      
gas gas
0 sup con0
( ) ( ) ( )
t
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Where LP is the current quantity of the linepack, 0LP  is the 
initial gas stored in pipes, gassupP is the supplied gas, and 
gas
conP  is 
the consumed gas. It should be noted that the system linepack 
is equal at the beginning of each day in this study.       
 
III. CO-PLANNING OF NATURAL GAS AND ELECTRICITY 
In this section, the optimization problem for the integrated 
gas and power systems is formulated. This co-planning 
problem is bounded by a set of nonlinear constraints. Besides, 
the siting of the P2G plants are set as binary variables, make it 
a mixed integer optimization. Thus, this co-optimization is a 
multistage and mixed integer nonlinear programming.      
A. Objective Function 
The objective function consists of the annualized 
investment and operation cost.   
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where r is risk-free rate, investment ( )C t  represents investment 
cost and operation ( )C t  represents the operation cost. 
The investment cost investment ( )C t   includes the investment 
to build new plants. In this work, three kinds of installations 
including P2G, GPG and gas compressor are considered. The 
operational costs are composed of the following parts： the 
production cost of P2G, GPG, coal-fired power plant and gas 
compressor; the cost of gas production;  the penalty cost of a 
wind farm which is proportional to the square of wind power 
curtailment [15], [16];  as well as the power deficit cost [2].      
B. Constraints   
Following constraints are considered in the optimization.  
1) Nodal gas flow constraints   
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2) The pipeline flow constraints    
gas gas gas  , ( , )ij ij ijP P P i j N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                (10) 
3) Gas nodal pressure constraints:    
 , ( )i i ip p p i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                       (11)   
4)  Compressor station constraints:  
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GC, GC, GC , ( )i iP P i N≤ ∀ ∈                     (15) 
5)  Gas output at gas producer: 
( )  GP, GP, GP, GP ,i i iP P P i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈               (16) 
6) The generation capacity of P2G: It might be affected 
by Power availability.  
( ) P2G, P2G, P2G, P2G,i i iP P P i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈             (17) 
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8)  The electricity branch flow constraints:  
( ) ,  ,ij ijP P i j N≤ ∀ ∈                    (23) 
9)  Power limit of coal-fired power generators:   
( )  C, C, C, C ,i i iP P P i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                 (24) 
10) Power limit of gas-fired power generators: The 
generation capacity of GPGs who might be affected by gas 
availability.   
( )  G, G, G, G ,i i iP P P i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈               (25) 
                 ( )gas   G, G, G, D, G ,i i i iP P P i Nη≤ ≤ ∀ ∈            (26) 
where gasD,iP  is the gas load of GPGs at i.  
11) Available wind power output constraints:   
 ( )W, W, Wˆ0 ,i iP P i N≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                 (27) 
12) Allowable electricity deficit constraints: The electricity 
deficit is the load shedding due to inadequate power supply.  
It is used to measure the reliability of the combined energy 
network.  
( )D, D, D0 ,i iP P i N′ ′≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                 (28) 
13) Linepack constraints: The system linepack is equal at 
the beginning of each day. The linepack should be limited in 
the safe operational region.   
end 0LP LP=                            (29) 
LP LP LP≤ ≤                         (30)  
C. The proposed methodology for coordinated expansion 
planning   
The co-planning problem is divided into two levels of the 
investment plan and the optimal operation. A series of 
candidate expansion plans are created at the planning level, 
which provides network topology and operational requirement 
for the operation optimization. And then the operation 
optimization is carried out by considering the daily optimal 
economic dispatch of the integrated gas and power system. 
Both levels are mutually embedded to form an integrated 
process that can display a better system expansion planning.   
The major steps of the proposed optimization method to 
solve the optimal co-planning problem are given in the 
following. Firstly, a series of initial expansion plans will be 
created based on the current situation and the future scenario 
forecasting. Secondly, once the novel network topology is 
formed, daily optimal economic dispatch will be carried out in 
the integrated gas and power system within the operating 
constraints. Thirdly, verify if the optimization satisfies 
objectives within constraints. If it is not satisfied, possible 
augmentations will be done based on the simulation results. 
 
Fourthly, if no violations occur, multi-stage optimization will 
be carried out on the operational cost plus capital investment 
cost. In order to improve the computational efficiency, the 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is applied to randomly pick out 
daily scenarios over a given planning horizon. Finally, if the 
iteration converges, select a preferred plan by economic 
analysis. Otherwise, creates another series of novel candidate 
expansion plans.        
IV. CASE STUDY 
Case studies are presented to validate the performance of 
the proposed approach. The co-planning model is proposed to 
analyze the location and the optimal dispatch of the different 
generation capacities. The variation of P2G planning with the 
penetration of wind power is investigated to determine a 
suitable installation time and to study potential benefits of 
installation of P2G. The reduction of primary energy 
consumption, such as coal, is also investigated to achieve 
higher environment efficiency. All nonlinear programming 
problems are solved by using YALMIP [17], a free toolbox 
for modeling and optimization in MATLAB [18].  
An IEEE-9 test system combined with a 7-node natural gas 
network is applied to illustrate the proposed approach as 
shown in Fig. 1. The natural gas network is composed of a gas 
source, gas storage, gas compressor and pipes. On the other 
hand, the electricity infrastructure has three generators at B1, 
B2, and B3. Moreover, the gas-fired generator is installed at 
B1 in the power system and connected with N1 in the gas 
system. B2 and B3 are wind farm and coal-fired power plant, 
respectively. Scheduling mismatch between the gas network 
and electricity system is also considered in this study. 
Specifically, power plants can be scheduled to operate for 
hourly intervals. In contrast, normal gas scheduling of gas 
source is performed on a daily basis. So it is essential to 
consider the daily linepack variations. In this paper, the 
balancing interval in the power system is considered as 60 
minutes; for the natural gas network, we consider that there 
are four supply reschedules at 6.00 AM, 12.00 PM, 6.00 PM 
and 12.00 PM. The pipeline parameters of the gas network are 
shown in Table I.   
\
 
Figure 1.  The 7-node gas network coupled with IEEE-9 systems 
TABLE I.  THE PIPELINE PARAMETERS OF  THE GAS NETWORK 
Pipeline  From To kmS (p.u.)  Capacity (p.u.) 
1 1 2 0.028 12 
2 2 3 0.037 12 
3 2 4 0.019 12 
4 4 7 0.028 12 
5 4 5 0 12 
6 5 6 0.029 12 
A. Experiment Setting 
The system planning horizon is nine years consisting of 3 
stages. Take 2014 as the initial year of the planning horizon, 
the data of the initial year is obtained from Energinet.dk [19]. 
In the initial year of the planning horizon, the wind power 
produced 39% of the electricity consumption. Assuming that 
the average annual increase in electricity consumption is zero, 
but the fossil fuel is gradually replaced by wind power that the 
annual growth rate of wind power is assumed as 6%.  
For the gas network, the transmission capacity, diameter, 
and pressure obligation are 500MW, 500 mm, and 20 bar 
respectively. The calorific value of the natural gas is set as 
37.26 MJ/m3. Each gas compressor has a compression ratio of 
2. For the electricity system, the electricity transmission line 
candidates are 110 kV with the capacity of 300 MW. The 
investment cost of P2G is 2 million Euro/MW, the investment 
cost for the gas-fired power plant is about 0.8 million 
Euro/MW and is 1.5 million Euro/MW for coal power plant. 
As mentioned above, a per-unit system is proposed to describe 
the integrated gas and power system. We consider that the 
base value of voltage is 110kV, the base value of gas pressure 
is 10 bar, the base values of power is 100MW. Then the rest of 
the units can be derived from the based values.  
B. The multistage evolution of the power capacity of P2G, 
GPG and coal-fired power plant       
The purpose of this expansion co-planning is to get both 
the location and the optimal dispatch of the different 
generation capacities by considering the increase in wind 
penetration. The detailed expansion planning of the integrated 
system is illustrated in Fig. 2. According to the optimization 
results, the first P2G must be implemented in stage one with a 
capacity of 80MW. The P2G2 and GPG2 must be 
implemented in stage two with a capacity of 50MW and 
45MW, respectively. The capacity of the GPG2 is then 
doubled to compensate the forecasted wind power expansion 
in stage three. And the capacity of P2G2 is expanded to 95 
MW in the third stage. It can also be observed that GPG and 
P2G play a critical role in balancing energy production and 
consumption on the growing supplies of intermittent 
renewable energy.  Fig. 3 shows the multistage evolution of 
the total power capacity of the P2G, GPG, and coal-fired 
power plant. As the penetration level of the wind power 
increases, the annual coal consumption is decreased in coal-
fired power plant. Meanwhile, the annual generations of both 
GPG and P2G are increased with wind penetration. 
Accordingly, the capacity of the coal-fired power plant is 
shrank from 310MW to 220MW, while the total generation 
capacity of GPG increased from 115MW to 205MW and the 
total capacity of P2G increases from 80MW to 175MW.      
 
 
Figure 2.  Co-planning scheme of the integrated gas and power system 
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Figure 3.  The multistage evolution of the total power capacity 
C. Comparison of the daily operation between two schemes   
In order to investigate the effect of P2G on the daily 
operation of the integrated gas and power system, we 
compared the daily operation result in the first stage between 
two schemes: a P2G with the capacity of 80 MW has been 
installed at B7 and put into operation in Scheme 1; the 
integrated system works without P2G in Scheme 2.  
Scheduling mismatch between the gas system and 
electricity system is also considered in this paper. The change 
of gas load will result in linepack variation. Especially, during 
the peak hours, the increased gas demand from GPG will lead 
to a rapid linepack reduction, which brings a great challenge to 
the daily linepack management. Thus, a sufficient linepack is 
critical for the reliability of gas supply. It should be noted that 
the linepack at the end of the day should be equal to the 
beginning of the day. Fig. 4 shows the linepack variation in a 
given day when the wind is strong, the total gas demand 
reaches its peak around 6:00 PM and then decline. 
Accordingly, the linepack will reach its troughs at around 9:00 
PM. Both of the linepack variations show some comparability, 
whereas also show some differences. First, the linepack is 
growing faster in the integrated system with P2G after 9:00 
PM. The reason is that the surplus wind power can be 
converted to gas fuel in the night, which can increase the 
replenishing speed of the linepack. Besides, there is a lower 
gas supply in the integrated system with P2G, and the 
decrement is indicated by the area surrounded by those two 
contours.  
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Figure 4.  The simulation results of daily linepack variation  
The comparison of the integrated energy system with P2G 
and without P2G is carried out in the context of operational 
cost, gas supply, and wind curtailment, as shown in Fig. 5. All 
the comparisons are carried out in a given week when the 
wind is strong. Simulation result shows that the operational 
cost is higher when there is a larger power demand and lower 
wind power. Furthermore, compared with the integrated 
system without P2G, the integrated system with P2G has 
much lower operational cost. This benefits from the lower gas 
supply cost from the gas source and lower wind curtailment 
cost, as shown in Fig. 5. As a part of surplus wind power can 
be converted to gas fuel by using P2G, the gas supply is 
decreased, and the wind curtailment can also be reduced by 
the using of P2G. This indicates that P2G can help to 
accommodate the rapid growth of renewable energy.        
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Figure 5.  Comparison of the integrated system with and without P2G  
V. CONCLUSION   
This paper proposes a multi-stage expansion co-planning 
model in the integrated natural gas and electricity system. The 
proposed model is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear 
multi-stage optimization problem that minimizes the costs of 
investments plus operation. The timeline mismatch between 
gas and power system is also considered by introducing the 
daily linepack variation. Case studies on a test gas network 
and IEEE9 system are presented to verify the applicability of 
the proposed approach. The effect of the installation of P2G 
on the daily operation in the integrated gas and power system 
is also investigated by comparing the daily operations between 
two schemes. Simulation results show that the integrated 
system with P2G has much lower operational cost, gas supply, 
and wind curtailment than that without P2G. Further, it shows 
that more generation capacities of P2G are required to 
accommodate the increasingly high penetration levels of wind 
power in the power system while GPG gradually replaces the 
coal-fired power plant because of its fast-ramping feature.     
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